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This dissertation em ploys factor-augm ented vector autoregressive (FAVAR)
m odels to investigate the im pact, transm ission m echanism and reaction function o f
m onetary policy. The recent developm ent o f augm enting dynam ic factor analysis w ith the
vector autoregressive (VAR) m odels, pioneered b y B em anke et al. (2005), has led to
advances in m onetary policy analysis. The new approach bases m easurem ents o f
m onetary policy on large data sets that approxim ate the true inform ation set o f
policymakers. This is in contrast to low dim ensional V A R m odels. The FA V A R model
summarizes inform ation from large data set b y a few factors that are incorporated into
V A R models.
The first essay investigates the im pact o f m onetary policy on a w ide range o f
m acroeconom ic indicators for the U nited States, Canada, the U.K., Japan and France
using FA V A R m odels. I also exam ine the influence o f United States’ m onetary policy on
the other countries in the sample. This essay incorporates betw een 70 and 80 m onthly
m acro variables for each country. The results show that, first, the FA V A R m odel
eliminates the “price puzzle” response for all countries. Second, m onetary policy has
plausible im pacts on a w ide range o f econom ic variables. Third, there is evidence o f
U nited States’ m onetary policy influence on Canada, the U.K. and Japan.
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In the second essay, I investigate the channels o f m onetary policy transm ission in
the U nited States using the FA V A R m odels. This essay builds on the debates on w hether
m onetary policy w orks through the credit channel, in addition to the traditional interest
rate channel. I include 154 U nited States’ m onthly m acro variables. The findings support
the existence o f the credit channel in the U nited States.
The third essay builds on the sem inal w ork o f Taylor (1993) to study the reaction
functions o f m onetary policym akers in the U nited States, Canada, the U.K. and Japan. I
include m onthly data on 80 to 150 m acro variables in the FAV A R m odel to investigate
the policy reaction functions. The findings show that m onetary policym akers react to
m any variables including capacity utilization rates, unem ploym ent rates, m onetary
aggregates, exchange rates, and long-term interest rates in addition to the inflation and
the output gaps.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation includes three essays that employ factor-augmented vector
autoregressive (FAVAR) models, developed by Bemanke et al. (2005), to investigate
the impact, transmission mechanism and reaction function o f monetary policy. Unlike
the standard vector autoregressive (VAR) models that are commonly used in
analyzing monetary policy, the FAVAR models utilize large data sets that
approximate the true information set o f policymakers.
A typical monetary policy VAR model contains four to eight variables
including a measure o f output, prices, money and interest rates. Implicitly, these
models assume that policymakers look only at a handful o f variables to understand the
state o f the economy. However, this assumption is at odds with the practice of
monetary authorities. These few variables rarely span the information sets used by the
policy makers. Due to current advancements in information technology, policymakers
in the real world analyze literally hundreds o f economic indicators at a low cost. The
failure to incorporate the large information sets available to the policymakers, and
limiting the analysis to sparse information sets, leads to erroneous measurements of
monetary policy (Bemanke et al., 2005; Bernanke and Boivin, 2003; Stock and
Watson, 2005).
As a remedy to the disconnect between the academic modeling o f monetary
policy analysis based on small models (such as the VARs or single equation models)
and the practice o f central bankers, Bemanke et al. (2005) combine factor analysis

1
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with the standard VAR approach to exploit information from large data set.
Information in large data sets are summarized by a few factors and added to the
standard VAR model. With the FAVAR approach, one can potentially include all
relevant macroeconomic variables, and obtain impulse response function for a
variable to a shock in any variable in the model. Compared to the standard approach,
the FAVAR model better approximates the information sets o f policy makers because
it is based on rich data set. Therefore, the FAVAR model generates better estimates of
monetary policy innovations, impacts and responses.
According to Bemanke et al. (2005), the failure o f VARs to approximate the
information sets o f policymakers leads to at least three potential problems. First, if the
monetary authorities and the private sector have a larger information set (by analyzing
hundreds o f variables) than the small VAR models, then the innovations and impulse
response functions generated from the model could be inaccurate or even
contaminated. The best example o f erroneous result from low dimensional VAR
models is the “price puzzle.” A price puzzle is the usual finding from standard VARs
where contractionary monetary policy shock leads to inflationary price response
instead o f the expected deflationary response.
Sims (1992) argues that the price puzzle is the result o f failing to control for
the information set o f the policymakers about signals o f future inflation. If the
policymakers tighten monetary policy in response to anticipated inflation, and if the
VAR model does not capture the information available to the policymakers, then what
appears a monetary policy innovation to the VAR is indeed a response o f monetary
authorities to the new information about inflation build-up. In this case, the central
bankers are making a “pre-emptive strike” against inflation. If the policy response
could only partially offset the inflationary pressure, it is possible to have higher prices
2
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(that is a price puzzle) following the tight monetary policy. If this explanation to the
price puzzle is correct, then the best remedy is approximating the information sets of
the model to that o f the policy makers’ (Bemanke et al., 2005). This is what exactly
the FAVAR models do. By exploiting information from large data set, the FAVAR
models expand the information sets o f the standard VAR models.
A second problem associated with the low-dimensional standard VAR models
is that one has to represent theoretical concepts such as economic activity, inflation or
monetary aggregate by a single series. For example, it is customary to represent
economic activity by industrial production and inflation by CPI. However, a single
series may not accurately capture the level of real activity or prices. The alternative to
this restrictive assumption is to treat such concepts as unobservable time series
determined by many observable variables. This is possible with the FAVAR
approach.
Finally, with the standard VARs, it is not possible to analyze monetary policy
by looking at its impact on multiple indicators due to limited numbers o f variables
that could be included in the models. For example, in order to assess the impact of
policy on economic activity, the researcher might need to observe its effect on
employment, sales, inventories, housing starts, investment, consumptions, earnings,
capacity utilization rates and so on, in addition to the industrial production or GDP.
On the other hand, with the FAVAR model, one can include potentially all existing
macroeconomic time series and assess the response o f a variable to a shock in any
variable in the model.
The first essay investigates the impact o f monetary policy on a wide range
macroeconomic indicators (such as industrial production, capacity utilization rate,
housing starts, unemployment rate, monetary aggregates, inflation, sales, inventories
3
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and earnings) for Canada, France, Japan, the U.K. and the United States. This essay
also examines the international transmission o f monetary policy, i.e., the impact o f the
U.S. monetary policy on the other countries in the sample. Cross-country comparisons
on the effects o f monetary policy are also made.
This study is different from the previous studies because the newly developed
factor-augmented vector autoregressive (FAVAR) approach would allow us to use an
extensive information set to approximate the actual decision making process o f the
policymakers in contrast to the limited information set VAR models. Consequently, I
expect a more robust and better-represented policy shocks and responses.
This essay utilizes between 70 and 80 monthly variables for each country
during the period starting as early as 1972 and ending as late as 2006. The data are
obtained from OECD Main Economic Indicators and International Financial
Statistics. The essay contributes to the literature as follows. First, I extend the use of
FAVAR model beyond the United States and the U.K. (Bemanke and Blinder, 2005;
Lagana and Mountford, 2005) to Canada, France and Japan to facilitate easy
comparisons. Second, this is the first study to employ the FAVAR model to analyze
international monetary policy transmissions, i.e., the impact o f the United States
monetary policy on other countries in the sample.
The second essay deals with the transmission mechanism o f the monetary
policy for the United States using the FAVAR approach. This study builds on the
existing debate on whether monetary policy operates through the traditional interest
rate channel or the credit channel. The traditional interest rate channel, also called the
money view, argues that tight monetary policy increases real interest rate. The higher
real interest rate discourages investment. The credit channel, also called the credit
view, argues that investment and output decline following tight policy by more than
4
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what could be explained by the interest rate channel (Bemanke, 1988). According to
the credit view, tight policy also affects the portfolio distribution o f the banking
system. Banks reduce the supply o f loans, which further constrain the availability of
funds for investment. Therefore, investment (and hence output) declines not only
because o f the higher interest rates but also because o f the decline in the supply o f
loans.
Many related studies report some evidence for the existence o f the credit
channel for the U.S. based on the standard VAR models. However, as described
above, these studies suffer from sparse information set and their assumption that
“economic activity” can be captured by unemployment or industrial production. I
believe that this study is an improvement over related literature for the following two
reasons. First, I employ more than

150 monthly data to approximate the

policymakers’ true information set. Second, I treat “economic activity” as unobserved
variable determined by a number o f observable macroeconomic time series instead of
representing it just by unemployment or industrial production.
The third essay estimates the reaction function o f monetary policy for Canada,
Japan, the U.K. and the U.S. based on the FAVAR models. The basic formulation o f a
reaction function used in the monetary literature is popularly known as the “Taylor
rule” (Taylor, 1993), which states that monetary authorities increase (decrease) the
nominal interest rate if the inflation is above (below) the target and/or output is above
(below) the potential level. In other words, the policy interest rate is varied in
response to inflation and output gaps. Many recent studies (Kim, 2002; Hsing and
Lee, 2004; Chang, 2005; Brouwer and Gilbert, 2005 and Adam et al., 2005) extend
the simple Taylor rule by adding more variables to the policy reaction function (in
addition to the inflation and output gaps). These additional variables include
5
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deviations from the trends o f the exchange rate, stock prices, foreign interest rates,
long-term interest rates and money. These studies document that there is a monetary
policy reaction to these additional variables too. This should not be surprising given
the fact the policymakers analyze hundreds or thousands o f economic indicators.
However, before the recent development o f FAVAR models, augmenting the Taylor
rule with many variables o f interest to the monetary authorities was not possible due
to the limitation o f the VAR or single equation models. By including between 80-150
monthly data for each country, this essay approximates the policy-makers information
set in estimating the monetary policy reaction function.

6
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CHAPTER 2

MEASURING THE IMPACT AND INTERNATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF
MONETARY POLICY: A FACTOR-AUGMENTED VECTOR
AUTOREGRESSIVE (FAVAR) APPROACH

2.1

Introduction
Recent research pioneered by Bemanke et al. (2005) combines factor analysis

with the vector autoregressive (VAR) models to exploit a rich dataset leading to
advancement in measuring monetary policy shocks and their impacts. This paper uses
the factor-augmented vector autoregressive (FAVAR) model developed by Bemanke
et al. (2005) to study the impact o f monetary policy on a wide range of
macroeconomic indicators for the U.S, Canada, the U.K., Japan and France to
facilitate cross-country comparisons.1 I also investigate the impact o f U.S. monetary
policy on the other countries in the sample. The recent development o f augmenting
dynamic factors with the VAR models helps in extracting information from a large
dataset to approximate the policymakers’ information set and get a better
identification o f monetary policy innovations. With the FAVAR model, one can
potentially include all existing time-series data and obtain the impulse response of
each variable to monetary policy innovations. This gives us a complete picture of

1 The initial objective was to include all G-7 countries in my study. However, Germany and Italy are
dropped due to data problems. Complete data are not found for Italy. Compared to other countries,
there are few variables found for Italy in the categories o f employment, interest rates, money and
producer price index. In the case o f Germany, the time period between its unification in early 1990s
and the start o f the European Monetary System in 1999 is too short to draw reliable conclusions.

7
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impact o f monetary policy shocks and helps in checking the empirical plausibility of
these responses.
Prior to the recent development o f the FAVAR model, the VAR has been the
standard approach in the monetary policy analysis, especially since 1992 (Sims, 1992;
Bemanke and Blinder, 1992). However, one o f the major shortcomings o f these
standard VAR models is that they are essentially low dimensional, i.e., the number of
variables included in the model is very small (usually less than 10) in order to save
■y

degrees-of-freedom. This is in direct contradiction to the information sets used by
monetary authorities who follow and analyze literally hundreds o f variables in their
policy-making process. In relation to this, Stock and Watson (2005) point out that
“... in reality Fed economists track hundreds if not
thousands o f variables as they prepare for upcoming
meetings o f the Open Market Committee. Unless the
staff economists are wasting their time, one must
assume that these hundreds o f variables help them
isolate the structural shocks currently impacting the
economy” (p. 2).
Bemanke et al. (2005) argue that there are at least three potential problems
associated with the standard VAR models despite their wide usage. First, if the
policymaker has larger information sets (by observing a large number o f time-series
variables) than the ones captured by the standard VAR models, then it is likely that
the presumed policy shocks are contaminated. For example, according to Sims’s
(1992) explanation, the “price puzzle” arises due to information sets signaling future

2 D egrees-of-freedom is the number o f observations minus the number o f parameters estimated.

8
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inflation that is available to the central banker but not captured by the variables in the
VAR. In that case, the innovations obtained from the VAR model could be just the
response o f a central banker to an inflation signal. Bemanke et al. (2005) further argue
that if Sims’s argument is true, then not only is the price response contaminated, but
all o f the estimated responses from the standard VARs are contaminated as well.
The FAVAR model generates a better estimate o f monetary policy shocks, as
it is based on a rich dataset that approximates the policymakers’ information set.
Second, the standard VAR requires representing some theoretical constructs by a
specific variable. For example, it is common to use gross domestic product or
industrial production as a measure o f “economic activity.” However, economic
activity may not be entirely captured by a single observation. The natural alternative
is to treat economic activity as an unobserved variable determined by a number of
observable measures. This is possible with the use o f the FAVAR approach. Third,
with the standard VAR, the impulse response functions and variance decompositions
are observed only for the few variables included in the model. However, the
researcher might care to see the impact o f policy on a wide range o f indicators beyond
those basic variables in the standard VAR. For example, for model validation
purposes as well as for an in-depth look at the impact o f a policy, one might be
interested in looking at the response of, say, employment, inventories, sales, hourly
earnings, housing starts and so on to a policy shock. With the FAVAR approach, one
can include literally hundreds o f variables and display impulse response functions for
each.
This study is different from the previous studies based on standard VAR
models for the reasons argued above. By including between 70 and 80 variables for
each country, I use extensive information set to approximate the actual decision9
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making process o f the policymakers in contrast to the small-variable VARs.
Therefore, I expect more robust and better-represented policy shocks and responses.
In addition, impulse response functions can be displayed potentially for all variables
included in the models. This helps in having a pretty good picture o f the impact of
monetary policy on the economy.
This paper contributes to the existing literature in two ways. First, I extend the
use o f the FAVAR model in measuring the impact monetary policy beyond the U.S.
and the U.K. to Canada, France and Japan to facilitate easy comparisons among these
countries. Second, this is the first study that attempts to analyze international
transmissions o f monetary policy using the FAVAR model.
The main findings show that monetary policy has an impact on a wide range
of economic variables. First, contractionary monetary policy (as measured by
innovations in short-run interest rates) leads to lower capacity utilization, industrial
production, employment, sales, consumer confidence, industrial confidence, housing
starts and prices. Furthermore, it leads to increases in unemployment, the 3-month
Treasury bill rate and the 10-year government bond rate. These results are generally
consistent across countries. Second, there is strong evidence that U.S. monetary
policy influences Canadian monetary policy. However such policy influence gets
weaker when it comes to other countries. Specifically, there is a mild response of
U.K. monetary policy to a shock in the U.S. federal funds rate, while no evidence of
policy response is observed in Japan and France.

2.2

Literature Review
This section reviews a sample o f studies that contribute to our knowledge of

monetary policy and its effect on macroeconomic variables. I start with the studies
10
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based on VAR models and move into the recent studies that incorporate factors that
summarize information from large dataset into the VAR approach.
Sims (1992) investigates the impact o f monetary policy in France, Germany,
Japan, the U.K. and the U.S. using the VAR approach. He uses monthly data for the
period starting in 1957 and 1964 and ending in 1990 or 1991 (for Germany it ends in
1989). The VAR originally has four variables in the Cholesky orderings o f short
interest rate (used as policy instrument), a monetary aggregate (some variety o f M l),
a consumer price index and an industrial production index. Therefore, Sims assumes
that contemporaneous innovation o f the interest rate affects all other variables while
contemporaneous innovation in industrial production affects none. All variables are in
log form except the interest rates.
For all countries in the sample, innovations in the interest rate lead to lower
output (measured in industrial production) and money. However, Sims also finds the
counterintuitive response that the consumer price index increases in response to
contractionary monetary policy (as measured by positive shocks in the interest rates).3
He argues that this puzzling response could be due to the fact that the central bankers
have larger information sets than can be captured by the four-variable VAR. These
policy authorities might be responding to an inflation pressure that is about to arrive.
He then includes two more “informational variables,” the exchange rate and
commodity price index. In the six-variable VAR4, the magnitude o f the “price puzzle”

3 This finding is pretty com m on in small-variable VAR models, and it is given a name o f “price
puzzle” by Eichenbaum (1992).
4 The six-variable V A R has a Cholesky ordering o f interest rate, exchange rate, com m odity price index,
monetary aggregate, consumer price index and industrial production. This im plies that,
contemporaneously, the interest rate, which is ordered first, impacts all other variables but it is not
affected by any variables in the model. On the other end, the industrial production is
contemporaneously affected by all variables in the model while it does not have any contemporaneous
influence on other m odel variables.

11
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declined. This finding agrees with the argument that small-variable VARs might not
span the information set o f policymakers. Overall, Sims (1992) finds that
contractionary monetary policy is associated with lower economic activity, as
measured by industrial production and a reduction in the monetary aggregate for all
countries in the sample.
Bemanke and Blinder (1992) present a detailed study on the impact of
monetary policy on the U.S. real variables based on a VAR model. They show that
U.S. monetary policy is best measured by innovations in the federal funds rate and
that monetary policy indeed affects the real economic activity. They make their point
using the following three steps. First, they argue that if the federal funds rate is the
monetary policy instrument, and if monetary policy has an impact on real activity,
then innovations in the instrument should be a good predictor o f major
macroeconomic variables.5 Second, they show that the funds rate as a measure of
monetary policy stance responds to the policy authorities’ perception o f the economy,
i.e., the funds rate reacts to changes in the major economic variables in a stabilizing
manner.6 Third, they show that monetary policy is a deliberate action made by policy
authorities instead o f an endogenous response to changes in macroeconomic
variables. This study successfully shows that the U.S. monetary policy can best be

5 Bem anke and Blinder (1992) consider industrial production, capacity utilization, employment,
unemployment rate, housing starts, personal incom e, retail sales, consumption and durable-goods
orders as the representative o f econom ic activity in separate V A R m odels. These m odels also included
CPI, M l, M 2, the 3-month treasury bill rate, the 10-year government bond rate and the federal funds
rate. They conduct a series o f Granger-causality tests and show that the funds rate is the best predictor
o f the variables representing real activity.
6 The funds rate increases in response to a higher inflation rate and decreases in response to a higher
unemployment rate. In other words it shows counter cyclical movement.
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measured by the federal funds rate and that it has an impact on real economic
activities.7 Their study is based on monthly data between 1959 and 1989.
Mojon and Peersman (2001) make a detailed analysis o f the impact of
monetary policy and its transmission mechanism in 10 European countries8 using a
VAR approach. The data for the study covers the period between 1980 and 1998.
Their benchmark model includes the real GDP, consumer price index, a short-term
interest rate (measure o f monetary policy) and the real effective exchange rate. They
argue that U.S. real GDP and the short-term nominal interest rate have an impact on
Germany’s output. Furthermore, the German short-term nominal interest rate has an
impact on other European countries. Accordingly, they add U.S. output and interest
rate to the model for Germany, along with the commodity price index, to solve the
“price puzzle” problem. They also include Germany’s interest rate in other European
countries models.
Their results for the individual countries show that there is a qualitatively
similar impact o f monetary policy on output and prices. A contractionary monetary
policy leads to a temporary fall in the GDP and a gradual decline in price that peaks
after about four quarters. Interest rate shocks (monetary policy measures) are also
accompanied by initial decline in monetary aggregates. Similar findings are reported
by Smets (1997) for France, Germany and Italy.9 Mojon and Peersman (2001) also

7 However, there are other studies that argue in favor o f using other measures o f monetary policy. For
example, Eichenbaum (1992) favors nonborrowed reserves, Strongin (1995) favors the ratio o f
nonborrowed reserve to total reserve and Cosimano and Sheehan (1994) argue in support o f borrowed
reserves, especially after 1984. Bernanke and Mihov (1998) make comparisons o f these measures. The
federal funds rate is still a popular measure o f monetary policy for the U.S.
8 These countries are Austria, Belgium , Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands and Spain.
9 It is interesting to note that I find a similar response that the impact o f monetary policy seem s to reach
its peak level after about one year in France and the U.K.
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investigate a monetary policy transmission (or policy coordination) across European
countries. Their finding in this regard shows there is a strong monetary policy reaction
of Austria, Belgium and the Netherlands to a shock in Germany’s interest rate.
Similarly, there are many studies regarding the impact o f monetary policy for
Japan mainly based on the VAR approach (Miyao, 2002; Shioji, 2000; Bayoumi,
2001; Kasa and Popper, 1997 to cite a few). For example Miyao (2002) argues that a
simple VAR model with Cholesky orderings o f interest rates, money, stock prices and
output can serve as a benchmark model for Japan. His main findings from the fourvariable VAR suggest that monetary policy shocks, identified as the call rate
disturbances, have a persistent effect on real output, particularly in the late 1980s.
Kim (2001) makes a detailed analysis o f the international transmission o f the
U.S. monetary policy to non-U.S. G6 countries using the VAR approach. He uses two
benchmark models based on the source o f the monetary policy shocks. The first
benchmark model consists o f four variables in the Cholesky orderings o f real GDP,
the implicit price deflator for GDP, commodity price index and the federal funds rate;
the monetary policy shocks are measured by disturbances in the federal funds rate.10
The second benchmark model uses shocks in the ratio o f nonborrowed reserves to
total reserves as policy measure in a five-variable VAR (the real GDP, the implicit
price deflator for GDP, commodity price index, the ratio of nonborrowed reserves to
total reserves and the federal funds rate). Then individual variables from other nonU.S. G6 countries are included in the benchmark models, and the effects o f shocks of

10 The Cholesky orderings imply that, contemporaneously, real GDP, which is ordered first, impacts all
other variables but it is not affected by any variables in the model. The federal funds rate, which is
ordered last, is contemporaneously affected by all variables in the model w hile it does not have any
influence on any one o f them.
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the U.S. monetary policy on these foreign variables are analyzed. Kim’s findings
show that the U.S. expansionary monetary policy leads to increases in income o f other
non-U.S. countries in the sample and a short-run worsening and a medium- and longrun improvement o f trade balance. He also finds no strong reaction o f non-U.S. G6
countries monetary policy to the U.S. policy shock except for Canada.11
Although it is popular to study the impact o f monetary policy based on the
VAR models, all o f the studies discussed above suffer from the fact that they fail to
span the information set used by policymakers. Bernanke et al. (2005) argue that the
sparse information set used by low-dimensional VARs leads to at least three potential
problems. First, to the extent that the central banks or agents in the financial markets
have larger information sets than the information set spanned by the variables in the
VARs, the measurement o f policy shocks is most likely to be contaminated (Bernanke
et al., 2005). This could be due to omitted variable bias inherent in small-scale VAR
models (Breitung and Eickmeier 2005).
One example o f this policy contamination is the “price puzzle.” The price
puzzle is the usual finding in VAR models in which prices increase in response to
contractionary monetary policy. One explanation given for the price puzzle is that the
central banks have information sets that are not captured by the variables in the VAR
(Sims, 1992). As a solution to this, Sims (1992) and others after him, add an
additional “informational variable,” like the commodity price index, into the VAR.
The result has been a slight reduction in the magnitude o f the puzzle (Eichenbaum,
1992; Bernanke and Mihov, 1998; Bagliano and Favero, 1998, to cite a few).
However, if Sims’s argument is correct, then not only is the response o f prices to
11 U sing the F A V A R m odel, I find a similar result where there is no evidence o f strong policy reaction
to the U .S. policy shock except for Canada.
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monetary policy contaminated, but the responses o f all macroeconomic variables in
the model also are contaminated (Bernanke et al., 2005). This calls for a model with a
rich information set. To this end, Bernanke et al. (2005) make comparisons o f the
benchmark VAR model with their FAVAR model. The result shows that the price
puzzle exists in the three-variable (industrial production, consumer price index and
federal funds rate) VAR, but it is eliminated in the FAVAR model.
Second, with the standard VAR model, one has to take a stand on specific
observable measures to represent some theoretical constructs. For example, one has to
represent economic activity with a single series such as the gross domestic product,
unemployment or industrial production. However, the concept o f economic activity
may not be well represented by a single series. It could be a reflection o f a multiple
macroeconomic series (Bernanke et al., 2005). With the FAVAR model, one can be
agnostic to economic activity and let it be captured by a number o f time-series
variables.
Finally, in the standard VAR model, the impulse response functions can be
observed only for those limited variables included in the model, which is generally a
very small fraction o f the variables that would interest the policymakers as well as
researchers (Stock and Watson, 2005; Belviso and Milani, 2005; Lagana and
Mountford, 2005; Bernanke et al., 2005). To assess the impact o f policy changes on
economic activity, we might need to look at employment, sales, hourly earnings,
weekly hours worked, changes in inventories, consumption o f durable goods, capacity
utilization and consumer confidence, in addition to the GDP or IP (Bernanke et al.,
2005).
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Bernanke et al. (2005), based on the developments o f dynamic factor
models,12 come up with an econometric methodology that solves the main
shortcomings o f the standard vector autoregressive (VAR) models, the small amount
o f information utilized. To conserve the degrees o f freedom, standard VARs rarely
employ more than eight variables.13 In order to see the impact o f monetary policy on
various macroeconomic variables however, the model has to approximate the
information set used by the actual central bankers, who are known to follow hundreds
o f variables in the policy decision-making process (Stock and Watson, 2005;
Bernanke et al., 2005).
In their FAVAR model, Bernanke et al. (2005) extract a few factors to
summarize the information set contained in 120 U.S. macroeconomic time series
between 1959 and 2003. They use these factors, along with the federal funds rate (the
monetary policy measure), in a VAR model. The other beauty o f the FAVAR model
is that one can potentially estimate the impulse response functions or variance
decompositions for all variables in the model. Therefore, it allows the researcher or
policy maker to see the impact o f monetary policy on a wide range o f macro
variables. They use two estimation approaches: the first is a two-step procedure based
on principal component analysis (PCA).14 In the first step, they extract (or estimate)

12 Dynam ic factor m odels traditionally have been used mainly for forecasting purposes (see Geweke,
1977; Artis et al., 2001; Stock and Watson, 1998, 1999, 2002; M arcellino et al., 2003; Banerjee and
M arcellino, 2003; Bernanke and Boivin, 2003; Forni et al., 2000, 2005).
13 One exception is Leeper, Sim s and Zha (1996). By applying Bayesian priors, they managed to
increase the number o f variables in their VAR to 18. However, as Stock and Watson (2005) ask, what
if these 18 variables still are not enough to span the central bank’s information set?
14 Principal com ponent analysis (PCA) involves a mathematical technique that is used to transform a
large set o f correlated variables into a smaller set o f uncorrelated variables, called the principal
components, that account for most o f the variation in the original dataset. Technically, the PCA solves
for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors o f

E(XX')

matrix. The eigenvector associated with the largest

eigenvalue (the first principal component) accounts for the largest proportion o f variation in the dataset.
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the factors using the PCA. In the second step, they incorporate the estimated factors as
inputs into a standard VAR model along with a measure for a monetary policy. The
other approach is likelihood-based Gibbs sampling. This is a “one-step” estimation
technique where factors are extracted and the VAR is estimated simultaneously. The
results from both estimation techniques are generally similar (Bernanke et al., 2005).
Bernanke et al. (2005) provide a comprehensive picture o f the impact o f
monetary policy on the U.S. economy. They display 20 impulse responses of
macroeconomic variables to innovations in federal funds rate, although they can in
principle display impulse responses for all the 120 variables in their model. A
contractionary monetary policy, measured by a positive shock in the federal funds
rate, leads to lower industrial production, capacity utilization rate, money (M2),
housing starts, new orders, employment, consumption o f durable goods and consumer
expectation. It is also associated with higher unemployment rate, 3-month Treasury
bill rate, the 5-year government bond rate and dividends.
Belviso and Milani (2005) are motivated by Bernanke et al. (2005). They
make the same argument in favor o f the FAVAR model compared to a VAR.
However, their study departs from original factor-augmented VAR (FAVAR) model
as follows. With the FAVAR model, Bernanke et al. have successfully been able to
measure monetary policy based on a richer information set. However, they do not
attempt to assign any sort o f economic meaning to each estimated factors. The main
objective o f Belviso and Milani (2005) is extracting the factors in such a way that we
give economic interpretations to each factor. That is, they attempt to identify the

The eigenvector associated with the second largest eigenvalue (second principal component) accounts
for the largest proportion o f variation that is not accounted for by the first principal component and so
on (for more details see, Shlens, 2005; Jolliffe, 2002 and Dunteman, 1989). A technical note on the
principal component analysis is given Appendix A.
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factors as basic forces that govern different sectors o f the economy. Their paper,
therefore, develops a model where the estimated factors are more economically
meaningful or, in their term, more “structural.” They label this approach as structural
factor-augmented vector autoregressive (SFAVAR) model.
Belviso and Milani (2005) divide the large dataset into respective categories,
namely: real activity, inflation, interest rates, financial market, foreign, money, credit
and expectations. Then they assume that each category, or segment, is explained by
one factor. Finally, they estimate a real activity factor, an inflation factor, an interest
rate factor, a financial market factor, a foreign factor, a money factor, a credit factor
and an expectations factor. The advantage o f this approach over Bernanke et al.’s
FAVAR model is that we can see the impact o f monetary policy on the above
economic segments in addition to each macroeconomic time series in the model.
There are limitations to Belviso and Milani’s (2005) approach. First, the
assignment o f variables to various groups, which is basic for the interpretations o f the
factors, carries some element of arbitrariness. Second, the information set in each
category may not be adequately spanned by one factor, and if we need two or more
factors for some these categories, this approach quickly loses its advantages of
spanning a huge information set by few factors, and we run into the usual problem of
degrees-of-freedom in the estimation of the “second-step” VAR.
Belviso and Milani (2005) use the likelihood-based Bayesian methods and
Gibbs sampling to jointly estimate the factors and the VAR parameters. Their
estimation is based on 204 monthly U.S. (and a few foreign) variables for the period
o f 1960 and 1998. Their results, which show the impulse response functions of
various macroeconomic variables to a contractionary monetary policy shock, are in
line with the theoretical expectations and the results o f Bernanke et al. (2005). They
19
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display results for the impact o f contractionary monetary policy on various factors and
individual time-series macro variables. Specifically, Belviso and Milani find that
contractionary monetary policy (as measured by innovations in the federal funds rate)
leads to a decline in the inflation factor, the real activity factor, the credit factor, the
money factor and the expectations factor. When it comes to individual series, a
contractionary monetary policy is associated with lower industrial production,
personal consumption, capacity utilization, help-wanted advertising, housing starts,
average weekly hours worked, inventories and total reserves, as well an increase in
unemployment rate.
Lagana and Mountford (2005) study the impact o f monetary policy on a
number o f macroeconomic variables in the U.K. using the factor-augmented vector
autoregressive model developed by Bernanke et al. (2005). Their motivation is similar
to the others in the literature that a FAVAR model is based on a richer dataset and
hence it better represents the information sets o f central banks in the real world. In
addition, since this method allows generating impulse response functions for all the
variables in the dataset, they argue that their paper provides a more complete picture
o f U.K.’s monetary policy than models based on standard VARs (Lagana and
Mountford, 2005).
Lagana and Mountford’s (2005) methodology is based on the “two-step”
principal component analysis used by Bernanke et al. (2005) and Stock and Watson
(2002). They employ 105 monthly time series for the period between 1992 and 2003.
They show that augmenting the VAR model with estimated factors improves the
estimation o f U.K.’s monetary policy shocks. In particular they find that a benchmark
three-variable (industrial production, consumer price index and interest rate) VAR
model generates the usual price puzzle. When factors are added to the benchmark
20
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model, the price puzzle is eliminated and the responses o f many other variables to
monetary policy shocks are generally reasonable. However, some counterintuitive
results are found. Specifically they find that contractionary monetary policy is
associated with a rise in housing prices as well as the stock market prices. It also led
to depreciation o f the British pound to U.S. dollar exchange rate. They speculate that
the central bank could be reacting to an increasing pressure to these prices and also
noted that such counterintuitive results are unearthed due to the extra information
generated by the new approach, namely the FAVAR model. The out-of-sample
performance o f their model is also very satisfactory and consistently superior to both
the simple AR model and the benchmark VAR model (Lagana and Mountford, 2005).
The other issue is the number o f factors required to effectively summarize the
information content in the dataset. In this regard, Bai and Ng (2002) provide
information criterion to determine the number o f factors when the time period and the
number o f variables in the dataset approach infinity.15 However, Bernanke et al.
(2005) stress that this approach does not address the number o f factors that should be
included in the VAR model in the second step o f the estimation. Many studies argue
that up to three factors can capture most o f the variations in major macroeconomic
variables (see Sims and Sergent, 1977; Stock and Watson, 1999, 2002; Bernanke et
al., 2005, for more details).
The current study contributes to the literature by extending the use o f a
FAVAR model in measuring the impact monetary policy beyond the U.S. and the U.K
15 A ssum e the factor m odel is given by y, = Af, + u„ where y, is observable time s e r ie s ,/ is unobserved

(k ) ,\s obtained by minim izing the
N +T
k(
) ln[min{V, T } ] where

factors and u, is idiosyncratic error term. The number o f factors,
information criterion is given by

IC(k) = ln[F (& )] +

V(k) = (A T )'1X L u'A

u, = y, - A f .

and
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to Canada, France and Japan to make an extensive investigation and cross-country
comparison o f the effect o f monetary policy. In addition, this is the first study that
attempts to analyze international transmissions o f monetary policy using the FAVAR
model.

2.3

The Model
This section discusses the framework o f the FAVAR methodology. Dynamic

factor models, since their introduction in the late 1970s (Sargent and Sims, 1977, and
Geweke, 1977), have been popular for estimating factors that summarize most o f the
information content o f large datasets (Stock and Watson, 1998, 1999, 2002, 2005;
Bernanke and Boivin, 2003; Bernanke et al., 2005). Therefore, one possible solution
to the problem related to the limited information set in VAR models is adding a few
factors that successfully summarize the information contained in many time-series
variables.
Let Xt be an (N x 1) vector o f informational time series that contains many
stationary time-series variables.16 Let Yt be an (M x 1) vector o f observable stationary
time series economic variables assumed to affect the dynamics o f the economy. Yt is a
subset o f Xt, and it might include policy variables as well as observable measures of
real activity and prices. In most cases, estimation using standard VAR models uses
only these observable measures summarized by four to eight variables. One o f the

16 In the standard V A R m odels em ploying difference stationary variables, one issue to be considered is
cointegration among the nonstationary variables to see i f vector error correction autoregressive model
is relevant. However, in F A V A R m odels, cointegration testing is not popular because factors are
em ployed instead o f the actual variables. Each o f these factors em ployed in the V A R are orthogonal.
Therefore, cointegration is not expected among factors.
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problems o f this standard approach is that Yt cannot span the same information set as
X,.
Assume that most o f the information set contained in Xt can be effectively
summarized by a few unobserved (K x 1) vector o f factors, Ft. According to Bernanke
et al. (2005), “we might think o f the unobserved factors as capturing fluctuations in
unobserved potential output or reflecting theoretically motivated concepts such as
“economic activity,” “price pressures,” or “credit conditions” that cannot easily be
represented by one or two series but rather are reflected in a wide range o f economic
variables” (pp: 391).
The idea behind the factor models is that the economy is driven by a few
common forces or factors and idiosyncratic errors (Favero et al., 2005). Following
Stock and Watson (2005), and Favero et al. (2005), the dynamic factor model
expresses Yt as a distributed lag o f a small number o f unobserved factors and
idiosyncratic disturbances that are allowed to be serially correlated.
Yt =X{L)Ft + u t

(1)

ut = S(L)ul_l + v,

(2)

where Ft is a (K x 1) vector o f unobserved dynamic factors,
X(L) is an (M x K) dynamic

factor loadings and v, is white noise. Also

assume that factors and disturbances arenot correlated orE(Ftus) = 0, V t, s.
From equation (2),
ut - [ / - S(L)LYl v, , and hence (1) becomes
7,=A (Z )F,+<S(L )yM +v,

(3)

where A(Z) = [ I - S(L)L]A(L)
Define the evolution o f factors as
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F ,= 0 ( Z ) F ,_,+ //,

(4)

Where rjt is a (K x 1) disturbance vector.
Substituting (4) into (3) and rearranging
Yt = A(Z)cb(Z)F(_1 + d{L)Y,_x + a),

(5)

Where cot = A (L)rjt + ut
Combining equation (5) with the factor evolution equation (4) yields the FAVAR
model:
O(Z)
A( I ) O ( I )

0

F,-1

d(L) . U - i .

+

n,
0)t

(6)

The above system reduces to the standard VAR if we assume the terms in
0 (L ) are all zero. Therefore, if the true system is FAVAR, the standard VAR models
suffer from omitted variable bias. Furthermore, the above expression for FAVAR
nests the VAR model (i.e., when 0 (L ) = 0), which makes an easy comparison
between the two models.

Identification of the Factors
It is not possible to directly estimate equation (6) because the factors are not
observed. One approach o f the estimation technique then involves a two-step
procedure outlined in Stock and Watson (2002, 2005) and Bernanke et al. (2005). It
makes use o f the “informational” time-series variables represented by (N x 1) vector
Xt. The number o f informational time series is assumed to be much larger than the
number o f factors and observed variables in the FAVAR (or N »

K + M). Next,

assume that Xt is related to Ft and Yt as follows (Bernanke et al., 2005):
X t = Af Ft + AyY' + s,

(7)
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Where Af is an (N x K) matrix o f factor loadings, Ay is an (N x M) matrix and s, is
disturbance term o f dimension (N x 1),
Following Bernanke et al. (2005), I start by conducting principal component
analysis

17

using all the variables in Xt to get the first K + M principal components

denoted by C(Ft,Y,). The estimated factors, Fn are the part o f the space covered by
C(A ,,7,) that is not covered by Yt. Therefore, we need to remove the dependence o f
A
A
C(Ft,Yt) on Yt. Removing the dependence o f C (F ,,7() on Yt involves the following

steps. First, the series in Xt are divided into fast-moving variables and slow-moving
variables. The fast-moving variables are those variables that are assumed to be
contemporaneously responsive to policies. Those variables are highly sensitive to
contemporaneous policy shocks or news such as the stock market prices and financial
assets (Bernanke et al., 2005). The slow-moving variables are those that are assumed
to be contemporaneously unresponsive to monetary policy. Those are variables not
sensitive to contemporaneous news or policy shocks, such as employment, earnings
and output.18 (The classification o f the variables into slow and fast moving is given in
Appendix B.) Next, I use principal components analysis on the slow moving variables
to get a matrix o f slow moving factors, C(Ft). Then, I run the following regression:
C(Ft,Yt) = f3f C{Ft) + P yYt + e,

(8)

A
A
A
The estimated factors, Ft, are taken as the difference C(Fl, Y,) - pYt .

17 See footnote 13 and Appendix A for discussions on PCA.
18 This classification is similar to Cholesky ordering, where the variables ordered before the monetary
policy shock are assumed to be slow m oving or contemporaneously unaffected by the policy, and the
variables ordered after the policy measures are assumed to be contemporaneously affected by the
policy and labeled as fast moving.
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Identification of the VAR
Once the estimated factors are obtained, the next step involves estimation o f
the VAR model that includes Ft and Yt as described in equation (6). Yt contains only
the monetary policy instrument.19 All other variables including inflation or output are
treated as unobservable variables (Bernanke et al. 2005). Like a standard VAR this
step requires an identifying assumption for the monetary policy innovation. Following
Bernanke et al. (2005), I assume recursive ordering with the monetary policy last in
the ordering.20

2.4

Data
The data for this study is taken from OECD Main Economic Indicators and

International Financial Statistics. Effort is made to have similar variables across
countries to facilitate comparisons. The estimation period depends on data availability
and varies from country to country. For the U.S., I include 74 monthly variables for
the period 1972:01 to 2006:05. For Canada, the data include 72 monthly variables for
the period 1976:01 to 2006:03. The Japanese dataset includes 79 variables between
1988:01 and 2001:02.21 Data for the U.K. include 81 monthly variables for the period
1987:01 to 2006:04. Although there are slight variations from country to country, the
variables are selected from the following broad categories: output, employment and
19 The monetary policy measures are the federal funds rate for the U.S., the Central Bank rate for
Canada, the overnight interbank rate for the U.K., the call money rate for France and the overnight call
rate for Japan (B em ake and Blinder, 1992; Lagana and Mountford, 2005; Smets, 1997; Krause, 2004;
M iyao, 2002).
20 This assumption im plies that policy affects the macro variables with a lag.
21 This period is determined by the central bank o f Japan’s monetary policy instrument. It is during this
period that the policy authorities used the uncollateralised overnight call rate as their policy instrument.
The policy instrument changed to the amount outstanding o f financial institutions’ current accounts
(that is, reserves), (see Jang and Ogaki, 2003, for more details).
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hours, earnings, price indexes, interest rates, money and credit, sales and orders,
housing starts and external sector.22
As indicated in the model (derivation section), it is assumed that all variables
in Xt are stationary. For this purpose, all the variables are subject to unit root tests
(based on the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test) and transformation if a unit root is
found. The possible transformation includes taking logarithms, differencing the
variable, or both. I f the variable with a unit root is in a form o f rate or ratio, then
difference is taken. For all others, logarithms or differences o f logarithms are taken.
Finally all data series are transformed such that each variable is expressed in standard
units (i.e., each variable has zero mean and unit standard deviation.)23 The details on
the variables and data transformation are given in Appendix B.

2.5

Empirical Results
This section provides the empirical results o f the model developed in section

2.3. Following Bernanke et al. (2005), Lagana and Mountford (2005) and Stock and
Watson (2002), I estimate the impulse response functions based on the two-step
principal component approach. An impulse response function traces the effect o f a
shock to one o f the innovations on current and future values o f the endogenous
variables. A shock to the monetary policy variable is transmitted to all variables
through the dynamic structure o f the VAR.
This section is divided into three subsections. First, I compare the impulse
response functions from the benchmark four-variable standard VAR with alternative
22 These categories are for organization o f the variables only. They do not affect the estimation o f the
factors because all variables, without subdivision, are considered when extracting the factors.
23 The principal components depend on the units o f measurement in the original dataset and the range
o f values they assume. See Appendix A for more details.
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specifications o f FAVAR models. Next, I show the impulse response functions of
various macroeconomic variables to a shock in monetary policy measures from the
FAVAR model. In the third subsection, I look at the impact o f a shock to the U.S.
federal funds rate on the interest rate (monetary policy measure), money and the
industrial production o f other countries in the sample.

Comparison of the Benchmark VAR Model with the FAVAR Models24
Figures 2.1 through 2.5 give the comparisons o f the benchmark four-variable
standard VAR model with two alternative specifications o f the FAVAR models. The
comparison o f the VAR and FAVAR models can be made as the FAVAR model nests
the VAR. Specifically; the FAVAR model reduces to a standard VAR model if we
assume that O(L) = 0 in equation (6). The standard benchmark VAR has four
variables with the Cholesky ordering o f the industrial production, money (measured in
either M l or M2), consumer price index and the interest rate (used as a measure of
monetary policy).25
The FAVAR specifications vary on the assumptions made regarding
observable variables and number o f factors included. The first FAVAR specification
is the benchmark four-variable VAR expanded by one factor.26 Like the VAR models,
this specification imposes an assumption that economic activity, money and inflation
24 Error bands around the im pulse response functions are not drawn to avoid clustering o f the figures.
However, the price puzzle responses (the positive price response to contractionary monetary policy
shock) are significant (based on +2 and - 2 error bands) in the benchmark V A R for all countries. In the
corresponding FA V A R m odels, these responses are either significantly negative or insignificantly
different from zero. Furthermore, “K” represents the number o f factors em ployed in the model. I use
eight lags. Em ploying more lags does not change the result.
25 The interest rates used as policy measures are given in footnote 19.
26 This factor, which is the first principal component o f E(XX% represents the information set o f the
variables included in X,. The objective is to expand the information set o f the benchmark model.
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are observable and can be captured by industrial production, monetary aggregate
(either M l or M2) and CPI, respectively. Hence, Yt includes IP, M l (or M2), CPI and
the interest rate used as measure for monetary policy. This is helpful to see if the
additional factor has useful information and improves the result (for example, by
removing or reducing the magnitude o f a price puzzle). The alternative FAVAR
specification, however, assumes that the only observable variable in Yt is the interest
rate, which is used as a monetary policy measure. This is my preferred model because
it does not impose the assumption that economic activity, money and inflation can be
adequately captured by variations in the industrial production, a monetary aggregate
M l (or M2) and the consumer price index, respectively (see also Bernanke et al.,
2005). Theoretical constructs such as economic activity or inflation might not be well
captured by one series (like the industrial production or CPI), and these series might
even suffer from measurement errors (Bernanke et al., 2005). This alternative
specification allows such theoretical constructs to be determined by a number of
macroeconomic variables instead o f imposing any restrictive assumptions to capture
them by one series.
Figure 2.1 shows the impulse response functions o f industrial production,
money (M l) and consumer price index to a positive shock in federal funds rate from
the benchmark standard VAR and FAVAR models for the U.S. For all models,
industrial production and money decline as expected. However, in the benchmark
VAR there is a strong “price puzzle” response. Adding a factor to the benchmark
VAR reduces the puzzle and in the preferred FAVAR specification; there is no
evidence o f a price puzzle. The same story holds for Canada and the U.K., Japan and
France (see Figures 2.2 through 2.5). In all the cases, the price puzzle is evident in the
VAR model while it is eliminated in the preferred specification o f the FAVAR model.
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This shows that the factors have additional useful information beyond those captured
by the standard VAR, and the FAVAR models span larger information set

Interpretation of the Impulse Response Functions
The impulse response functions o f various macroeconomic variables to a
contractionary monetary policy shock are given in Figures 2.6 through 2.10 for the
U.S., Canada, the U.K., Japan and France, respectively. I employed five factors for all
countries.271 use eight lags.28 Employing additional lags beyond this does not change
my result.
It is possible to show impulse responses o f all variables included in the model;
however, for reasons o f space, I limit the discussion to the responses o f 16 variables
for each country. The figures also plot the +2 and -2 standard error bands around the
impulse response functions to determine the significance o f the responses. These are
bootstrap confidence intervals developed by Killian (1998).
Figure 2.6 shows the response o f 16 U.S. macroeconomic variables to a
positive shock o f the federal funds rate. The results are intuitive. A contractionary
monetary policy shock leads to significant reductions in capacity utilization rate,
industrial production, employment, help-wanted advertising, sales o f manufactured
goods, manufacturing confidence and production o f dwellings. It is also associated
with increases in unemployment rate, part-time employment and share prices. The 3month CD rate and the 10-year government bond rate increase on impact, and their

271 follow Bernanke et al. (2005) and Lagana and Mountford (2005) and include one, three, five, seven
and nine factors in the m odel in separate estimation. U sing more factors beyond five leads to the same
result. This is true for all countries.
28 Although Bernanke et al. (2005) use thirteen lags, they find that em ploying seven lags does not
change their empirical results.
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movements closely follow that o f the federal funds rate. On the other hand, M2
declines on impact and becomes insignificant in about two months. There is a slight
negative response o f the producer price index, although the change in CPI is not
significant. Overall, there is a reasonable response o f these macroeconomic variables.
Most o f these responses become insignificant after about a year. Although the period
o f study and sets o f variables investigated are different, the impacts o f monetary
policy as captured by the impulse responses estimated in this paper are generally
similar to those o f Bernanke et al. (2005).
Figure 2.7 plots the same impulse response functions for Canada. Industrial
production, employment, weekly hours worked, the producer price index, sales of
manufacturing goods, total retail trade and housing starts significantly decline in
response to a positive shock to the central bank rate. The contractionary monetary
policy is also associated with increases in unemployment. Basically the results are
similar to the responses o f the U.S. macro variables.
In Figure 2.8, the impulse response functions for the U.K. are displayed. A
positive shock in the overnight interbank rate (the interest rate similar to the U.S.
federal funds rate) leads to a significant decline in industrial production, sales of
manufactured goods, prices, expected economic situation and consumer confidence.
There is also a slight decline in total retail trade after a lag o f about 8 months. The
three-month Treasury bill rate increases on impact, and its movement closely follows
the overnight interbank rate.
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 report the impulse responses for Japan and France,
respectively.29 For Japan, the impact o f a positive overnight call rate shock does not

29 The period for Japan is selected based on the central bank o f Japan’s policy instrument choice. It is
during this period that the bank used the uncollateralised overnight rate as a policy instrument. In
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lead to strong and significant changes on many macroeconomic variables as seen for
the case o f the U.S., Canada and the U.K. However, there is a significant decline in
the industrial production, employment and producer price index. The 90-120 day CD
rate increases on impact and closely follows the movement in the overnight call rate.
Most o f the other responses are not significant.
In the case o f France, there is a significantly negative response o f total retail
trade, industrial production, dwellings started, prices and the expected economic
situation to a positive shock in interest rate. Unemployment and new job seekers react
positively. The 3-month Treasury bill rate increases instantly and closely follows the
movement o f the interest rate. M2 also declines on impact, and the change becomes
insignificant in about a month or two. Generally these are reasonable responses to
contractionary monetary policy shock.
The impulse response functions discussed above give us an overall look into
the impact o f monetary policy shocks on many macroeconomic time series. Overall,
these results are plausible and intuitive.

International Policy Transmission
In this section, we look into the impact o f the U.S. monetary policy shock on
other countries’ policy decisions. The FAVAR models o f “other” countries are used
where the U.S. federal funds rate (FFR) is included as an additional observable
variable.30 The impulse responses o f other countries’ interest rates, industrial
March o f 2001, the bank shifted to the use o f reserves as policy instrument. For France, the start date is
determined by data availability and the last date is right before they join the European Monetary Union.
30 The ordering o f the variables in Y, is the federal funds rate (FFR) and the foreign country’s interest
rate. This assumes that foreign countries observe the FFR when they decide on their monetary policy
stance. Flowever, as a robustness check I also estimate the model with FFR ordered last. The qualitative
result and conclusion remain the same.
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production and monetary aggregate to the U.S. federal funds rate shock are displayed
in Figure 2.11 through 2.14.
Canada’s policy response to a U.S. monetary policy shock is shown in Figure
2.11. A positive shock to the federal funds rate significantly increases Canada’s
central bank rate, with the bank rate reaching its peak after about two months. In
addition to that, its movement closely follows the funds rate. This is accompanied
with a decline in M l and industrial production, which shows that there is a strong
U.S. policy influence on Canada.
The result for the U.K. is displayed in Figure 2.12. Although the result is not
as striking as that o f Canada, there is a significantly positive response o f the U.K.’s
interest rate to a positive shock in the federal funds rate. The response comes after
about three to four months and goes back to zero after about nine months. However,
no evidence o f significant response is seen in either M l or the industrial production.
The cases o f Japan and France are shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14,
respectively. Japan’s overnight call rate turns significant and positive after a long
delay o f about nine months in response to a contractionary shock in the U.S. federal
funds rate. There is also a significantly negative response o f Japan’s industrial
production at about the same time. No such evidence is seen in France. Overall, there
is a strong policy reaction in Canada and mild policy reaction in the U.K. to the U.S.
policy shock. There is a small delayed reaction o f Japan’s monetary policy and
output. However, no policy or output reaction is observed in the case o f France.

2.6

Conclusion
The impact o f monetary policy has widely been studied based on the vector

autoregressive (VAR) models. However, these models usually incorporate only a few
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(four to eight) variables and fail to span the information set o f policymakers who are
known to follow hundreds o f variables. Bernanke et al. (2005) argue that there are at
least three problems associated with the standard VAR approach. First, the sparse
information set leads to contamination o f the policy innovations, which in turn results
in nonintuitive responses like the price puzzle. Second, with the VAR approach, one
has to represent some theoretical constructs like the economic activity by a single
observation such as the industrial production, unemployment or the GDP. However,
such a concept might not be well captured by single series, but rather it could be a
reflection o f multiple macroeconomic variables. Third, with the standard VAR,
impulse response functions are observed only for the few variables included in the
model, which are usually a very small subset o f variables that would have interest the
policymaker as well as researcher.
A recent advance in combining factor analysis with the VAR models,
pioneered by Bernanke et al. (2005), solves the above problems and allows us to base
the measure o f monetary policy on a rich and more realistic information set. This
paper uses the recently developed factor-augmented vector autoregressive (FAVAR)
model to investigate the impact o f monetary policy on a wide range o f macro
variables for the U.S., Canada, the U.K., Japan and France. For each country, more
than 70 time-series macro variables are employed and the impulse responses o f many
variables to monetary policy shocks are investigated. Furthermore, the FAVAR
framework is used to study the influence of U.S. monetary policy on other countries
in the sample.
This study contributes to the existing literature by employing the FAVAR
model beyond the U.S. and the U.K. to Canada, Japan and France to make an
extensive investigation and cross-country comparison o f the effect o f monetary policy
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on numerous macroeconomic variables. Furthermore, this is the first study to analyze
the influence o f U.S. monetary policy on other countries using the FAVAR model.
The results show that, first, the price puzzle response, which is evident in
standard VAR models, is eliminated in the FAVAR specification. Second,
contractionary monetary policy (measured by positive shocks in the short-run interest
rates) is generally associated with reductions in industrial production, employment,
capacity utilization, consumer and industrial confidence, housing starts, productions
o f dwellings and prices. Furthermore, it is associated with higher unemployment rate.
These results are generally consistent across countries, but the timing o f the responses
varies. Finally, there is an evidence for a strong U.S. policy influence on Canada. The
U.S. monetary policy also mildly affects the U.K. and Japan. However, no policy or
output reaction is observed when it comes to France.
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Figure 2.10: France
Im pulse responses to call m oney rate (interest rate), generated from FAVAR
(Y = interest rate, five factors); the dotted lines are +2 and - 2 standard error
bands.
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Figure 2.11: C anada’s policy response to shock in FFR, generated from FA V A R (Y =
FFR, C anada’s interest rate; five factors); the dotted lines are +2 and - 2
standard error bands.
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Figure 2.12: U .K .’s policy response to shock in FFR, generated from FA V A R (Y = FFR,
U .K .’s interest rate; five factors); the dotted lines are +2 and - 2 standard
error bands.
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Figure 2.13: Japan’s policy response to shock in FFR, generated from FA V A R (Y =
FFR, Japan’s interest rate; five factors); the dotted lines are +2 and - 2
standard error bands.
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Figure 2.14: F rance’s policy response to shock in FFR, generated from FA V A R (Y =
FFR, F rance’s interest rate; five factors); the dotted lines are +2 and - 2
standard error bands.
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CHAPTER 3

M EA SU RIN G THE CHANNELS OF M O N ETARY POLICY TRA N SM ISSION : A
FA C TO R-A U G M EN TED V ECTO R AUTO REG RESSIV E (FAVAR)
APPROACH

3.1

Introduction
There is m ore consensus on the effects o f m onetary policy than its transm ission

m echanism. Specifically, the debate continues on w hether the m onetary policy operates
m ainly through the traditional interest rate channel (money view ) or the credit channel
(credit view ) or both (Bem anke, 1988, 1993; Bem anke and Blinder, 1992; Kashyap et al.,
1993, 1996; O liner and Rudebusch, 1996; M cM illin, 1996; M ishkin, 1996; Kashyap and
Stein, 2000; Els et al., 2003; and Hosono, 2006, to cite a few). I investigate the issue
using the factor-augm ented vector autoregressive (FAVAR) m odels developed by
Bem anke et al. (2005).
The traditional interest rate channel works as follows. In response to a tight
monetary policy, the real interest rate increases, w hich in turn increases the cost o f
capital. This leads to a decline in investment, thereby reducing aggregate demand. All
these will lead to a decline in output (Bem anke, 1988; M ishkin, 1996). M ishkin (1996)
further argues that the above channel o f transm ission could equally affect consum ers’
decisions about durables and housing expenditures in a similar m anner as it affects firm s’
decisions about investm ent.
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O n the other hand, the credit view em phasizes the existence o f asymm etric
inform ation in financial m arkets and how banks are well suited in solving this problem.
Banks have special roles in the financial m arkets because they bring borrowers and
lenders together at a relatively low transaction cost (Bem anke, 1988). C ertain borrowers,
mainly small firm s, do not have access to the credit m arket other than borrow ing from
banks. Therefore, banks’ lending decisions could greatly affect investm ent decisions o f
these firms. G iven this background, the credit channel o f m onetary transm ission is given
as follows. Follow ing a contractionary monetary policy, bank reserves and deposits
decline. Banks reduce the supply o f loans. The reduction in loans will cause investment
(and possible consum er) spending to fall (Bem anke, 1988). One im plication o f this
argum ent is that small firms, w hich are m ainly dependent on bank loans, are affected the
m ost com pared to large firm s that can directly access the credit m arket by issuing stocks
and bonds. The fall in investm ent due to reduction in the bank loans supply is in addition
to the fall o f investm ent described by the m oney view (Bem anke, 1988; K ashyap et al.,
1993).
A typical paper that investigates the transm ission m echanism s o f m onetary policy
utilizes a vector autoregressive (VAR) approach, or a single equation model, to study the
behavior o f im pulse responses o f unem ploym ent (or industrial production) and bank
loans to a shock in m onetary policy m easures. For exam ple, the V A R m odel used by
M cM illin (1996) includes unem ploym ent rate as a m easure o f econom ic activity, bank
loans, deposits, bank security holdings, com m ercial paper o f nonfinancial corporations,
the spread betw een the prim e rate on bank loans and the com m ercial paper rate, and the
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federal funds rate. He analyzes the way these variables react to a shock in the federal
funds rate.
The standard V A R approach suffers from a sparse inform ation set due to the
limited num ber o f variables included in the m odel. V A R m odels and single equation
m odels, used for the analysis o f transm ission m echanism s, also im pose an assumption
that econom ic activity can be captured by unem ploym ent, industrial production, or GDP.
These basic lim itations could be overcome by recent developm ent in econometric
techniques, nam ely, the FA V A R approach.
M y study investigates the existence o f the credit channel in the U nited States
based on the FA V A R m odel. This will be an im provem ent over previous studies similar
to those m entioned above. M y study makes two contributions. First, I include more than
150 variables in m y m odel because the factor analysis takes care o f the problem s arising
due to degrees-of-freedom . This will expand the inform ation set o f the model and
approxim ate the inform ation sets o f policymakers. The expanded inform ation set
produces m ore reliable im pulse response functions (B em anke et al., 2005). Second, I
treat “econom ic activity” as an unobserved variable to be determ ined by a num ber o f
observable m acroeconom ic tim e series (such as capacity utilization, inventories, sales,
housing starts, average hours o f weekly production, real consum ption, em ployment, and
so on) in addition to unem ploym ent and industrial production. Furtherm ore, in addition to
aggregate bank loans, w hich are em ployed by m any past studies, I disaggregate bank
loans into com m ercial and industrial loans, consum er (individual) loans, and real estate
loans as they could react differently to policy changes. Overall, the result o f this study
gives a w ide picture on the policy transm ission mechanisms.
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This study analyzes 154 U.S. monthly variables betw een 1970 and 2003. The
findings support the existence o f the credit channel in the U nited States for the sample
period. Specifically, in response to tight m onetary policy, aggregate bank loans, as well
as bank loans disaggregated into com m ercial and industrial loans, real estate loans, and
consum er (individual) loans decline while com m ercial paper issued by nonfinancial firms
increases. In addition, savings and checking deposits decline following tight monetary
policy. The decrease in the deposits seems to be absorbed first by a decline in securities
and later by a decline in loans. The results are stable when the nonborrow ed reserve
operating regim e (O ctober 1979-O ctober 1982) is rem oved from the sample period.

3.2

Literature Review
M any studies, including Bernanke (1988, 1993), B em anke and B linder (1992),

Kashyap et al. (1993), Cecchetti (1995), M cM illin (1996), B em anke and Gertler (1995),
Hubbard (1995), K ashyap and Stein (2000), M ihov and Scott (2001), R am logan (2004),
and Hosono (2006), find evidence o f the credit channel o f m onetary policy transmission.
Other studies, such as Taylor (1995), Oliner and Rudebusch (1995), M o n ies and Sellon
(1995), Favero et al. (1999), and D enhaan et al. (2004), do not find strong evidence o f a
credit channel for the U nited States and other countries.
B em anke (1988) lays dow n the theoretical fram ew ork as to w hy we should
carefully consider a m onetary policy transm ission m echanism that he calls the “credit
view,” in addition to the standard interest rate channel called the “m oney view .”
The conventional channel o f monetary policy transm ission works m ainly through
the interest rate’s im pact on the cost-of-capital. A contractionary m onetary policy drains
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reserves from the banking system. The money supply declines. This, in turn, pushes the
interest rate up. The higher interest rate discourages firm s from m aking investments. It
also discourages households from spending on housing and other consum er durables.
This low spending w ill reduce the economic activity. Similarly, expansionary monetary
policy does the reverse (Bem anke, 1988).
H owever, B em anke cautions that the conventional transm ission mechanism
considers only the liability side o f the banking system and that it is only part o f the story
in the m onetary policy transm ission mechanism. Banks make loans, and their w illingness
and ability to extend loans to different types o f custom ers has its ow n independent im pact
on the aggregate econom ic activity. Bank loans are not perfect substitutes for other forms
o f financing, such as com m ercial paper and bonds. N ot all firms have the same access to
the credit m arket (Bem anke, 1988; Kashyap et al., 1993; M cM illin, 1996). Large firms
have the option o f issuing com m ercial paper or borrow ing from banks, while small firm s’
finances are entirely dependent on bank loans. M onetary policy alters the portfolio o f
banks (the m ix o f securities held by banks and loans). The banks’ decisions to reduce the
bank loans in their portfolios will have an effect on the aggregate econom y independent
o f the policy’s im pact on interest rates or the m oney supply. This results in output and
investm ent falling by m ore than can be accounted for by the conventional interest rate
channel (Bem anke, 1988; Bem anke and Blinder, 1988, 1992; K ashyap et al., 1993;
M cM illin, 1996).
B em anke (1988) illustrates the im pact o f expansionary m onetary policy in the eye
o f the m oney view and the credit view using a textbook IS -L M model. A similar
argum ent is given below for a contractionary m onetary policy, as shown in Figure 3.1
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(Panel A -C ). The IS curve shows goods m arket equilibrium, nam ely, the com binations o f
interest rates (i) and output (y) that keep the dem and and supply for goods and services in
equilibrium. The LM curve shows the m oney m arket equilibrium — that is, the
com bination o f interest rate and output that keeps the dem and and supply for m oney in
equilibrium. The equilibrium o f both money m arket and goods m arket is given by i* (the
equilibrium interest rate) and y* (the equilibrium output) as show n in Figure 3.1 (Panel
A).
i

i

LMy

LM'

LM

LM

LM

i
i

l

y

GDP

GDP

GDP

Figure A: Money market equiHbnam
(IS ~LM Model)

Figure B: Money View

Figure C: Credit View

Figure 3.1: M oney view and credit view in the IS-LM fram ework

The im pact o f m onetary policy according to the conventional m oney view is
given in Figure 3.1 (Panel B). A contractionary m onetary policy drains the m oney supply,
w hich shifts the LM curve to the left. The econom y attains a new equilibrium w ith a
higher interest rate, i**, and low er output, y**. The credit view, as shown in Figure 3.1
(Panel C), agrees that tight m onetary policy shifts the LM curve to the left. However,
depending on banks’ portfolio distribution, the IS curve could shift as well. I f the banks
decide to reduce the supply o f loans, many bank-dependent small firm s’ spending
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declines at any given open m arket interest rates (i). This shifts the IS curve to the left.
The econom y w ill settle at a new equilibrium w ith a m uch low er level o f output given by
y' (where y' < y**). H ow ever, the final im pact o f m onetary contraction on the interest rate
is ambiguous. The change in the interest rate depends on the relative strength o f the shift
in the LM and IS curves (B em anke, 1988). Therefore, according to the credit view, the
traditional interest rate transm ission m echanism tells only part o f the story.
B em anke and Blinder (1992) investigate the existence o f credit channel using a
V A R m odel for the period 1959:01-1978:12. They estim ate three different V A R models,
each including the federal funds rate as a m easure o f policy instrum ent, the
unem ploym ent rate as a m easure o f econom ic activity, the CPI, and one o f the three
balance sheet variables: deposits, securities, and loans. They display the im pulse response
functions o f the four variables to a contractionary m onetary policy shock (a positive
innovation in the federal funds rate).
D eposits, securities, and loans decline in response to contractionary m onetary
policy, w hile the unem ploym ent rate increases. Bem anke and Blinder (1992) pay special
attention to the tim ing and pattern o f the response o f these variables to a m onetary policy
shock to describe the credit channel o f m onetary policy transm ission. Follow ing a
contractionary m onetary policy, deposits and securities fall im m ediately w hile loans fall
gradually. B em anke and B linder interpret this result as follows. Banks react to the
decline in deposits by selling o ff their securities in the im m ediate short run because loans
are quasi-contractual in nature and take some time to change. Securities holdings reach
their low est point in about three quarters and start turning back w hen the loans start to
decline. In about tw o years, the entire decline in deposits is absorbed by a decline in loans
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while securities return to their original value. The tim ing o f unem ploym ent response
corresponds w ith the tim ing o f loans’ response to tight m onetary policy. Unem ploym ent
starts to rise at about the tim e loans start to decline, w hich is about three quarters after the
initial shock on the federal funds rate. The response o f unem ploym ent reaches the
m axim um in about tw o years before returning to zero. Similarly, loans reach their
m inim um point in about tw o years, after the policy shock, before turning back to the
original value. B em anke and Blinder argue that this is consistent w ith the credit view.
They conclude that the lending channel is an im portant m onetary policy transm ission
mechanism.
H owever, as B em anke and Blinder (1992) also recognize, one can argue that the
direction o f causality should not necessarily move from loans to unem ploym ent. Such
reactions could equally be described as a response o f loans to the econom ic decline— an
argum ent that fits the m oney view. In other w ords, the decline in loans could be due to
the fall in dem and for loans, instead o f the fall in the supply o f loans.
K ashyap et al. (1993) investigate the existence o f the credit channel by solving the
potential identification problem o f Bem anke and B linder’s (1992) approach. K ashyap et
al. attem pt to identify 1) if there is a decline in bank loans as a response to tight m onetary
policy, and 2) if the decline is com ing from the supply or the dem and side. In addition,
they also investigate the im pact o f loans on the level o f investm ent and output.
K ashyap et al. (1993) focus on the behavior o f the volum e o f com m ercial paper
issued by nonfinancial firm s as a response to tight m onetary policy in order to determine
w hether there is a decline in dem and for loans or in the supply o f loans in the economy.
They also study the spread betw een the prim e loan rate and the com m ercial paper rate so
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that they w ill have inform ation from interest rate as well as the quantity movements.
They argue that studying the behavior o f com m ercial paper w ill solve the problem for the
following reasons. Suppose that the m onetary policy w orks entirely through the
traditional interest rate channel. The decline in bank loans follow ing contractionary
m onetary policy w ould sim ply be a decline in dem and for loans due to higher interest
rates. It follows that the dem and for nonbank credit, like the com m ercial paper, should
also decline. H ow ever, if tight m onetary policy reduces the supply o f bank loans, we
expect that firm s w ith access to the credit m arket (like com m ercial paper) w ould
substitute bank loans for com m ercial paper. This w ould lead to a surge in the volum e o f
nonfinancial com m ercial paper following a contractionary m onetary policy (Kashyap et
al., 1993).
N ext, K ashyap et al. (1993) investigate how the com position o f firm s’ external
finance, nam ely, the log o f real nonfinancial com m ercial paper, the log o f real bank
loans, and the ratio o f the bank loans to the sum o f bank loans and com m ercial paper (the
“m ix”), respond to a change in monetary policy stance. They m easure m onetary policy
stance w ith the “Rom er dates” following Rom er and Rom er (1990)

and the federal

funds rate follow ing B em anke and B linder (1992). K ashyap et al. create tw o sets o f
dummy variables: the “R om er dates” dumm y and the “Rom er dates plus 1966” dummy.
The Rom er dates dum m y is defined as 1 on Rom er date and 0 otherwise. The Rom er
dates plus 1966 dum m y have 1 for the year 1966 in addition to the Rom er dates.

31 Romer and Romer (1990) identify six dates after World War II, called the “Romer dates,” as a clear shift
into tight policy by the Fed. The Romer dates are October 1947, September 1955, December 1968, April
1974, August 1978, and October 1979. In addition, Kashyap et al. (1993) also consider the year 1966 as
another episode of contractionary monetary policy.
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In order to have a qualitative feel between these variables, Kashyap et al. (1993)
show the historical trend o f com m ercial paper, bank loans, and the m ix to see how these
variables behave around the Rom er dates. Inspection o f the graph shows that tight
monetary policy is im m ediately followed by boom s in com m ercial paper. Bank loans
follow the same trend for about three to four quarters after R om er dates and start to slow
down. Similarly, B em anke and B linder (1992) argue loans have a quasi-contractual
nature that cannot be altered im mediately, and hence the observed trend is expected.
To determ ine w hether in fact the above relations are statistically significant,
Kashyap et al. (1993) conduct a battery o f “bivariate” and “trivariate” G ranger causality
tests.

The bivariate G ranger causality tests regress a variable, indicating the firm s’

external finance (for exam ple, the mix) on eight lags o f itself and eight lags o f the
dummy variable. In the trivariate Granger causality test, they add eight lags o f GNP into
the right-hand side o f the equation. They repeat the same exercise replacing the dummy
variables w ith the federal funds rate.
K ashyap et al. (1993) find a significantly negative m ovem ent o f the m ix in
response to tight m onetary policy m easured either by the Rom er dates dum m y, the Rom er
dates plus the 1966 dumm y, or the federal funds rate. Com m ercial paper significantly
increases after contractionary m onetary policy w hen policy is m easured by R om er dates
plus 1966 dum m y and the federal funds rate. The response o f bank loans is negative and
significant only in bivariate regressions. Overall, the results o f K ashyap et al. (1993)

32 The Granger causality test is a technique to determine if a time series variable has useful information to
forecast another time series variable. Given two time series variables Y and X, Y is said to Granger-cause
X, if lagged value of Y provides statistically significant information in forecasting X.
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support the existence o f the credit channel by solving the identification problem o f
Bem anke and B linder (1992).
O liner and R udebusch (1996) strongly disagree w ith the findings o f Kashyap et
al. (1993). O liner and R udebusch use single equation m odels, as w ell as the V A R models,
to reexamine the analysis o f Kashyap et al. (1993) for the period 1974-1991. They focus
on K ashyap et al.’s m ix variable and estimate the m odel for small and large firms
separately. They also estim ate the model w here the sample includes both small and large
firms. The reason is that com m ercial paper is issued only by large firms. The mix
variable for small firm s is essentially zero. Because o f this, O liner and Rudebusch also
modify the definition o f m ix to include all forms o f short-term non-bank financing
options instead o f ju s t com m ercial paper. Specifically, they redefined m ix as the ratio o f
bank loans to the sum o f bank loans, com m ercial paper, and “other debt.” O ther debt
includes loans from finance and insurance companies.
A fter going through sim ilar analysis as that o f K ashyap et al. (1993), Oliner and
Rudebusch (1996) find that the mix declines significantly follow ing tight m onetary
policy w hen the aggregate sample is considered (a result sim ilar to the findings o f
Kashyap et al.). H owever, w hen the sample is disaggregated into large and small firms,
there is no significant response o f m ix to a change in policy for both groups. They also
explain that the reason as to why the mix responds to m onetary policy shock in the
aggregate sam ple, but not w hen the sample is disaggregated, is due to reallocation o f
credit from sm all to large firm s following tight m onetary policy. They argue that their
findings are dam aging for the argum ent o f the bank lending view. A ccordingly, Oliner
and Rudebusch (1996) conclude that “ ... during the 1974-1991 period ... the bank
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lending channel does not appear to have been an im portant part o f the m onetary
transm ission m echanism . That is, m onetary contractions did not constrict the supply o f
bank loans relative to the supply o f non bank credits” (p. 308).
In response, K ashyap et al. (1996) question w hether the analysis and conclusion
o f Oliner and R udebusch (1996) should be trusted. K ashyap et al. (1996) defend their
earlier findings in tw o ways. First, they argue that the analysis and conclusions o f Oliner
and Rudebusch (1996) do not match. Specifically, the heterogeneous response to tight
policy across small and large firm s w ould call for a careful analysis, but it does not imply
the non-existence o f credit channel. One possible interpretation o f the reallocation o f
credit from sm all to large firm s could be given as follows. W hen the Fed follows a tight
m onetary policy, banks reduce the supply o f loans. Small firms w ith no other significant
option to external finance are com pelled to stretch their account payables. This is
reflected as increased account receivables in the large firms. The large firm s then increase
their dem and for com m ercial paper, w hich is reflected in a surge o f com m ercial paper
following tight m onetary policy. This story is in line w ith the findings o f Oliner and
Rudebusch (1996), as w ell as the arguments o f the credit view (K ashyap et al., 1996).
Second, K ashyap et al. (1996) argue that the em pirical findings o f Oliner and
Rudebusch (1996) are not based on disaggregation o f the sample. W hen the original
definition o f K ashyap et al.’s (1993) definition o f m ix is adopted, the findings support the
original conclusion o f K ashyap et al. (1993) w hether the sample is aggregated or
disaggregated. H owever, the difference in the findings o f the tw o sam ple levels appear
w hen we add the “other debt”— w hich is defined as loans from finance and insurance
com panies— into the definition o f the mix. Kashyap et al. (1996) study the behavior o f
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the other debt com pared to com m ercial paper and bank loans. They find that the “other
debt” variable is extrem ely volatile com pared to the bank loans or the com m ercial paper.
In addition, unlike the bank loans and com mercial paper, the response o f the “other debt”
variable to a tight m onetary policy does not have a coherent pattern. A ccording to
Kashyap et al. (1996), such a strange behavior o f the “other debt” could em erge because
o f m easurem ent errors, problem s on how the variable is constructed, or any other reasons.
They leave it to O liner and R udebusch to explain.
M cM illin (1996) investigates the existence o f the credit channel over the period o f
1973:1— 1994:11 using V A R models. Specifically, M cM illin (1996) reexam ines the
findings o f B em anke and Blinder (1992) on w hether the decline in loans following
contractionary m onetary policy is due to a decline in the loan supply— as the credit view
argues or a decline in the loan dem and— as the money view argues.

For this, he

introduces the volum e o f com m ercial paper and the spread betw een the prim e rate on
bank loans and the com m ercial paper rate as additional variables into the V A R models.
He also tests the stability o f the result over the sample period. A dditionally he uses two
measures o f policy instrum ent: the federal funds rate and the nonborrow ed reserves.
M cM illin’s eight-variable V A R model includes a m easure o f m onetary policy
(either the federal funds rate or nonborow ed reserves), a m easure o f econom ic activity
(either unem ploym ent rate or industrial production), the log o f the CPI, the log o f real
bank deposits, the log o f real bank security holdings, the log o f real bank loans, the log o f
com m ercial paper issued by nonfinancial corporations, and the spread betw een the prim e
rate on bank loans and the com m ercial paper rate. I f the decline in loans following
contractionary m onetary policy is due to the decline in credit dem and associated with
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economic dow nturn, then borrow ing in the com m ercial paper m arket should also drop.
However, if the decline in loans is due to low er supply o f bank loans following
contractionary m onetary policy, then borrow ing in the com m ercial paper m arket should
rise, as firm s w ith access to the com m ercial paper m arket w ill substitute com mercial
paper for bank loans.
M cM illin’s (1996) findings are consistent w ith the credit view or the bank lending
channel. Specifically, in response to a contractionary m onetary policy shock m easured by
positive innovations to the federal funds rate, deposits, loans, and securities decline while
unem ploym ent increases. The volum e o f com m ercial paper, as w ell as the spread
betw een the prim e rate and com mercial paper rate, responds positively to the
contractionary m onetary policy. This is in line w ith the credit view supporting the
argum ent that the fall in loans com es from the supply side and not from the dem and side.
H owever, the tim ing o f the decline in loans and the increase in unem ploym ent are
not coincidental, as B em anke and B linder (1992) find. Loans start to decline after about
four m onths follow ing contractionary policy while unem ploym ent starts rising after about
ten months. H ow ever, the response o f com mercial paper turns positive at about the time
the response o f loans start turning negative. It takes about tw o years for the response o f
com m ercial paper to go back to zero. The responses o f spread betw een the prim e rate and
com m ercial paper rate follow the same pattern as that o f com m ercial paper. The above
findings rem ain essentially the same when the m onetary policy m easure is changed from
the federal funds rate to the nonborrow ed reserves.
The sam ple period em ployed by M cM illin (1996) spans different m onetary policy
operating regim es. D uring the periods prior to October 1979 and after O ctober 1982, the
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federal funds rate w as the policy instrum ent o f the Fed. H owever, during the period
between O ctober 1979 and O ctober 1982, the m onetary policy instrum ent w as shifted to
nonborrow ed reserves. M cM illin tested the stability o f his results during these monetary
regim es and found instability over the period 1979-1982. He then estim ated the model
after excluding the data betw een 1979:10 and 1982:10. The response o f unem ployment,
deposits, securities, com m ercial paper and the spread to contractionary m onetary policy
rem ain the same as before, although the magnitude o f these response declined. However,
the response o f loans is strikingly different. Loans respond positively to contractionary
monetary policy. The response o f loans remains above zero for about a year before
becom ing insignificant. Therefore, w hen the data o f nonborrow ed reserve operating
regime is rem oved from the sample, the credit view does not hold. A fter investigating the
loan series, M cM illin found that the real values o f loans declined sharply around the end
o f 1979 and rem ained around this lower level until the end o f 1982. He argued that the
entire findings o f decline o f loans following contractionary m onetary policy, and hence
the credit view, could be dictated by this single episode.
K ashyap and Stein (2000) investigate the transm ission m echanism o f monetary
policy by analyzing m icroeconom ic data on all insured U.S. com m ercial banks between
1976Q1 and 1993Q2 (about a m illion observations). Their objective is to study how tight
m onetary policy affects the lending behavior o f the banking system at individual
(disaggregate) level instead o f dealing w ith aggregate lending data. The pattern o f the
data shows that small banks tend to hold more securities and m ake few er loans compared
to large banks. This is because it is m ore difficult for small banks to raise external
finance, especially in the form s o f unsecured borrowing. The data show that only the
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largest 2% o f banks m ake extensive use the federal funds m arket as a m eans o f external
financing. It follow s that the small banks need a secure portfolio to shield themselves
from unforeseen circum stances (such as tight m onetary policy).
K ashyap and Stein’s (2000) findings show that contractionary m onetary policy
leads to a significant cut in lending o f sm aller banks (banks below the 95th percentile
based on size). Small banks cannot shield their loans portfolio w ithout a severe reduction
in security holdings. H owever, larger banks are better suited to respond to unforeseen
hardships (such as tight policy) and protect loan portfolios by draw ing dow n their large
stock o f securities. Tight m onetary policy prom pts small banks (w hich cover about 25%
o f total loan supply) to cut their loan supplies. However, the loan supply o f larger banks
does not significantly decline in response to tight m onetary policy. Overall, Kashyap and
Stein’s (2000) findings provide evidence for the existence o f the credit channel in the
U nited States for the period 1976-1993.

Problems with Existing Models
M ost o f the literature surveyed above bases their analyses on the im pulse response
functions obtained from V A R m odels or use a single equation m odels. The V A R models,
despite their popularity, suffer from m ajor limitations. The inform ation sets utilized by
V AR m odels or single equation models are very small. This m akes it difficult for these
models to capture the inform ation set o f policymakers.
This w ill bring at least three problem s according to B em anke et al. (2005). First,
if the inform ation sets captured by the V AR m odels fail to capture the inform ation sets o f
policym akers, the presum ed policy shocks as w ell as other responses may be
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contaminated. This is because we utilize about four to eight variables in the V A R setup
while policym akers follow literally hundreds if not thousands o f variables, w hich makes
the V A R m odels suffer from om itted variable bias (Bem anke et al., 2005; Stock and
W atson, 2005).
Second, w ith the standard V A R or single equation m odels, one has to take a stand
on representing certain “theoretical constructs,” like econom ic activity, by a single series
(Bem anke et al., 2005). In this regard, econom ic activity is represented by industrial
production, GDP, or the unem ploym ent by all o f the studies surveyed above. However,
the concept o f econom ic activity may not be captured by a single variable. In such cases,
it is better to treat concepts like econom ic activity as an unobservable variable
determ ined by a num ber o f tim e series variables. In order to understand the m ovem ent in
econom ic activity w e m ight need to look at capacity utilization, em ployment, sales,
inventories, housing starts, consum ption, consum er confidence, average w eekly hours
worked, and so on, in addition to the industrial production or unem ploym ent (Bem anke et
al., 2005).
Third, the im pulse response functions o f V A R m odels are observed only for the
limited num ber o f variables included in the model (Bem anke et al., 2005). It is always
difficult to m ake an extensive study o f the im pact o f a policy and draw reliable
conclusions in such sm all-scale models.
A s a solution to these problem s, Bem anke et al. (2005) developed a factoraugm ented vector autoregressive (FAVAR) model. The idea behind the FA V A R m odel is
to expand the inform ation set o f the V A R m odels by incorporating hundreds o f variables
into the m odel w ithout running into degrees-of-freedom problem s. The FAV A R model
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has the follow ing advantages. First, we have an inform ation set that better represents the
inform ation set o f policym akers. This m akes the FA V A R m odels m ore reliable than the
V AR m odels. Second, we can treat certain theoretical concepts, such as economic
activity, credit conditions, and inflation, as unobservable variables to be determ ined by
many observable tim e series variables. Third, w ith the FA V A R m odel, one can generate
the im pulse responses functions for all the hundreds o f variables incorporated in the
model. This gives an in-depth look at the im pact o f policy on the econom y as w ell as the
transition mechanism s.

3.3

The Model
In a FA V A R m odel, inform ation contained in a large data set is sum m arized by a

few variables called factors, w hich are incorporated into a V A R m odel. In this way, we
can expand the inform ation set used in V A R m odels, and we can generate the response o f
hundreds o f variables to m onetary policy innovations. The FA V A R m ethodology is
discussed in this section.
Let X t be an (N x 1) vector o f inform ational tim e series that contains many
stationary tim e series variables. Let Yt be an (M x 1) vector o f observable stationary time
series econom ic variables assum ed to affect the dynam ics o f the econom y. Yt is a subset
o f Xt, and it m ight include policy variables as well as observable m easures o f real activity
and prices. In m ost cases, estim ation using standard V A R m odels uses only these
observable m easures sum m arized by four to eight variables. One o f the problem s o f this
standard approach is that Yt cannot span the same inform ation set as Xt.
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A ssum e that m ost o f the inform ation set contained in Xt can be effectively
summarized by a few unobserved (K x 1) vector o f factors, Ft. A ccording to B em anke et
al. (2005), “W e m ight think o f the unobserved factors as capturing fluctuations in
unobserved potential output or reflecting theoretically m otivated concepts such as
‘economic activity,’ ‘price pressures,’ or ‘credit conditions’ that cannot easily be
represented by one or tw o series but rather are reflected in a w ide range o f economic
variables” (p. 391).
The idea behind the factor m odels is that econom y is driven by a few com m on
forces or factors and idiosyncratic errors (Favero et al., 2005). Follow ing Stock and
W atson (2005) and Favero et al. (2005), the dynam ic factor m odel expresses Yt as a
distributed lag o f a small num ber o f unobserved factors and idiosyncratic disturbances
that are allow ed to be serially correlated.
Yt =A ( L ) F t +u,

(1)

u, = 8{L)ut_x + v,

(2)

where Ft is a (K x 1) vector o f unobserved dynamic factors,
X(L) is an (M x K) dynam ic factor loadings, and vt is w hite noise. Also assume
that factors and disturbances are not correlated or E(Ftus) = 0, V t, s.
From Equation (2),
ut = [I - 8(L)L\~Xv ,, and hence (1) becom es
Yt = K ( L ) F t +S(L)Y,_X+ v,

(3)

w here A ( I ) = [I - S(L)L]X(L)
Define the evolution o f factors as
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F ,= 0 (Z )F m + 7 /

(4)

where rj, is a (K x 1) disturbance vector.
Substituting (4) into (3) and rearranging
Yt = A ( I ) 0 ( Z ) F m + S{L)Y,_X+ ©,

(5)

where co, = A(L)r}t + v , .
Combining Equation (5) w ith the factor evolution Equation (4) yields the FAV A R model:
F,~ =

® (Z)

0

\

|_A(Z)<D(Z)

d\L )

k

F,-i

+

Vt
6)t

The above system reduces to the standard V A R if w e assum e the term s in ®(L)
are all zero. Therefore, if the true system is FAVAR, the standard V A R m odels suffer
from om itted variable bias. Furtherm ore, the above expression for FA V A R nests the
VAR m odel (i.e., w hen ® (L) = 0), w hich m akes an easy com parison betw een the two
models.

Identification o f the Factors
It is not possible to directly estimate Equation (6) because the factors are not
observed. One approach to the estim ation technique then involves a tw o-step procedure
outlined in Stock and W atson (2002, 2005) and Bem anke et al. (2005). It m akes use o f
the “inform ational” tim e series variables represented by (N x 1) vector X t. The num ber o f
inform ational tim e series is assum ed to be m uch larger than the num ber o f factors and
observed variables in the FA V A R (or N »

K + M). N ext, assum e that X t is related to Ft

and Yt as follow s (B em anke et al., 2005):
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(7)

X t = A f Ft + K yY , + e t

where Af is an (N x K) m atrix o f factor loadings, A y is an (N x M ) matrix, and st is
disturbance term o f dim ension (N x 1).
Follow ing B em anke et al. (2005), I start by conducting principal com ponent
analysis using all the variables in Xt to get the first K + M principal com ponents denoted
by

A
A
C(Ft ,Yt ) . The estim ated factors, Ft , are the part o f the space covered by

C(Fn Yt ) that is not covered by Y t. Therefore, we need to rem ove the dependence o f
A
A
C(Fn Yt ) on Yt. Rem oving the dependence o f C(Fn Yt ) o n Yt involves the following

steps. First, the series in X t are divided into fast-moving variables and slow-moving
variables. The fast-m oving variables are those variables that are assum ed to be
contem poraneously responsive to policies. Those variables are highly sensitive to
contem poraneous policy shocks or news, such as the stock m arket prices and financial
assets (B em anke et al., 2005). The slow-moving variables are those that are assum ed to
be contem poraneously unresponsive to monetary policy. Those are variables not sensitive
to contem poraneous new s or policy shocks, such as em ploym ent, earnings, and output.33
(The classification o f the variables into slow and fast m oving is given in A ppendix B.)
N ext, I use principal com ponents analysis on the slow -m oving variables to get a m atrix o f
slow-moving factors, C(Ft ) . Then, I run the following regression:
(8)

C(Ft ,Yt ) = j3f C(Fl ) + j3yYt + e l

33 This classification is similar to Cholesky ordering, where the variables ordered before the monetary
policy shock are assumed to be slow moving, or contemporaneously unaffected by the policy, and the
variables ordered after the policy measures are assumed to be contemporaneously affected by the policy.
These variables are labeled as fast moving.
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The estim ated facto rs,Ft , are taken as the difference C(Ft ,Yt ) - / 3 Y t .

Identification of the VAR
O nce the estim ated factors are obtained, the next step involves estim ation o f the
Y A R m odel that includes Ft and Yt as described in Equation (6). Yt contains only the
monetary policy instrum ent. All other variables, including inflation or output, are treated
as unobservable variables (Bem anke et al., 2005). Like a standard VAR, this step
requires an identifying assum ption for the m onetary policy innovation. Following
Bem anke et al. (2005), I assum e recursive Cholesky ordering w ith the m onetary policy
last in the ordering.34

3.4

Data
The data for this study is obtained from Stock and W atson (2005), the Federal

Reserve B ank o f St. Louis (FRED), OECD M ain Econom ic Indicators, and the Global
Financial Statistics. I include 154 U.S. monthly variables from 1970-2003.35
A s indicated in the m odel (section III), it is assum ed that all variables in X t are
stationary. For this purpose, all the variables are subject to unit root tests (based on the
augm ented D ickey-Fuller test).36 W hen a unit root is found, transform ation is made to
attain stationarity. The possible transform ations include taking logarithm s, differencing

34 This assumption implies that policy affects other economic variables with a lag.
35 Most of the data are taken from Stock and Watson (2005). The latest date in their data set is 2003:12.
36 The lag length of the augmented Dickey-Fuller test is determined by Akaike information criteria.
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the variable, or both. I f the variable w ith a unit root is in a form o f rate or ratio, then
difference is taken. For all others, logarithm s or differences o f logarithm s are taken.
Finally all data series are transform ed such that each variable is expressed in standard
units (i.e., each variable has zero m ean and unit standard deviation).37
The im pacts o f tight policy on bank portfolio variables and econom ic activity are
analyzed. The bank portfolio variables are listed in A ppendix C under the category o f
credit. They include com m ercial and industrial loans at all com m ercial banks, consum er
(individual) loans at all com m ercial banks, real estate loans at all com m ercial banks, total
loans and leases at all com m ercial banks, and the U.S. governm ent securities at all
10

com m ercial banks.

Furtherm ore, the im pact o f tight policy on the volum e (in dollars) o f

com mercial paper issued by nonfinancial firms (nonfm ancial com m ercial paper) is
considered to determ ine if a decline in bank loans described above is com ing from the
shortage o f dem and or supply following tight m onetary policy.

37 The unit of measurement and the variance of the variables affect the principal component analysis
(PCA). Therefore, it is important to account for these variations. Transforming the data to have a zero mean
and unit variance is the same as conducting the PCA on the correlation matrix instead of the variancecovariance matrix of the original data set.
38 According to definitions given by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC):
•
Commercial and industrial loans include loans for commercial and industrial purposes to sole
proprietorships, partnerships, corporations, and other business enterprises, whether secured (other than
by real estate) or unsecured, single-payment, or installment. They are also called business loans.
• Consumer (individual) loans include loans to individuals for household, family, and other personal
expenditures (other than those secured by real estate and other than those for purchasing or carrying
securities). It includes outstanding credit card balances.
• Real estate loans include loans to finance the purchase of real estate, usually with specified payment
periods and interest rates.
Total loans and leases include all forms of loans extended by commercial banks, including the commercial
and industrial loans, consumer loans, and real estate loans.
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3.5

Empirical Results
In this section, the em pirical results from the FA V A R m odel are presented. I

estimate the m odel based on the principal com ponent analysis described in section III.
The results are based on the im pulse response functions generated from the FAVAR
model. A n im pulse response function traces out the im pact o f a shock in a variable on the
current and future values o f each variables o f interest in the model. Five factors that
represent inform ation from the large dataset (Xt) are included.39 B ased on Akaike
inform ation criteria (AIC), seven lags are selected.40
This section is divided into five subsections. First, I show the im pact o f
contractionary m onetary policy (measured by the federal funds rate) on bank portfolio
variables. Second, I show the im pact o f a negative shock in total bank loans on the
economic activity variables. Third, I show the im pact o f contractionary policy (the
federal funds rate) on econom ic activity variables. I analyze the argum ents for the credit
channel o f m onetary transm ission based on these results. Fourth, I present a test for the
stability o f the results over the period o f the study. Finally, I present robustness checks o f
the results w ith an alternative specification o f the FAV A R m odel and an alternative
policy m easure, nam ely, the nonborrow ed reserves.

39 The first factor accounts for 16.6% of the total variation in the data set, the second factor accounts for
12.2%, the third for 5.3%, the fourth for 4.9%, the fifth for 4.1%, the sixth for 3.2%, the seventh for 2.7%.
FAVAR models with six and seven factors are also estimated. The results are similar to the results
including only five factors, as presented in this paper.
40 The lag selection methodology is similar to that of the standard VAR models. The only difference here is
that the VAR model consists o f five factors and the federal funds rate.
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Impact o f Policy on Bank Portfolio Variables
Figure 3.2 gives the im pulse response functions o f bank portfolio variables to a
contractionary m onetary policy shock represented by a one-standard-deviation positive
shock in the federal funds rate. A 95% confidence interval around the im pulse responses
is also given.41 In response to a tight m onetary policy, there is a significant42 decline in
bank loans, both in the aggregate as well as disaggregated level. Specifically, the
response o f consum er (individual) loans, real estate loans, and com m ercial and industrial
loans turn negative after about 1, 3, and 9 months, respectively. W hen considered at the
aggregate level, the response o f total bank loans turns negative after about 3 months. As
expected, total reserves and deposits (in the form o f savings and checkable deposits) also
decline on im pact. The responses o f total reserve and deposits rem ain significant for
about 10 months.
A s Figure 3.2 also shows, governm ent security holdings by com m ercial banks
decline on im pact following tight monetary policy. The response rem ains significant for
about 9 m onths. Then, it turns positive for more than a year before becom ing
insignificant. The im m ediate decline in security holdings and the relatively longer lag in
the response o f loans im ply that banks respond first by cutting security holdings in the
short run. Loans decline in the longer horizon.
The next question is w hether the decline in loans in response to tight monetary
policy is because o f the decline in the supply o f loans by banks or the decline in demand

41 These are bootstrap confidence intervals developed by Killian (1998).
42 The significance is measured by the 95% confidence band around the impulse response functions. The
response of a variable is said to be insignificant if the confidence band contains zero.
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for loans. U nless we know the force behind the response o f loans, we do not have enough
evidence to support either channel o f monetary policy transm ission. I f the decline in
loans com es from the dem and side, one can argue in support o f the traditional interest
rate channel only. In this case, monetary policy works in the conventional interest rate
channel, raising the interest rate and reducing the econom ic activity. The slowdown in
economic activity reduces the dem and for loans and hence the decline in loans is purely a
passive reaction to econom ic conditions. Therefore, for the credit channel to work, the
decline in loans should com e from the supply side. In order to solve this identification
problem , I included the volum e o f com m ercial paper issued by nonfinancial firms
following K ashyap et al. (1993) and M cM illin (1996). C om m ercial paper is another
source o f financing investm ent (besides loans from banks) for firm s w ith access to the
credit market. Therefore, if there is a decline in dem and for loans, the dem and for
com m ercial paper by nonfinancial firms should also decline.
As show n in Figure 3.2, there is a significant positive surge in com m ercial paper
im mediately follow ing tight m onetary policy for about 9 m onths. Then it rem ains
insignificant for about one year before its slight decline. This im plies that at least for
about 21 m onths following a tight policy, there is no shortage o f dem and for borrowing.
The decline in loans com es from the supply side, w hich is consistent w ith the credit view
o f bank lending channel.

Impact o f Loans on Economic Activity Variables
A nother w ay o f testing w hether loans have any im pact on the econom y or
w hether they are sim ply a passive reaction to econom ic conditions is to see the reaction
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o f econom ic activity variables to a shock in loans. Figure 3.3 displays the reaction o f
econom ic activity variables to a negative shock in total bank loans. In response to a
negative shock in total bank loans, there is a mild, but significant, decline in economic
activity.
Specifically, the responses o f industrial production, the capacity utilization rate
and inventories turn negative after about 18 m onths following a negative shock in total
bank loans. The responses rem ain significant for at least six months. Furtherm ore,
housing starts and real consum ption respond negatively after about 9 and 12 months,
respectively. U nem ploym ent also responds positively after about a year and rem ains
significant for about the same time. Interestingly, nonfinancial com m ercial paper
responds positively on im pact and rem ains positive for about a year. W hen there is a
shortage o f bank loans, firms w ith access to the financial m arket resort to other forms o f
financing. Overall, the results show that the decline in loans follow ing tight m onetary
policy has an im pact on an econom y’s turndown.

Impact of Policy on Economic Activity Variables
Figure 3.4 reports the im pulse response functions o f econom ic activity variables
to a contractionary m onetary policy (measured by a positive shock in the federal funds
rate). In response to tight m onetary policy, econom ic activity declines as expected.
Industrial production, the capacity utilization rate, real consum ption, inventories, and
housing starts all decline, and the responses rem ain significant for up to tw o years.
Similarly, the unem ploym ent rate responds positively.
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W e can also com pare the m agnitudes o f the responses o f these econom ic activity
variables to the contractionary m onetary policy shock and the negative shock in the total
bank loans. Figure 3.5 presents the im pulse responses o f some econom ic activity
variables to a positive shock in the federal funds rate (the solid lines), and the 95%
confidence bands from the im pulse response o f the same variables to a negative shock in
the total bank loans (the dotted lines). The m agnitudes o f the responses o f these economic
activity variables to a contractionary m onetary policy are larger. They lie outside the 95%
confidence bands obtained from the negative shock in total bank loans. This implies that
the decline in econom ic activity is not entirely because o f a decrease in loans. However,
this is perfectly in line w ith the argum ent o f the credit view: policy w orks at least in part
through the credit channel.

Stability o f Results
The period o f this study (1970:01-2003:12) spans different m onetary policy
regimes. Specifically, as indicated in many studies (such as B em anke and Blinder, 1992;
M cM illin, 1996; and B em anke and Mihov, 1998), the Fed sw itched its target from the
federal funds rate to nonborrow ed reserves during the period betw een O ctober 1979 and
October 1982. A fter O ctober 1982, the Fed w ent back to targeting the federal funds rate.
The natural question is w hether the results are stable over these different policy regimes.
In other w ords, do the results change when the Fed shifted its policy instrum ent from the
federal funds rate to the nonborrow ed reserves? In order to test the stability o f the result
over the nonborrow ed reserve regim e, I follow the strategy proposed by D ufour (1980)
and used by M cM illin (1996).
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In this test 0-1 dum m y variables, representing each m onth suspected o f instability
(O ctober 1979-O ctober 1982), are included to each equation o f the FAV A R model.
Therefore, there are 37 such dum m y variables, each defined to be 1 during a given m onth
between O ctober 1979 and O ctober 1982 and 0 otherw ise.43 The m odel is unstable if the
null hypothesis that the coefficients on the dumm y variables are jointly zero is rejected.
The jo in t significance o f the coefficients o f the dum m y variable is tested using the
following Sims (1980) degrees-of-freedom adjusted likelihood ratio test:
LR = ( T - K )* (lo g | DR | - l o g | DUR |) ~ %]
w here

|DR| is the determ inant o f the variance-covariance m atrix o f the residuals
from the restricted model.
|DUR| is the determ inant o f the variance-covariance m atrix o f the
residuals from the unrestricted model (model w ith the dum m y variables).
T is the num ber o f observations in the sample period.
K is the num ber o f param eters in the unrestricted model.
X 2d , the test statistic, has a

distribution w ith degrees o f freedom , d,

equal to the num ber o f restrictions (i.e., the num ber o f the dumm ies in the
m odel).
Stability o f the results is tested based on the above test statistic. The hypothesis
that the coefficients on the dum m y variables are jointly zero is rejected at the 1%
significance level. This indicates that the model is not stable during the nonborrow ed

43 For example, the first dummy variable is 1 for October 1979 and 0 in all other cases. The second dummy
is 1 for November 1979 and 0 for all other periods. The third dummy is 1 for December 1979 and 0
otherwise.
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reserve regim e o f O ctober 1979-O ctober 1982.44 This result is the same as the finding o f
M cM illin (1996). U sing a sim ilar test, M cM illin (1996) found instability o f his model
over the period o f O ctober 1979-O ctober 1982.
The next question is to determine whether the results presented in this section are
influenced by the data from the nonborow ed reserve regim e, w here instability o f the
m odel is detected. Follow ing M cM illin (1996), I rem oved the period betw een October
1979 and O ctober 1982 from my sample and reestim ated the m o d e l45 For the reduced
sample, the A kaike inform ation criteria select six lags. The results are given in Figures
3.6 and 3.8.
A s can be seen from Figures 3.6 and 3.7, these results are strikingly sim ilar to the
result from the w hole period estimation. Following tight m onetary policy, com mercial
and industrial loans, consum er (individual) loans, real estate loans, total bank loans, total
reserves, deposits, bank security holdings decline. O n the other hand, nonfinancial
com m ercial paper rises follow ing tight m onetary policy. A s show n in Figure 3.7, a
negative shock in total bank loans leads to a decline in industrial production, capacity
utilization rate, real consum ption, inventories and housing starts. It also leads to a rise in
unem ploym ent. Therefore, rem oving the nonborrow ed reserve regim e w here instability
o f the m odel is detected does not change the results as opposed to the findings o f

44 The computed test statistic is LR = 371.5. The critical value of the distribution with 37 degrees of
freedom (the number of restrictions made in the model) and the 1% significance level is 59.89. We reject
the null hypothesis if the calculated value is greater than the critical value at the given level of significance.
45 The model is determined to have six lags (based on Akaike’s information criteria). No observation from
the nonborrowed reserve regime appears as a lag for any variable. The period 1982:11 comes right after
1979:09.
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M cM illin (1996).

df\

This is because the results presented in this study are not driven by

the data from the nonborrow ing reserve regime. Furtherm ore, w hen I lim it the sample to
post the O ctober 1982 period, the conclusion o f this study rem ains the same.47

Robustness Checks

Nonborrowed Reserves as Policy Instrument
A ccording to B em anke and Blinder (1992), the federal funds rate is the best m easure o f
monetary policy. H ow ever, Eichenbaum (1992) argues that the nonborrow ed reserves are
the preferred m easure o f m onetary policy. In addition to the federal funds rate, many
studies consider the nonborrow ed reserves as an alternative m onetary policy measure
(M cM illin, 1996; Christiano et al., 1996; B em anke and M ihov, 1998; Clarida et al., 2000,
to cite some). In this light, I use an alternative m easure o f m onetary policy—
nonborrow ed reserves. The results are displayed in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
Figure 8 shows that the bank portfolio variables react to a tight policy measured
by a negative shock in nonborrow ed reserves in the same w ay as they do to a tight policy
measured by a positive shock in the federal funds rate. Specifically, in response to a
negative shock in the nonborrow ed reserves, com m ercial and industrial loans, consum er
(individual) loans, real estate loans, total loans, consum er credit outstanding, deposits
(both savings and checkable deposits), and security holdings by banks decline. There is
46 In McMillin (1996), the credit channel is not supported once the nonborrowed reserve regime of October
1979-October 1982 is removed from the sample.
471 also estimate the model for the whole sample period (1970:01-2003:12), including 37 dummy variables
representing each month of the nonborrowed reserve period (October 1979-October 1982). The result is
qualitatively the same as the estimation omitting the nonborrowed reserve period from the sample (Figures
3.6-3.8).
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also a short-run surge in the volum e o f nonfinancial com m ercial paper following the tight
m onetary policy. The decline in the securities held by banks is significant only for about
a month.
Figure 3.10 displays the response o f econom ic activity variables to a tight policy
as m easured by a negative shock in the nonborrow ed reserves. A ll the variables have a
significant response w ith the expected direction. Specifically, industrial production,
capacity utilization rate, real consumption, inventories, housing starts, and help-w anted
index decline in response to a negative shock in nonborrow ed reserves. In addition,
unem ploym ent rate responds positively as expected.
O verall, the result presented w hen policy is m easured by nonborrow ed reserves
shows that policy reduces all types o f bank loans and econom ic activity. The surge in the
volume o f nonfinancial com m ercial paper following the tight policy also implies that
there is no shortage o f dem and for loans because o f the decline in econom ic activity. In
other w ords, bank loans decline because o f the supply o f the loans. This argum ent is
consistent w ith the credit view. Therefore, the result is robust to an alternative policy
measures.

Alternative FAVAR Model Specification
The objective o f this section is to make an alternative specification o f the FAVAR
model such that factors extracted represent a given econom ic concept such as an
econom ic activity factor, a credit factor, a m oney factor and so on. Then we can see the
im pact o f policy on these factors in relation to the channel o f policy transm ission
mechanisms. To attain this objective, the variables are divided into nine categories (see
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the data A ppendix C). The variables from each o f the first eight categories are
represented by one factor (the first principal com ponent). A nine-variable FAV A R model
(eight factors plus the federal funds rate) is estimated. To identify the m onetary policy
shock, the Cholesky ordering used is econom ic activity factor, m oney factor, price factor,
interest rate factor, exchange rate factor, expectations factor, financial m arkets factor,
credit factor, and the federal funds rate.48 Eight lags are selected based on Akaike
inform ation criterion. The im pulse response functions, together w ith a 95% confidence
band, are given in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.
Figure 3.11 shows the im pulse response functions o f the credit factor and the
econom ic activity factor to a contractionary m onetary policy shock (measured by a
positive shock in the federal funds rate). Following a contractionary m onetary policy, the
response o f the credit factor turns negative after about a m onth and rem ains significant
for about tw o years. Similarly, econom ic activity declines after about three months
following the contractionary policy shock and rem ains significant for about a year.
Figure 3.12 displays the im pact o f a negative shock in credit factor on the
econom ic activity. Econom ic activity also decreases in response to a negative shock in
credit. H owever, the m agnitude o f the response is low er and the lag o f the response is
longer w hen com pared to the response o f econom ic activity to a contractionary m onetary
policy (positive shock in federal funds rate).
The results described above are consistent w ith the view o f the credit channel. In
response to a contractionary policy, the decline in credit com es before the decline in

48 This ordering assumes that, contemporaneously, all economic indicators have an impact on policy
variable while policy affects the economy with a lag.
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econom ic activity. In addition, a negative shock in the credit factor leads to a decrease in
econom ic activity. The decline o f econom ic activity in response to a negative shock in
credit is low er than the decline o f econom ic activity as a response to contractionary
policy shock (see Figures 3.11 and 3.12). Policy reduces the credit factor, and a decline in
credit factor explains part o f the decline in economic activity. In other w ords, the result is
consistent w ith the view that m onetary policy works in part through the credit channel.
In sum m ary, the findings o f this study support the existence o f credit channel for
the U nited States over the period 1970-2003. Tight m onetary policy reduces the supply
o f bank loans, and the decline in bank loans has a negative im pact on the economic
activity.

3.6

Conclusion
There is m ore consensus on the im pact o f m onetary policy rather than the

transm ission m echanism o f its actions. There are m any debates on w hether monetary
policy acts m ainly through the traditional interest rate channel (m oney view ) or the credit
channel (credit view). There are also m ixed em pirical results on the issue for the United
States as w ell as other countries.
In this study, I use the factor-augm ented vector autoregressive (FAVAR) model,
developed by B em anke et al. (2005), to investigate the existence o f the credit channel for
the United States, I use an extensive inform ation set com pared to the standard V AR
approach by incorporating 154 m onthly tim e series variables betw een 1970 and 2003.
The larger inform ation set spanned by the FA V A R m odels generates m ore reliable
m onetary policy shocks and im pulse responses o f individual variables.
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I present the im pact o f policy on bank portfolio variables, the im pact o f loans on
econom ic activity variables, and the im pact o f policy on econom ic activity variables to
assess the validity o f argum ents o f the credit view. The overall results suggest the
existence o f the credit channel in the United States over the sam ple period o f the study.
Specifically, tight m onetary policy leads to a decline in loans supply, and the decline in
loans leads to a reduction in econom ic activity. The result o f this study suggests that
policy works though the credit channel. However, the decline in econom ic activity due to
a negative shock in bank loans is low er in m agnitude than the decline in economic
activity due to tight m onetary policy. This paper supports the view that m onetary policy
works in part through the credit channel.
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CHAPTER 4

ESTIM A TIN G M O N ETA RY POLICY REA CTIO N FUNCTION: A FACTORA U G M EN TED V EC TO R AUTOREGRESSIV E (FAVAR) A PPRO A CH

4.1

Introduction
This study exam ines the reaction function for m onetary policy. The basic

form ulation o f a reaction function used in the m onetary literature is popularly known as
the “Taylor rule” (Taylor, 1993, 1995, 1998, 1999). The Taylor rule states that monetary
authorities increase the nom inal interest rate if the inflation is above the target and/or
output is above the potential level. In other words, the policy interest rate is varied in
response to inflation and output gaps.
R ecent research following Bem anke and Boivin (2003), Stock and W atson
(2005), B em anke et al. (2005), and Belviso and M ilani (2005) find that monetary
authorities investigate hundreds or even thousands o f variables w hile m aking policy
decisions. I f that is the case, one could naturally expect that policym akers could also react
to many variables other than the two variables given by Taylor. A significant num ber o f
studies follow ing T aylor’s (1993) original study extended the simple Taylor rule by
adding m ore variables to the reaction function. Consequently, one or m ore o f the
following variables w ere included: nom inal or real exchange rate, stock prices, foreign
interest rates, long-term interest rates, and m onetary aggregates (Kim, 2002; Hsing and
Lee, 2004; Chang, 2005; B rouw er and Gilbert, 2005; A dam et al., 2005 to cite a few).
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These studies docum ent that there is a monetary policy reaction to these additional
variables. This should not be surprising, if one follows the argum ents made by B em anke
and Boivin (2003)
" ... the Federal Reserve System, as in other central banks,
monitor and analyze literally thousands o f data series from
disparate sources, including data a t a wide range o f
frequencies and levels o f aggregation, with and without
seasonal and other adjustments,

and in preliminary,

revised, and ‘f in ally revised ’versions ... The very fa c t that
central banks bear the costs o f analyzing a wide range o f
data series suggests that policy-m akers view these activities
as relevant to their decisions ” (p. 525).
M any

studies m odel the behavior

assuming that central bankers exploit only a

o f m onetary policy authorities, implicitly
few variables. For exam ple, the m ost popular

approach in m onetary policy studies, the vector autoregressive (YAR) approach, assumes
that policym akers exploit inform ation from four to eight variables. This is a direct
contradiction to the behavior o f policym akers. Bem anke and Boivin (2003) argue that the
disconnect betw een the academ ic analysis based on small m odels (such as VARs and
single equation m odels) and central bank practices leads to som e potential problems.
First, failure to incorporate an im portant dim ension o f actual policy-m aking process
while m odeling the behavior o f central banks m akes those m odels less inform ative and
accurate than they w ould otherwise be. Second, m odels built based on unrealistic
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assumptions m ay be o f little help to central banks in the policy-m aking process
(Bem anke and Boivin, 2003).
H owever, recent developm ents o f econom etric techniques com bining factor
analysis w ith the vector autoregressive m odels help exploit rich data sets in studying the
behavior o f m onetary policy authorities (Bem anke and Boivin, 2003; Bem anke et al.,
2005, Stock and W atson, 2005; Belviso and M ilani, 2005). This new approach is called
the factor-augm ented vector autoregressive (FAVAR) model. W ith the FA V A R model, it
is possible to augm ent the Taylor rule w ith all relevant variables o f interest to the
monetary authorities. This study, therefore, em ploys the new ly developed FAVAR
approach and includes as m any variables as necessary to approxim ate the real policy
making process by central banks in estim ating the m onetary policy reaction function.
U sing the FA V A R m odel, I investigate the policy reaction o f the United States,
Canada, the U.K., and Japan. Unlike m ost related studies, I include betw een 80 and 150
variables to approxim ate the inform ation set o f actual policy-m aking process. Therefore,
I expect a m ore robust and w ell-represented m onetary policy reaction function. It is also
possible to see the im pact o f any variable in the model on the m onetary policy
instrument.
The findings o f this paper suggest that m onetary policy instrum ents (such as the
federal funds rate for the U nited States) react to m any variables in the models. M onetary
policy interest rates react to a shock in many key variables, including the inflation gap
(the deviation o f inflation from target), output gap (the deviation o f output from the
trend), capacity utilization rates, unem ploym ent rates, m onetary aggregates (M l or M2),
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exchange rates, and long-term interest rates. However, the reactions differ from one
country to the other.

4.2

Literature Review
The sem inal w ork o f Taylor (1993) and other subsequent w orks (Taylor, 1995,

1998, 1999) provide a simple but powerful representation o f the behavior o f monetary
policy authorities. His form ula (later called the “Taylor rule”) relates the short-term
interest rate to the inflation gap and the output gap. M any studies, including C larida et al.
(1997), M ehra (1999), H sing and Lee (2004), Chang (2005), A dam et al. (2005), and
Hsing (2005), m aintain that either the Taylor rule can describe the behavior o f
policym aker fairly w ell or it can be used as a starting point. O n the other hand, other
studies, including Runkle (1998), Kozocki (1999), Croushore and Stark (1999), and
Hetzel (2000), argue that the Taylor rule does not capture the behavior o f central banks
well enough nor give guidance to policymakers.
The sem inal w ork o f Taylor (1993) designs a m onetary policy reaction function in
the form o f a sim ple policy rule. Taylor designed his policy rule based on the observation
o f the F ed ’s behavior. He m ade two observations regarding the Federal Open M arket
Comm ittee (FOM C). First, FOM C uses a short-term interest rate— nam ely, the federal
funds rate— as a policy instrum ent. Second, the FOM C sets the federal funds rate based
on the condition o f the output and the prices in the economy. In other words, the Fed tries
to stabilize the output and prices. I f the econom ic activity is too strong, or if the inflation
is too high, the Fed raises the federal funds rate and vice versa (Taylor, 1993; Hetzel,

2000 ).
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A fter studying the past reaction o f the FOM C to econom ic conditions, Taylor
(1993) cam e up w ith a sim ple policy rule that provides exact instruction as to how the
Fed should react to a deviation o f the output or prices from their long-term trends.
However, he em phasizes that policym akers should not, and do not, follow rules (any
rules) m echanically. Taylor differentiates his policy rule from the classical rule versus
discretion debate w here the rule may imply, say, a constant grow th rate o f m oney (Barro
and Gordon, 1983). H e argues that his reaction function gives a guideline or a benchm ark
as to how the policy m ight respond to changes in m ajor econom ic indicators. The policy
rule can be an inform al guideline to policym akers who understand that applying the rule
also needs judgm ent as opposed to ju st a m echanical form ula (Taylor, 1993).
Taylor (1993) argues that placing a positive w eight on real output and the price
level in his interest rate rule gives a better policy benchmark. Specifically, the Taylor rule
is given as follows:
r = n + 0.5 ( y - y ) + 0.5(tt - 2) + 2
where r is the federal funds rate
tv is

the rate o f inflation over the previous four quarters (the equation also

assum es that target inflation rate is 2 percent)
y is the real GDP
y* is the trend real GDP (assum ed to be 2.2 percent per year for the period
1987— 1992)
The above equation is not based on a regression result but it sim ply describes the
behavior o f the Fed during the period o f observation o f the study (the G reenspan period
up to 1992). The policy rule states that the federal funds rate increases if inflation is
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above the target rate o f 2 percent or if the real GDP is above the trend GDP. I f both
inflation and GDP are on their target, then the federal funds rate will be 4 percent in
nominal term s (or 2 percent in real terms). Taylor used the inflation rate over the last four
quarters as an expected inflation. Taylor (1993) shows that the federal funds rate obtained
from this policy reaction function fits the actual federal funds rate data betw een 1987 and
1992 rem arkably well. Taylor (1998) further notes that the policy rule has an even better
fit when the period is extended to 1997. According to C larida et al. (1997) and Taylor
(1998), the Taylor rule also describes the behavior o f other central banks (namely,
Germany, Japan, the U.K., France, and Italy) fairly well. Accordingly, Taylor (1998)
notes that, “it appears that, w hether or not central banks actually follow such a rule, in
recent years they act as if they follow such a rule” (p. 13). H owever, Taylor (1998)
admits that one could get a better estimate o f the reaction function using regression
techniques that includes lagged variables and more term s to the right-hand side.
A fter showing that the federal funds rate is the best m easure o f m onetary policy,
Bem anke and B linder (1992) argue that the m onetary policy instrum ent should
systematically react to im portant m acroeconomic variables such as the unem ploym ent
rate and inflation. They estim ate three-variable V A R -based reaction functions using
monthly data betw een 1959 and 1979. The variables are m easures o f m onetary policy
(either the federal funds rate or the spread between the federal funds rate and the 10-year
bond rate), the prim e-age (25 -5 4 ) m ale unem ploym ent rate, and the log o f the CPI. They
conduct a G ranger causality test and show that both the unem ploym ent rate and inflation
Granger causes the federal funds rate or the spread betw een the federal funds rate and the
10-year bond rate. In other words, they reject the hypothesis that the lagged inflation or
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lagged unem ploym ent rate can be omitted from equations predicting the federal funds
rate (or the spread betw een the federal funds rate and the 10-year bond rate).
In addition, they display the impulse responses o f the federal funds rate to a shock
in the unem ploym ent rate and inflation. A positive shock in inflation drives up the federal
funds rate. The peak response comes after about three quarters and the effect decays
slowly (B em anke and B linder, 1992). On the other hand, a positive shock in the
unem ploym ent rate drives the federal funds rate down. The peak response is reached after
about a year. B em anke and Blinder (1992) also m ake the same estim ation for the period
between 1979 and 1989; they find qualitatively sim ilar results.
C larida et al. (1997) estim ate the monetary policy reaction function in two sets o f
countries: the G3 (Germany, Japan, and the U nited States) and the E3 (the U.K., France,
and Italy). Their findings show that the G3 central banks pursued inflation targeting, and
the E3 central banks w ere highly influenced by G erm an m onetary policy. The authors are
m otivated by the fact that m any central banks in the world, like the Federal Reserve, have
been able to bring dow n the double-digit inflation o f the 1970s. For this reason, they
assess how policy w as conducted in the G3 countries. They are also interested in w hat
they call E3 countries. The reason is that even if inflation is reasonably under control in
these countries, m onetary policy conduct is not “free o f turm oil” (Clarida et al., 1997, p.
1). A good exam ple is the collapse o f the European M onetary System (EM S) during late
1992. Clarida et al. use the policy m le they obtained from the G3 as a benchm ark
guideline to evaluate the policy m aking in the E3 during the EM S period. The monetary
policy authorities in G3 countries do not have any significant external constraints. In
other w ords, the central banks o f the G3 countries have some autonom y over their
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monetary policy designs and implementations. Policy rules for the E3 countries are more
com plex because these countries are com m itted to a narrow fluctuation o f bilateral
exchange rates w ith other m em ber countries (Clarida et al., 1997).
C larida et al. (1997) use m onthly data after 1979. The policy instrum ent used for
all countries is a short-term interest rate— an interbank lending rate for overnight loans,
like the federal funds rate in the U nited States. C larida et al. (1997) specify a Taylor-type
m onetary policy reaction function for all countries as a benchm ark model. The policy
instrum ent responds to deviation o f inflation from the target and deviation o f output from
the potential level. Inflation is m easured by the consum er price index, and output is
m easured by the industrial production index. Clarida et al. also extend the benchm ark
model by including additional variables: real exchange rates, foreign interest rates, and
the m oney supply. They use a one-year-ahead inflation forecast to calculate the deviation
o f inflation from the target rate. In their extended m odel, they also include lagged values
o f the output gap, inflation, the log difference o f w orld com m odity price index, the policy
instrum ent interest rate, and the log difference o f real exchange rate.
For G erm an, the sample period is from 1979:4 to 1993:12. Clarida et al. (1997)
argue that at the early stages o f the unification, the W est G erm an econom y rem ained
m ostly independent o f the East Germ an economy. Therefore, they use data from W est
Germany for the w hole sample period. The Bundesbank (the G erm an central bank)
official long-run inflation target is 2 percent. In the baseline specification, the coefficient
o f the inflation gap is 1.31 and the coefficient on the output gap is 0.25. They are both
significant at the 1 percent level. Including other explanatory variables and lags does not
change the coefficients or significance o f the baseline estim ation. Lagged inflation is not
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significant. The U.S. federal funds rate and the real G erm an m ark/dollar rate are both
statistically significant. However, the quantitative or econom ic effects are very small
(Clarida et al., 1997).
The sam ple period for Japan is 1979:4 to 1994:12. The coefficient on the inflation
gap is 2.04 and the coefficient on the output gap is 0.08. They are both significant at 1
percent. This im plies that the Bank o f Japan puts m ore em phasis on controlling inflation
than B undesbank over the given sample period. Inclusion o f other variables did not
change the coefficient or significance o f baseline estimation. Sim ilar to that o f Germany,
both the U.S. federal funds rate and the real yen/dollar rate are statistically significant but
very small in m agnitude to have any econom ic im portance (Clarida et al., 1997).
The sam ple period for the United States is 1979:10 to 1994:12. The baseline
model is the sam e as others, but the extended model excludes foreign interest rates and
exchange rate. The estim ated coefficient for the inflation gap is 1.79, w hich is significant
at the 1 percent level. H owever, the coefficient on the output gap is 0.07 w ith a standard
error o f 0.06. In other w ords, the coefficient on the output gap is insignificant. In the
extended m odel, lagged inflation is not significant. H owever, the coefficient on the
monetary aggregate, m easured by M 2, is 0.53 w ith the standard error o f 0.08. For the post
1982:10 period (excluding the nonborrow ed reserve regim e), the coefficient on money
declined to 0.21 even though it rem ained significant at 1 percent (C larida et al., 1997).
W hen it com es to the E3 countries, Clarida et al. (1997) are cautious because
these countries have com m itm ents to the Exchange Rate M echanism (ERM )— one
feature o f the EM S— during the period under study. The ERM w as a system developed in
1979 as a m eans to regulate exchange rates variability and attain m onetary stability in the
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European U nion w ith the objective o f paving the w ay for a single currency. The ERM
determines an upper and low er lim it that the national currency could fluctuate. The
system w orked w ell in stabilizing exchange rates until early 1990, w hen these countries’
exchange rates cam e under strong speculations. Finally, the collapse o f EM S cam e by the
end o f 1992, w hen the m em ber countries could no longer keep the exchange rate within
the determ ined range (C larida et al., 1997; Eichengreen et al., 1993).
B etw een 1990 and 1992, all the E3 countries belonged to w hat the authors call
“hard” ERM , w here the central banks o f these countries totally sacrificed domestic
m onetary control to keep a fixed exchange rate (also see Eichengreen et al. [1993] for
m ore details). D uring this period, the Bundesbank w as responsible for running monetary
policy for Europe, and interest rates in the E3 countries generally reflect the intentions o f
policym akers in G erm any (C larida et al., 1997). It is under this background that policy
reaction function for the U.K., France, and Italy is estimated.
The period o f study for the U.K. is 1979-1990, a period before it jo in s the ERM.
For France it is 1983-1989, and for Italy it is 1981-1989. This is to avoid the hard ERM
period, w hich is concluded w ith the collapse o f the EM S in 1992:10. The result o f
estim ation for the three countries is the same. Policy focuses on fighting inflation by
following the B undesbank (Clarida et al., 1997).
Overall, the results o f Clarida et al. (1997) suggest that the Taylor rule may help
explain the behavior o f m any central banks as stabilization o f inflation and output
fluctuation. H owever, the im portance attached to the inflation and output gap is widely
different from the sim ple 0.5 suggested by Taylor (1993).
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M ehra (1999) estim ates a m onetary policy reaction function for the U nited States
for the period betw een 1960 and 1998. He uses a sim ilar specification to that o f Taylor
(1993). H owever, in M ehra’s specification, the inflation gap is given by the deviation o f
expected inflation from the target.49 M ehra notes that the Fed m ade serious efforts to
reduce the inflation trend and expected inflation w hen Paul V olcker becam e the chair in
late 1979. H e also argues that the same policy stance is continued through the tim e o f
A lan Greenspan. Therefore, he divided his sample period into two: 1960Q2 to 1979Q2
and 1979Q3 to 1998Q2.
Inflation is m easured by the GDP deflator. The output gap is m easured as the
excess o f actual GDP over the potential GDP. In addition to these variables, M ehra also
considers the long-term bond rate m easured by the nom inal yield on 10-year governm ent
bonds and m oney growth. M oney is m easured by M l until 1983Q3 and by M 2 thereafter.
The reaction function specifies the federal funds rate as a function o f four lagged values
o f the funds rate, the actual inflation rate, the difference betw een actual inflation from the
target, the difference betw een the expected inflation from the long-term bond rate, the
output gap, and four lagged values o f the m oney grow th (M ehra, 1999).
For the p o st-1979 period, all coefficients are significant and have the expected
signs. The funds rate increases if actual inflation rises, if there is a higher future
expectation o f inflation relative to the current long-term bonds rate, if the output is above
the trend, and in response to m oney growth. For the pre-1979 period, the Fed responds

49 In the original Taylor (1993) specification, the inflation gap is calculated as the difference between the
average inflation over the last four quarters and the target inflation (which was assumed to be 2 percent).
Monetary policy reactions specification that incorporate future expectations instead of current or past
values are called forward-looking reaction functions.
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similarly to higher inflation and positive output gap by increasing the funds rate.
However, in this period, the m oney grow th term is not significant. Furtherm ore, the
response o f the funds rate to inflation is less than unity as opposed to a m ore than one-toone response o f the funds rate to inflation during the p o st-1979 period. He also finds that
the w ithin-sam ple predictive pow er o f the m odel is better in the p o st-1979 period
com pared to the pre-1979 period.
In order to test w hether the reaction function changed during the G reenspan
period, M ehra (1999) com pares the reaction function betw een V olcker and G reenspan
periods o f 1979Q4 to 1987Q3 and 1987Q3 to 1998Q2. He estim ates the regression
equations using rolling regressions. He begins w ith estim ating over the V olcker period o f
1979Q 4-1987Q3 and continually re-estim ates the m odel extending the period by four
quarters each tim e w hile keeping the start date fixed. Then the coefficients o f the models
from different sub-sam ples are compared. The result shows that the coefficients are
stable, im plying that the reaction function rem ained the same during the tw o periods.
M ehra notes that this confirm s the com mon b elief that the Fed under G reenspan
m aintained the anti-inflation stance o f Paul V olcker (M ehra, 1999).
K im (2002) studies the m onetary policy reaction function based on structural
V A R m odels for three European countries: France, D enm ark, and Germany. Kim pays
special attention to attem pts o f the central banks in stabilizing exchange rates. Kim
(2002) hypothesizes that during the European ERM period, the B undesbank was the
leader in setting m onetary policy, while other non-G erm an central banks followed the
Bundesbank. B ecause o f this, Kim develops different m odels for G erm an and nonGerman countries. H e includes the German interest rate and the exchange rate against the
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D -M ark for the non-G erm an model. For the G erm an m odel, he includes the exchange
rate against the European Currency Unit (ECU). The variables com m on to all countries
are the industrial production index, the consum er price index, M 2, and the domestic
short-term interest rate that is used as a m easure o f m onetary policy (Kim, 2002). He
argues that a V A R set-up is better than single equation m odels. Single equation models
suffer from sim ultaneity problem because they assum e that m onetary policy instrum ent is
exogenous to other variables in the model (Kim, 2002).
The period o f the study starts at 1979:3 for all countries and ends at 1996:6 for
France; 1997:9 for Denm ark; and 1996:7 for Germany. A positive shock in exchange
rates (depreciation) leads to contractionary m onetary policy in each country (to stabilize
[appreciate] the exchange rate). In response to a positive shock in the Germ an interest
rate, the non-G erm an countries increased their interest rates to stabilize the exchange rate.
Therefore, K im notes that all countries were actively trying to stabilize the exchange rate
reacting to any shocks that m ight destabilize it.
The m onetary authorities also react to changes in other variables in the models.
The B undesbank reacts to a positive shock in price, output, and m oney by increasing the
interest rate. In France, a positive shock in price or output does not lead to any significant
reaction o f the m onetary authorities. In response to a positive shock in price, the interest
rate increased for a short m om ent and became insignificant. A positive shock in output
does not lead to any significant response. The reaction to a shock in the G erm an interest
rate is strongest in France. Similarly, in D enm ark, there is a strong and persistent
response to a shock in the G erm an interest and exchange rates. There is also a modest
increase in the interest rate, as a response to a positive shock in output. H owever, a price
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shock does not have a significant im pact on the policy interest rate. From this, we can see
that both France and D enm ark react more vigorously to external variables than domestic
variables. O n the other hand, the Bundesbank reacts strongly to both dom estic (money,
price, and output) and external (the exchange rate) variables. Including the U.S. variables
(the federal funds rate and the exchange rate against the U.S. dollar) does not change the
result for France and D enm ark. The policy response to a shock in the U.S. variables is
also insignificant (Kim, 2002).
H sing (2005) studies the m onetary policy reaction function o f the U nited States
using V A R m odels. He also extends the original Taylor (1993) specification by adding
m ore variables into the m odel. In addition to the real GDP gap and the inflation gap, his
V A R m odel investigates the reaction o f federal funds rate to the exchange rate (index o f
trade-w eighted exchange rate for m ajor currencies), the long-term interest rate (the 10year Treasury bond yield), and stock prices (S&P 500 stock index). He also uses the
unem ploym ent gap as an alternative m easure o f output. The GDP gap is defined as the
deviation o f actual GDP from the potential GDP. The inflation gap is the deviation o f the
inflation rate from the target w here the target inflation rate is assum ed to be 2 percent.
Similarly, the unem ploym ent gap is the deviation o f unem ploym ent from the natural rate.
Hsing argues that the usual practice o f using single-equation m odels in specifying policy
reaction functions m ay cause a simultaneity bias. A pplication o f a V A R m odel, w here all
variables are treated as endogenous variables, w ould alleviate this problem (Hsing, 2005).
H sing (2005) estim ates his model for the period betw een 1983Q1 and 2003Q1
and displays the im pulse response functions o f the funds rate to a shock in other model
variables. The federal funds rate rises in response to a positive shock in the GDP gap,
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inflation gap, long-term interest rate, the exchange rate (a positive shock in exchange rate
represents depreciation o f the dollar). The response to the inflation gap is significant
only for the first tw o quarters. The response to a shock in stock prices is insignificant. He
argues that this m ight not im ply an indifference o f the Fed to the stock m arket
performance. R ather, the Fed m ight use “other avenues such as acting as a lender o f last
resort and providing m ore liquidity through the open m arket operations to m aintain a
healthy stock m arket” (Hsing, 2005, p. 73). He also estim ates the m odel replacing the
GDP gap by the unem ploym ent gap. The federal funds rate responds negatively to the
unem ploym ent gap and all other responses rem ain as before (Hsing, 2005).
The result from the variance decom position shows that, at the 12 quarter horizon,
the long-term interest rate explains about 46 percent o f the variation in the federal funds
rate. The GDP gap explains about 23 percent, and the exchange rate explains about 12
percent o f the variation. H owever, the inflation gap accounts for only 3 percent o f the
variation in the federal funds rate (Hsing, 2005). This is in contradiction to the findings o f
Bem anke and B oivin (2003), w here the Fed is perceived as vigorously fighting inflation.
Chang (2005) m akes a sim ilar investigation for Taiwan. The discount rate and the
collateral loan rate are used as alternative m easures o f m onetary policy. He uses a V AR
and extends the Taylor m odel by including the exchange rate gap, the stock price gap,50
and the U.S. federal funds rate, in addition to the inflation gap and output gap. Potential
GDP, the target exchange rate, and the trend stock price index are estim ated using the
H odrick-Prescot (HP) filtering process proposed by H odrick and Prescott (1997). He

50 The stock price gap is defined as the deviation of actual stock price index from its trend. The trend is
calculated based on the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter. See footnote 59 for details on the HP filter.
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finds that a positive shock in the inflation gap and the stock price gap triggers significant
contractionary policy response w here the policy interest rates respond positively. He
finds an insignificant policy response to a shock in other variables (Chang, 2005).
H sing and Lee (2004) estim ate the Bank o f K orea’s reaction function using a
V A R model. The m odel variables are: uncollateralized overnight call rate (an interest rate
equivalent to the U.S. federal funds rate), inflation gap, output (GDP) gap, exchange rate
gap (deviation o f exchange rate from the trend), and stock price gap (deviation o f stock
prices from the trend). They also include the U.S. federal funds rate and a dummy
variable to capture the A sian financial crisis (defined to be 1 betw een 1997Q4 and 1998
Q3 and 0 otherw ise) as an exogenous variable. The trend values are estim ated based on
the H odrick-Prescott filtering technique. Hsing and L ee’s findings show that the call rate
increases in response to a positive shock in the inflation gap, output gap and stock price
gap. No significant response is observed to an exchange rate shock (Hsing and Lee,
2004).
B em anke and B oivin (2003) estimate the policy reaction function o f the Fed by
taking into account that policym akers exploit hundreds o f data in the process o f policy
designs. This is in direct contrast to the usual approach in the literature, where
policym akers are im plicitly assum ed to m onitor only a handful o f variables. Bem anke
and Boivin em ploy a factor-m odel approach sim ilar to that o f Stock and W atson (2002)
in utilizing hundreds o f variables to forecast inflation and real output. Then they use the
forecasted inflation and output in a Taylor-type m onetary policy reaction function.
B em anke and Boivin (2003) argue that research departm ents in central banks
monitor and analyze literally thousands o f variables in various form s, such as different
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frequencies, different levels o f aggregations, from various sources, w ith or without
seasonal adjustm ent, real tim e data, and final version data. The very reason econom ists at
central banks explore these thousands o f data im plies that inform ation from such an
activity is relevant in understanding the state o f the econom y and designing policies
(Bem anke and Boivin, 2003). Despite such behavior o f policym akers, m any studies
consider very few variables while m odeling the behavior o f policy authorities. In most
studies, less than 10 variables are utilized using single equation m odels or V A R models.
A ccording B em anke and Boivin (2003), this discrepancy betw een the practice o f
central bankers and academ ic analysis m ay lead to at least tw o problem s. First, models
that ignore im portant dim ensions o f central bank practices w ould be less accurate in
representing and evaluating the behavior o f the policym akers. Second, using limited
variable m odels, academ ic researchers may not be able to help policym akers in the
process o f forecasting and policy designs (Bem anke and Boivin, 2003).
B em anke and Boivin (2003) are m otivated by the w ork o f Stock and W atson
(2002). B ased on earlier w ork w ith dynam ic factor m odels, Stock and W atson developed
a methodology— based on principal com ponent analysis— for extracting key inform ation
from a large data set. The inform ation summarized into few variables, called factors,
helps in forecasting key m acroeconom ic variables such as inflation and output (Bem anke
and Boivin, 2003).
B em anke and Boivin (2003) use three alternative data sets for their estimation: 1)
a “real-tim e” data set; 2) a revised data set w ith the same variables included in the real
tim e data set; and 3) a m uch larger and revised data set collected by Stock and W atson
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(2002).51 The real-tim e data set contains 78 variables, and the Stock and W atson data set
contains 215 variables. They use four m odels for the forecasts: an autoregressive model
o f the forecasted variable (AR), a vector autoregressive m odel o f inflation, real activity
and the federal funds rate (VAR), the A R m odels augm ented w ith estim ated factors (FMAR) and the V A R m odels augm ented by estim ated factors (FM -VAR). They com pare the
root m ean square error (RM SE) o f forecasts using these different data sets for each
model. They find that the perform ance o f the real-tim e data set is the same as the final
data set w ith the sam e variables as the real-tim e data set. The forecasting perform ance o f
factor-augm ented A R and V A R m odels do not have m uch im provem ent over the baseline
models w ithout factors. H owever, the forecasting perform ance o f factor m odels shows
m uch im provem ent w hen the Stock and W atson data set is used. This is because the
Stock and W atson data set is m ore extensive w hen com pared to the real-tim e data set.
Bem anke and Boivin conclude that the first two data sets are not rich enough to capture
key inform ation helpful in forecasting. However, they show the result o f policy reaction
function using all data sets, although they em phasize the Stock and W atson data set to
interpret their results (B em anke and Boivin, 2003).
A fter obtaining the forecasted inflation and output, B em anke and Boivin (2003)
set up a forw ard-looking F ed ’s reaction function in the spirit o f Taylor (1993). The
federal funds rate is specified to be a function o f the expected inflation gap (that is the
deviation o f forecasted inflation from the target) and unem ploym ent gap (that is the
deviation o f forecasted unem ploym ent rate from the natural rate). Their sample covers
51 “Real-time” data are data available to policymakers at the time they make policy decisions. Revised data
may include revisions (or corrections) and additional records to the data based on new information received
since the initial release.
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the period betw een 1970:01 and 1998:12. They estimate their m odel for the w hole sample
period, for pre-V olcker period (1970:01-1979:10) and for the post-V olcker period,
excluding the nonborrow ed reserve regim e (1983:01-1998:12).
B em anke and B oivin (2003) show that the Fed responds to inflation by increasing
the funds rate, and the result is consistently significant. They also show evidence that the
response to inflation is stronger in the p o st-1983 period com pared to the p re-1979 period.
Similarly, the Fed reduces the funds rate w hen a positive unem ploym ent gap is
anticipated. H ow ever, the m agnitude o f response to the inflation gap is always higher
than the m agnitude o f response to the unem ploym ent gap. B em anke and Boivin finally
com pare their results to same reaction function model using G reenbook forecasts o f
unem ploym ent and inflation for the period o f 1981:01-1995:12.52 The response o f the
funds rate to forecasted inflation is larger and highly significant. H owever, the response
to unem ploym ent is not significant. Bem anke and Boivin note that these results m ight
show that, at least since 1981, the Fed acts aggressively and preem ptively on fighting
inflation (B em anke and Boivin, 2003).
M ost o f the literature surveyed above (except for Bem anke and Boivin [2003]),
assume one w ay or another that policym akers observe and analyze only handful o f
variables. This is in direct contradiction o f the behavior o f policym akers. They indeed
analyze hundreds if not thousands o f variables before m aking policy decisions. M y study
is an im provem ent over related literature by utilizing the FA V A R m odel that can
incorporate hundreds o f variables and show the policy reaction to all variables in the
52 The Greenbook forecasts are forecasts of time series variables by the Federal Reserve Board’s Research
Department prior to each meeting of the Federal Open Market Committee.
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model. This approach is m ore realistic and better approxim ates the behavior o f
policymakers.
B em anke and Boivin (2003) also utilize a large data set in their m odel. However,
their model specification assum es that inform ation from a large data set has only an
indirect influence on the policy instrum ent. In other words, they use hundreds o f
variables to predict the inflation gap and the output gap. Then they regress the federal
funds rate on the inflation gap and the output gap only. This approach does not allow for
exam ination o f the direct effect o f any variable (other than the inflation and output gaps)
on the policy instrum ent. Unlike Bem anke and Boivin, my study allow s analyzing the
im pact o f any variable in the m odel on the policy instrum ent in addition to incorporating
hundreds o f data to approxim ate policym akers’ inform ation set.

4.3

The Model
In this section, the FA V A R m odel and the estim ation techniques are discussed. As

a way o f solving the lim ited inform ation set o f a standard V A R m odel, the FAVAR
approach incorporates factors that summarize inform ation from a large data set in the
model. W ith the FA V A R m odel, it is also possible to generate the response o f hundreds
o f variables to a shock in any o f the variables in the model.
A ssum e that X t is a large data set believed to be observed by policymakers.
Specifically, let X t be an (N x 1) vector o f stationary tim e series variables, where N is
“large.” In addition, let a subset o f X t be Yt, an (M x 1) vector o f tim e series variables
that are directly observed by policym akers and also affect the dynam ics o f the economy.
Yt can contain variables representing econom ic activity, prices, m onetary aggregates,
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policy m easures, and so on. Estim ation using a standard V A R utilizes only inform ation in
Yt, w hich usually contains less than eight variables. However, in m ost cases those few
variables in Yt cannot sum m arize the inform ation set o f policym akers, who follow and
analyze hundreds o f variables.
It is not possible to include the hundreds o f variables policym akers follow into a
m odel and estim ate. Because o f this, we need to summarize the inform ation in Xt into a
few variables. A ssum e that m ost o f the inform ation in X t can effectively be summarized
by few unobserved (K x 1) vector o f factors, Ft, w here K is “sm all.” In other words, K «
N. A ccording to B em anke et al. (2005), “we m ight think o f the unobserved factors as
capturing fluctuations in unobserved potential output or reflecting theoretically motivated
concepts such as “econom ic activity,” “price pressures,” or “credit conditions” that
cannot easily be represented by one or two series but rather are reflected in a wide range
o f econom ic variables” (p. 391).
The idea behind the factor m odels is that econom y is driven by a few com mon
forces or factors and idiosyncratic errors (Favero et al., 2005). Follow ing Stock and
W atson (2005) and Favero et al. (2005), the dynam ic factor m odel expresses Yt as a
distributed lag o f a small num ber o f unobserved factors and idiosyncratic disturbances
that are allow ed to be serially correlated.
Yt = X (L )F t + u t

^

ut = S{L)ut_! + v,

(2)

w here Ft is a (K x 1) vector o f unobserved dynam ic factors,
X(L) is an (M x K) m atrix o f dynamic factor loadings
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vt is w hite noise
A lso assum e that factors and disturbances are not correlated or E(Ftus) = 0, V t, s.
From Equation (2),
ut = [ I - S (L )L ]~1v ,, and hence (1) becom es
(3)

Yt = h ( L ) F t + S (L )Y t_x + v t
where A (L) = [I -S (L )L ]A (L )
Define the evolution o f factors as
F,

= 0(Z)Fj_, + rjt

(4)

where rjt is a (K x 1) disturbance vector.
Substituting (4) into (3) and rearranging
Yt = A (L)®(L)Ft_x + 8(L)Yt_x + a,

(5)

where co, = A (L)rjt + v t
Combining Equation (5) w ith the factor evolution Equation (4) yields the FA V A R model:

\Ft]

<D(Z)

0

Ft-1

A (Z )0 (Z )

S(L)

r_ ,

+

It
0),

(6)

The above system reduces to the standard V A R if we assum e the term s in O(L)
are all zero. Therefore, if the true system is FAVAR, the standard V A R m odels suffer
from om itted variable bias. Furtherm ore, the above expression for FA V A R nests the
V A R m odel. I f <D(L) = 0, the above system reduces tof^ = S(L)Yt_x +<&t , w hich is a
standard V A R representation.
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Identification o f the Factors
The FA V A R m odel as given in Equation (6) cannot be directly estim ated because
the factors are not observed. Therefore, we need to estimate the factors first. In this paper,
the technique to estim ating the factors involves a tw o-step procedure outlined in Stock
and W atson (2002, 2005) and Bem anke et al. (2005). It m akes use o f the “inform ational”
tim e series variables represented by (N x 1) vector Xt. The num ber o f inform ational time
series is assum ed to be m uch larger than the num ber o f factors and observed variables in
the FAV A R (or N »

K + M). N ext, assume that X t is related to Ft and Yt as follows

(Bem anke et al., 2005):
X , = Af Ft + AyYt + s,
Where Af is an (N x K) m atrix o f factor loadings, A y is an (N x M ) m atrix and st is
disturbance term o f dim ension (N x 1).
Follow ing B em anke et al. (2005), I start by conducting principal com ponent
analysis using all the variables in Xt to get the first K + M principal com ponents denoted
A
A
A
by C(Ft ,Yt )- The estim ated factors, F(, are the part o f the space covered by C(Ft , Yt ) that

is not covered by Yt. Therefore, w e need to rem ove the dependence o f C(Ft ,Yt ) on Yt.
Rem oving the dependence o f C(Ft , Yt ) on Y, involves the follow ing steps. First, the
series in X t is divided into fast-m oving variables and slow -m oving variables. The fastmoving variables are those that are assum ed to be contem poraneously responsive to
policies. Those variables are highly sensitive to contem poraneous policy shocks or news
such as the stock m arket prices and financial assets (Bem anke et al., 2005). The slowm oving variables are those that are assum ed to be contem poraneously unresponsive to
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m onetary policy— those that are not sensitive to contem poraneous new s or policy shocks,
such as em ploym ent, earnings, and output.53 (The classification o f the variables into slow
and fast m oving is given in A ppendix D.) Next, I use principal com ponents analysis on
the slow-m oving variables to get a m atrix o f slow -m oving factors, C(Ft ) . Then I run the
following regression:

C(F„r,) = /!f C(,Fl) + /S'ri +e,

( 8)

A
A
A
The estim ated facto rs,Ft , are taken as the difference C(Fl ,Yl ) - pYt .

Identification of the VAR
O nce the estim ated factors are obtained, the next step involves estim ation o f the
V A R m odel that includes Ft and Yt as described in Equation (6) . In this paper, I
assume that Yt has three variables: the inflation gap, the output gap, and the monetary
policy instrum ent.55 Like a standard VAR, this step requires an identifying assum ption
for the m onetary policy innovation. Following Bem anke et al. (2005), in order to identify
policy shocks (or shocks to any variables in the system); I assum e a recursive Cholesky

53 This classification is similar to Cholesky ordering, where the variables ordered before the monetary
policy shock are assumed to be slow moving, or contemporaneously unaffected by policy. The variables
ordered after the policy measures are assumed to be contemporaneously affected by the policy. These
variables are labeled as fast moving.
54 The lag length of the second step VAR model is estimated using Akaike information criteria (AIC).
55 The inflation gap is defined as the difference of consumer price index from the target. The targets are
determined by the central banks. For the United States, Canada, and the U.K., the inflation target is 2
percent, and for Japan it is 1 percent (for more information, see home pages of the respective central banks
at http://www.federalreserve.gov. http://www.bank-banque-canada.ca/en. http://www.bankofengland.co.uk.
http://www.boi.or.ip/en~). The output gap is defined as the deviation of the industrial production index from
its trend. The trend is calculated based on the Hodrock-Priscott filter. See footnote 9 for more details.
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ordering w ith the m onetary policy last in the ordering.56 Policym akers are assum ed to
observe the dynam ics o f the econom y before m aking any policy decisions. Therefore, the
factors that sum m arize inform ation from the large data set, Xt, com e before the
observable variables in Yt in the ordering. Next, policy is also assum ed to react to the
inflation and output gaps. Therefore, the Cholesky ordering o f variables in Yt is the
output gap, inflation gap, and policy instrument.

4.4

Data
The data for this study are obtained from various sources. For the U nited States,

the sources are Stock and W atson (2005), the Federal Reserve Bank o f St. Loius (FRED),
OECD M ain Econom ic Indicators, and the Global Financial Statistics. For Canada, the
U.K., and Japan, the data are obtained from OECD M ain Econom ic Indicators.
A ll variables are tested for unit roots using the augm ented D ickey-Fuller test.57
W hen a unit root is found, an appropriate transform ation is m ade to attain stationarity.
The possible transform ations include taking logarithm s, differencing the variable, or
both. I f a variable w ith a unit root is originally in the form o f rate or ratio, then difference
is taken. For all others, logarithm s or differences o f logarithm s are considered. Principal
com ponent analysis (CPA) is dependent on the unit o f m easurem ent and variance o f the
data. Therefore, to elim inate the unit o f m easurem ent on the data and have a consistent

56 The Cholesky ordering helps to orthogonalize the error terms and identify shocks to model variables.
Putting the policy variable last in the ordering implies that policy affects macro variables with a lag.
Contemporaneously, policy does not affect other variables, but other variables in the model have an
influence on the policy variable.
57 The lag length of the augmented Dickey-Fuller test is determined by Akaike information criteria.
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variance, each variable is expressed in standard units (in other w ords, each variable has a
zero m ean and unit variance).
The inflation gap is obtained by taking the difference betw een actual inflation
(growth rate o f consum er price index) and target inflation. The B ank o f Canada, Bank o f
England and B ank o f Japan have clearly stated objectives o f target inflation rates in their
respective hom epages. The Bank o f Canada and B ank o f England have an interval
inflation target rates that lies betw een 1 and 3 percent. The B ank o f Japan has in interval
target rate betw een 0 and 2 percent. The m idpoint o f these interval targets are taken as the
inflation targets for each countries. Specifically, an inflation target o f 2 percent is taken
for Canada and the U.K. Similarly, the inflation target rate for Japan is taken to be 1
percent. The U nited States does not have an official inflation target rate. Therefore,
following Taylor (1993, 1995, 1998), I use an inflation target o f 2 percent for the United
States.58 The output gap is obtained by taking the difference betw een actual industrial
production index and the potential (trend) industrial production index. The trend
production index is obtained by the procedure described by H odrick and Prescott
(1997).59 The policy m easures are the federal funds rate for the U nited States, the central

58 Alternatively, for the United States, I determined the trend inflation using the Hodrick-Prescott (HP)
filter. Then, I redefined the inflation gap as the difference between actual inflation and trend inflation.
When I reestimate the United States model using the new definition of inflation, the results remain
qualitatively similar to the results presented in this paper in Figure 4.1.
59 The Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter estimates the unobserved non-linear time trend for time series variables,
ft assumes that a time series variable (y,) is composed of a trend component (g,) and a cyclical component
(c<):
y

t =

g

i +

Cb

t

=

1 , 2 ,

T .

Hodrick and Prescott (1997) suggest that we can isolate the trend component from the cyclical component
using the following minimization problem:
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bank rate for Canada, the overnight interbank rate for the U.K., and the overnight call rate
for Japan.
For the U nited States, I include 157 variables, and the period o f study is limited to
the post-V olcker period, 1979:10 to 2003:12.60 For Canada, I include 81 variables for the
period o f 1976:01-2006:12. The U .K .’s data set includes 84 variables the period o f
1993:01-2006:12, the period after the U.K. is dropped out o f the Exchange Rate
M echanism (ERM ) in late 1992. D ata for Japan consist o f 82 variables that cover the
period betw een 1988:01 and 2001:02.61

Min{g,)U 2 = 1 O ', ~ S , ) 2 +

- g , ) - ( g , - g ' - i ) ]2

The first term penalizes the variance of c, while the second term puts a prescribed penalty, X, to the lack of
smoothness on the trend component, g,. The second term penalizes variations in the growth rate of the trend
component, g,. In other words, the HP filter identifies a cyclical component c, from a time series variable y ,
by weighing the trade-off to which the trend component keeps track of the original series y , (that is
goodness of fit) against prescribed smoothness in g t. Therefore, we determine the smoothness of the trend
component without losing track of the original series. The larger the value of A, the higher the penalty and
the smother the trend component. However, we lose the goodness of fit. If X = 0, then we assume that there
is no noise and the trend component becomes equivalent to the original series, i.e., the solution to the above
problem will bey, = g,.
As X -» oo, gi approaches a linear trend. Hodrick and Prescott recommend X = 100 for annual data, X =
1,600 for quarterly data, and X = 14,400 for monthly data.
60 The earliest date for complete data is 1970. The pre-Volcker period, 1970-1979, is too short to make a
reliable analysis. Most of the data are taken from Stock and Watson (2005). The latest date in their data set
is 2003:12.
61 This period is determined by the central bank of Japan’s monetary policy instrument. It is during this
period that the policy authorities used the uncollateralised overnight call rate as their policy instrument. The
policy instrument changed to the amount outstanding of financial institutions’ current accounts (that is,
reserves) (see Jang and Ogaki, [2003] for more details).
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4.5

Empirical Results
This paper investigates the policy reaction to different variables in the spirit o f

Taylor (1993). Taylor (1993) argues that policym akers react to a deviation o f inflation
from target and the deviation o f output from the trend. However, policym akers follow
and analyze hundreds o f variables (Bem anke and Boivin, 2003; B em anke et al., 2005;
and Stock and W atson, 2005, to cite a few). These hundreds o f variables m ay give them
inform ation about the inflation or output gaps. I f that is the case, w e need to incorporate
that inform ation in our m odel. In addition, one m ight naturally expect that they could also
react to those m any other variables, in addition to using them as inform ation on inflation
and output gaps.
This section provides the em pirical results from the FA V A R m odel developed in
section III. The results are given in the form o f im pulse response functions generated
from the FA V A R m odels.

A n im pulse response function traces the response o f a

variable o f interest to a shock in any variable in the model. In this paper, our variable o f
interest is the policy instrum ent. The FAV A R m odel can incorporate hundreds o f
variables and generate the im pulse response o f all variables to a shock in any variable in
the model. Therefore, it is a m ore realistic approach in m odeling policy reaction function
than m ost studies that analyze only a few variables. The inflation gap, the output gap, and
the policy instrum ent (such as the federal funds rate for the U nited States), are considered
observable variables (included in Yt). The inform ation from other variables in X t are
sum m arized by five factors, Ft, and are included in to the model.

62 The figure also shows a +2 and -2 standard error confidence band around the impulse response
functions. The response is said to be insignificant if the confidence band contains zero.
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The m odel is estim ated for the United States, Canada, the U.K. and Japan. For
each country, the FA V A R m odel utilizes five factors to sum m arize inform ation from
large data set. The m odels are also run using up to seven factors. A dding m ore factors
does not change the results reported here. The lags are selected based on Akaike
inform ation criteria. The lags used for the results reported here are as follows. For the
United States and Canada, six lags are included; for the U.K. and Japan, seven lags and
four lags are incorporated, respectively. The results for each country are given as follows.
United States. Figure 4.1 displays the im pulse response functions o f the federal
funds rate to a shock in various variables for the post-V olcker (post-1979:09) period.63 In
response to a positive shock in output gap, the federal funds rate increases. Similarly, in
response to a positive shock in inflation gap, the federal funds rate rises. This result is in
line w ith the argum ent by Taylor (1993) (and many other studies following Taylor) that
the Fed responds to the inflation and output gaps in a stabilizing way. In other words, if
the inflation builds up or if the econom y is heating up, the Fed responds by tightening
policy.
The condition o f an econom y could also be observed from the behavior o f other
variables. A lso displayed in Figure 4.1 are the responses o f federal funds rate to a
positive shock in housing starts, the unem ploym ent gap,64 capacity utilization rate, and
total bank loans. The federal funds rate declines in response to a high unem ploym ent gap,
while it increases in response to a rise in capacity utilization rate, housing starts, and
63 Mehra (1999) finds that policy reaction function during the regime of Paul Volcker and Alan Greenspan
remains the same. He estimates his model by merging the two periods together.
64 The unemployment gap is defined as the deviation of unemployment rate from the trend, where the trend
is calculated based on Hodrick and Prescott (1997).
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loans. This shows that the federal funds rate has a counter-cyclical m ovem ent against the
business cycle. W hen there is high unem ploym ent, or when the econom y is “cooling
down,” the Fed responds by reducing the funds rate to encourage econom ic activity.
W hen the econom y is “heating up” (an increase in industrial production, housing starts,
capacity utilization rate, and bank loans), the Fed raises the funds rate to cool dow n the
economy. A high long-term interest rate (captured by the 10-year Treasury bond rate)
also prom pts the Fed to raise the funds rate. The behavior o f the long-term bond rate
reflects the direction o f future inflation (Goodfriend, 1993). Therefore, a higher
anticipated inflation has an im pact on Fed’s m onetary policy choice.
Canada. Figure 4.2 shows the response o f the central bank rate to a shock in
various variables in the model. The results are generally the same as those from the
U nited States. A higher output gap and inflation gap leads to an increase in the central
bank rate, as expected. However, here, the response to the inflation gap com es after about
three m onths w hile the response to output is instantaneous. It seems that the Bank o f
Canada responds faster to output fluctuations than to inflation. A higher grow th rate o f
housing starts also triggers the central bank rate to increase. There is also an
instantaneous response to unem ploym ent. A positive shock in the unem ploym ent gap
leads to a decline in the central banks rate. A higher growth o f long-term bond rate
(measured by the 10-year bond yield) and m onetary aggregate (m easured by M l) also
lead to an increase in C anada’s central bank rate. The C anadian central bank also reacts
to the CA D/USD exchange rate. The response to a positive shock in CAD/USD rate (that
is depreciation o f the C anadian dollars) is significant for about tw o months.
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Finally, it is show n that the central bank is also influenced by an external factor,
nam ely the U.S. federal funds rate. A higher U nited States federal funds rate prom pts a
higher C anada’s central bank rate.65 This shows that the U nited States’ influence over
Canada’s policym aking process.66 Overall, the results are plausible and have the expected
direction o f response.
United Kingdom. The reactions o f Bank o f England’s overnight interbank rate to a
shock to different m odel variables are given in Figure 4.3. A positive shock in the
inflation gap leads to an instantaneous rise in the overnight bank rate (U .K .’s m onetary
policy m easure). Similarly, grow th in m onetary aggregate M 2 leads to a rise in the
interbank rate. The grow th o f the industrial production above the trend also prom pts the
Bank o f England to raise the interest rate. However, the response to the output gap is not
as large as the response to the inflation gap. It takes about two m onths for the response o f
interbank rate (to output gap) to be significant. The same observation is m ade when we
look at the response to unem ploym ent. The interbank rate declines significantly (after
about a tw o-m onth delay) in response to a positive shock in unem ploym ent gap.
Therefore, one can see that a high output grow th above the trend prom pts the Bank o f
England to tighten m onetary policy. A decline in output (or grow th in unem ploym ent)
prompts the B ank o f England to relax m onetary policy.
H owever, unlike the U nited States and Canada, the B ank o f England does not
seem to react to long-term interest rates. Figure 4.3 shows that the overnight interbank
65 This result was also shown in Essay one (chapter 2) of this dissertation.
661 checked whether the influence is bidirectional, i.e., whether a shock in Canada’s Central Bank rate
influences the U.S. Federal funds rate. The result shows that the response of the federal funds rate to
Canada’s central bank rate is insignificant.
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rate does not significantly react to either the 10-year or the 20-year governm ent bond
rate. Similarly, the reaction to stock price index and GBP/USD exchange rate is not
significant. The results show n here confirm the argum ents and findings o f A dam et al.
(2005). A ccording to A dam et al. (2005), the B ank o f England em phasizes inflation
stabilization since the U .K .’s exit from ERM in late 1992. Finally, there is evidence o f
the U nited States’ policy influence on Bank o f England. A positive shock in the United
States federal funds rate leads to a mild, but significant, increase in the U .K .’s interbank
rate.
Japan. The B ank o f Japan’s reaction o f overnight call rate (m onetary policy
instrum ent) to various m odel variables is given in Figure 4.4. The largest reaction o f the
overnight call rate is to the inflation gap. A positive shock in the inflation gap leads to an
instant and sustained increase to the overnight call rate. Similarly, the policy instrum ent
significantly reacts to m onetary aggregate (m easured by M2). The reaction o f the policy
interest rate to output gap is not strong as com pared to its reaction to inflation gap. There
is a barely significant response to housing starts and capacity utilization rate. However, as
expected, the overnight call rate responds negatively to unem ploym ent gap.
W hen it com es to external factors, there is a m ild response to the U.S. federal
funds rate (see Figure 4.4). In response to a positive shock in the federal funds rate, the
B ank o f Japan’s call rate responds positively. However, the response is not as dramatic as
that o f C anada’s response to the U.S. federal funds rate. Similarly, there is a m ild positive
response to Japanese yen depreciation. A positive shock in Japanese yen to USD
exchange rate (that is, depreciation o f yen com pared to the U.S. dollar) prom pts the Bank
o f Japan to tighten m onetary policy and appreciate the exchange rate. Overall, the
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strongest response from the Bank o f Japan is to inflation gap and m onetary aggregate. It
seems that the B ank o f Japan gives m uch w eight to inflation stabilization than output
stabilization.
In summary, the reactions o f policy variables are generally plausible. However,
there are som e variations o f policy reactions from country to country. For the United
States there is a strong response to both the inflation gap and the output gap. For Canada,
the reaction to the output gap is im m ediate and seem s larger than the reaction to the
inflation gap. For the U.K. and Japan, it seems that the inflation gap has a larger influence
on policy interest rate than the output gap. W hen it com es to foreign influences, the
central bank o f C anada reacts m ore strongly to a shock in the U.S. federal funds rate,
followed by the B ank o f England and the Bank o f Japan.

4.6

Conclusion
The sem inal w ork o f Taylor (1993) finds that the behavior o f central bankers can

be captured by studying the reaction o f the policy interest rate to the deviation o f inflation
from the target (inflation gap) and the deviation o f output from the trend (output gap).
However, policym akers follow and analyze literally hundreds o f variables before making
policy decisions. Therefore, one should expect that policym akers could react to many
variables in addition to the inflation and output gap. B ased on single-equation m odels and
V A R m odels, m any studies find that policymakers also react to variables other than the
two variables given by Taylor. However, before the recent developm ent o f the factoraugm ented vector autoregressive (FAVAR) m odels (Bem anke et al., 2005), augm enting
the Taylor m le w ith m any variables o f interest to the m onetary authorities was not
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possible. This study, therefore, em ploys the new developm ent and includes as many
variables as necessary to approxim ate the real policy-m aking process by central bankers
in estim ating the m onetary policy reaction function.
I include betw een 80 and 150 variables in the FAV A R m odels to investigate the
policy o f reactions the U.S. Federal Reserve, the B ank o f Canada, the Bank o f England,
and the Bank o f Japan. The large num ber o f variables em ployed in m y study helps to
better approxim ate inform ation set o f policymakers. Furtherm ore, it helps to investigate
the reaction o f policy instrum ents to any variable in the model. The very approach taken
by the FA V A R m odel better approxim ates the behavior o f central bankers— analyzing
large data in policy-m aking process. Therefore, the model generates robust and more
reliable results.
Overall, the findings o f this study show that policym akers indeed respond to
inflation and output gaps as argued by Taylor. Specifically, in response to positive shocks
in inflation gap and output gap, the policy interest rates (such as the federal funds rate for
the United States) increases for all countries. W hen the econom y is heating up or when
the inflation is building up, policym akers respond by contractionary m onetary policy.
The results are in line w ith the argum ent o f the Taylor rule. H ow ever, policym akers also
respond

to

other variables

including

capacity

utilization

rates,

housing

starts,

unem ploym ent rates, long-term interest rates, m onetary aggregates and exchange rates. In
addition, it is show n that m onetary policym akers in Canada, the U.K. and Japan are
influenced by the m onetary policy in the United States. This result reinforces the results
presented in the first essay.
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Im pulse responses o f the federal funds rate to a positive shock in the
variables given above. The responses are generated from FA V A R model.
The dotted lines are +2 and - 2 standard error bands.
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variables given above. The responses are generated from FA V A R model.
The dotted lines are +2 and - 2 standard error bands.
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Figure 4.3:

The U.K.
Im pulse responses o f the overnight interbank rate to a positive shock in the
variables given above. The responses are generated from FA V A R model.
The dotted lines are +2 and - 2 standard error bands.
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Japan
Im pulse responses o f the overnight call rate to a positive shock in variables
given above. The responses are generated from FA V A R model. The dotted
lines are +2 and - 2 standard error bands.
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CHAPTER 5

OVERALL CO NCLUSION

This dissertation em ploys factor-augm ented vector autoregressive (FAVAR)
models to investigate the impact, transm ission m echanism and reaction function o f
m onetary policy. The recent developm ent o f augm enting dynam ic factor analysis w ith the
vector autoregressive (V AR) m odels, pioneered by Bernanke et al. (2005), has led to
advances in m onetary policy analysis. The new approach bases m easurem ents o f
m onetary policy im pacts, or responses, on large data sets that approxim ate the true
inform ation set o f policym akers. This is in contrast to low dim ensional V A R models.
W ith the new technique, inform ation from a large data set is sum m arized by a few factors
that are incorporated into V A R models.
The results presented in this dissertation are sum m arized as follows. First,
m onetary policy has an im pact on a wide range o f m acroeconom ic variables such as
industrial production, unem ploym ent, the capacity utilization rate, inflation, housing
starts, em ploym ent and sales. Second, monetary policy also w orks through bank loans, in
line w ith the argum ent o f the credit channel. Third, m onetary policym akers react to many
variables including unem ploym ent, housing starts, capacity utilization rates, long-term
interest rates, exchange rates and monetary aggregates (M l and M 2), in addition to
inflation and output gaps.
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The second chapter assesses the im pact o f monetary policy on the econom y and
the influence o f the U nited States m onetary policy on the m onetary policy o f the other
countries in the sample. This essay incorporates betw een 70 and 80 m onthly macro
variables for each country. The estim ation period starts as early as 1972 and ends as late
as 2006. This chapter also m akes com parisons o f im pulse responses from the standard
four-variable V A R m odels (industrial production, m oney (M l or M 2), CPI and interest
rate used as policy m easures) and the FA V A R m odels. This is possible because the
FAVAR m odel nests the V A R model. I f w e assume that all the coefficients o f the factors
that summarize inform ation from a large data are zero, then the FA V A R becom es the
V A R m odel. This is especially interesting to see w hether the price puzzle responses
(inflationary responses to a contractionary m onetary policy) that are com m on in standard
V A R m odels, are elim inated in the FAV A R m odels. A ccording to Sims (1992) price
puzzles are com m on in V A R m odels because these m odels fail to control for the
inform ation set o f policym akers. In particular, these m odels fail to account for signals o f
future inflation. Therefore, one could naturally expect that expanding the inform ation set
o f the m odel w ould elim inate the price puzzle responses. A ccording to the em pirical
findings o f this chapter, the price puzzle responses that are evident in the standard V A R
models are elim inated in the FA V A R models for all countries (the U nited States, Canada,
the U.K., France and Japan).
The second chapter also analyzes the im pact o f m onetary policy on many
m acroeconom ic variables, and the results are consistent across countries. Specifically, it
is shown that tight m onetary policy leads to low er capacity utilization rates, lower
industrial production, low er inflation, lower housing starts, low er em ploym ent, lower
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sales o f m anufacturing goods and lower consum er confidence. It also leads to higher
unem ploym ent rates, higher 3-m onth Treasury bill rate and higher 10-year governm ent
bond rate.
The im pact o f the U nited States’ m onetary policy on the other countries policy
decisions are also investigated in the second chapter. Follow ing a tight m onetary policy
in the U nited States, m easured by a positive shock in the federal funds rate, C anada’s
central

bank

rate

(C anada’s

monetary

policy

m easure)

increases

significantly.

Furtherm ore, C anada’s industrial production and M l declines in response to a tight
monetary policy in the U nited States. Similarly, the U .K .’s overnight interbank rate (the
measure o f the U .K .’s m onetary policy) rises. H owever, the U .K .’s industrial production
and m oney (M l) do not significantly respond to changes in the U nited States monetary
policy. The U nited States has also an influence on Japan’s m onetary policy. Following
tight policy in the U nited States, Japan’s overnight call rate (Japan’s m onetary policy
measure) increases. Japan’s industrial production also decreases in response to tight
policy in the U nited States. However, policy change in the U nited States does not have an
im pact on F rance’s m onetary policy or output.
The third chapter exam ines the transm ission m echanism o f m onetary policy for
the U nited States based on the FAV A R m odels. Specifically, this chapter builds on the
debates on w hether m onetary policy works m ainly through the traditional interest rate
channel or the credit channel. The interest rate channel argues that tight m onetary policy
increases the real interest rate. The higher real interest rate increases the cost o f
investment. The higher cost discourages investm ent and this reduction in investm ent is
reflected in low er output. A dvocates o f the credit channel do not dispute the argum ent o f
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interest rate channel. H owever, according to the credit channel, tight policy not only
increases real interest rates, but also affects the portfolio distribution o f the banking
system. Banks react to tight policy by reducing the supply o f loans. The low er loans
supply further constrains investm ent, especially by firm s w ith no direct access to the
credit m arket. This w ill low er output by m ore than w hat can be accounted for w ith the
interest rate channel. Therefore, the response o f output to tight policy is larger w ith the
credit channel than the interest rate channel. The key to test the existence o f the credit
channel lies on the reaction o f banks to tight m onetary policy. I f loans decline following
tight m onetary policy, and if the decline com es because the banks’ reduction o f loan
supply, then one can argue in favor o f the credit channel.
The third chapter em ploys the FAV A R models, w hich are based on extensive data
set that approxim ate the true inform ation sets o f policym akers. This is an im provem ent
over previous studies that are m ainly based on single equation m odels or low dim ensional
VARs. In addition, “econom ic activity” is treated as unobserved variable determ ined by
many observable variables including, but not lim ited to industrial production, the
capacity utilization rate, housing starts, sales, em ployment, the unem ploym ent rate, real
consum ption and inventories. This is in contrast to previous studies that represent
econom ic activity by a single series o f industrial production or the unem ploym ent rate.
This study also disaggregates total bank loans into com m ercial and industrial loans,
consum er (individual) loans, and real estate loans because they m ay react differently to
policy shocks. The essay utilizes 154 monthly variables betw een 1970 and 2003.
The findings o f the third chapter support the existence o f the credit channel in the
United States. Tight m onetary policy is followed by a decline in bank loans at both the
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aggregate (total bank loans) and disaggregated level (consum er or individual loans, real
estate loans, and com m ercial & industrial loans). The next question is w hether the decline
in loans is because o f the decline in the supply o f loans by com m ercial banks or the
decline in the dem and for loans due to lower econom ic activity. As argued above, for the
credit channel to exist, the decline in bank loans should come from the supply side. The
identification problem o f w hether the decline in loans come from the supply or dem and
side is solved by adding the volum e o f com m ercial paper issued by nonfinancial firms.
The reason is that com m ercial paper is another source o f finance for firm s w ith access to
the credit m arket and i f there is a low dem and for loans following tight m onetary policy,
then the dem and for com m ercial paper also declines. The result o f this study shows that
com m ercial paper responds positively to a tight m onetary policy. In other w ords, there is
an increased dem and for com m ercial paper by nonfinancial firm s following tight
m onetary policy. This shows that there is no shortage o f dem and for loans and the decline
in loans follow ing tight m onetary policy com es because o f the decline in loans supply.
This is in line w ith the argum ents o f the credit channel.
It is also possible to assess the im pact o f a shock in bank loans on economic
activity to see i f they affect econom ic activity or if they are a ju s t passive endogenous
reaction to econom ic activity. The results o f this study show that a negative shock in total
bank loans reduces econom ic activity. Specifically, a negative shock in total bank loans
leads to low er industrial production, lower capacity utilization rate, low er real
consum ption, low er inventories, low er housing starts and higher unem ploym ent rate.
Tight m onetary policy (a positive shock in the federal funds rate) also leads to lower
econom ic activity. H owever, the m agnitude o f the decline in econom ic activity because
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o f tight m onetary policy is higher than the magnitude o f the decline in econom ic activity
because o f a negative shock in total bank loans. This im plies that the decline in economic
activity follow ing tight policy does not entirely com e because o f policy’s im pact on bank
loans. In other w ords, the decline in the supply o f bank loans is partially responsible for
the reduced econom ic activity following contractionary m onetary policy. H owever, this is
perfectly in line w ith the credit view, w hich argues that m onetary policy w orks at least in
part through bank loans.
The above results are robust to different m easures o f m onetary policy (the federal
funds rate and nonborrow ed reserves). The results rem ain the same w hen tight m onetary
policy is m easured by a negative shock in the nonborrow ed reserves instead o f a positive
shock in the federal funds rate. The period o f study (1970:01-2003:12) covers different
policy regim es. Specifically, betw een October 1979 and O ctober 1982 the Fed switched
its m onetary policy target from the federal funds rate to the nonborow ed reserves.
Therefore, the stability o f the results is tested and it is found that the results are unstable
during the nonborrw ed reserve regime. To determ ine if the findings o f this study are
influenced by the data from the nonborrow ed reserve regim e, I rem oved the period
between O ctober 1979 and O ctober 1982 and reestim ated the m odel. The results o f the
reduced sam ple are sim ilar to the results o f the whole sample. This suggests that the
results presented in this study are not influenced by the data from the regim e where
instability o f the m odel is detected.
The fourth chapter builds on the seminal w ork o f Taylor (1993) in studying the
reaction functions o f m onetary policym akers for the U nited States, Canada, the U.K. and
Japan using the FA V A R m odels. According to Taylor (1993), central bankers increase
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the policy interest rate if inflation is above target (inflation gap) and/or output is above
potential level (output gap). O n the other hand, central bankers reduce the policy interest
rate if inflation is below target and/or output is below potential level. This relationship o f
m onetary policy instrum ent w ith the inflation and output gaps is called the “Taylor rule.”
However, m any recent studies indicate that m onetary policy authorities follow and
analyze literally hundreds o f variables. Therefore, one could expect that policym akers
could also react to m any variables in addition to the inflation and output gaps.

Based

on a standard V A R and single equation m odels, m any studies extend the original Taylor
reaction function by adding one or m ore variables. These variables include nom inal or
real exchange rates, stock prices, foreign interest rates, long-term interest rates and
monetary aggregates. These studies suggest that central bankers also react to these
additional variables. N evertheless, due to the lim itation o f the V A R or single equation
m odels, it is not possible to augm ent the original Taylor policy reaction function w ith all
variables o f interest. W ith the recent developm ent o f the FA V A R m odels, it is possible to
incorporate all relevant m acroeconom ic variables and investigate the policy reaction to a
shock in any one o f these variables. Furtherm ore, the FA V A R m odel is based on rich
data sets w hich helps approxim ate the true inform ation set o f the policym akers.
In the fourth chapter, I include betw een 80 and 150 m onthly variables in the
FAVAR m odels to investigate the policy reaction o f the U nited States’ Federal Reserve,
the Bank o f Canada, the B ank o f England, and the Bank o f Japan. The results for each
country are sum m arized as follows.
For the U nited States, it is observed that the federal funds rate increases in
response to positive shocks to the inflation and output gaps. H owever, the m agnitude o f
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the reaction is larger for inflation gap when com pared to that o f the output gap. It seems
that the Fed puts m ore em phasis on inflation stabilization. The federal funds rate also
rises in response to positive shocks in housing starts, capacity utilization rates, total bank
loans and the 10-year Treasury bond. On the other hand, the federal funds rate decreases
in response to a high unem ploym ent rate. Therefore, one can see that the Fed takes
counter-cyclical actions against the business cycle.
The reaction o f the Bank o f Canada is generally sim ilar to that the U nited States
Federal Reserve. The central bank rate (Canada’s m onetary policy m easure) increases in
reaction to higher inflation and output gaps. However, unlike the U nited States, the Bank
o f C anada’s reaction to the output gap is higher than that o f the inflation gap. A positive
shock in unem ploym ent leads to a low er central bank rate w hile positive shocks in
housing starts, the 10-year bond rate, M l and CAD/USD (that is depreciation o f the
Canadian dollar) leads to a higher central bank rate. Furtherm ore, a higher U nited States
federal funds rate (tight m onetary policy in the U nited States) leads to higher Canadian
central bank rate. That is, the U nited States’ m onetary policy has an influence over
Canada’s m onetary policy.
In the U .K., it is also shown that higher inflation and output gaps prom pt a higher
overnight interbank rate (the U .K .’s m onetary policy m easure). The m agnitude o f the
response to the inflation gap is larger com pared to that o f the output gap. The overnight
interbank rate also rises in response to a positive shock in m onetary aggregate (M2),
while it falls in response to a rise in unem ploym ent rate. The bank o f England also reacts
to a change in m onetary policy in the U nited States. A positive shock in the U nited States
federal funds rate leads to higher U .K .’s overnight interbank rate.
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Similarly, the B ank o f Japan’s overnight call rate rises in response to higher
inflation and output gaps. Like the U nited States and the U .K., the Bank o f Japan’s
response to the inflation gap is larger than the response to output gap. The call rate also
increases as a response to increases in housing starts, capacity utilization rate and
monetary aggregate (M 2). W hen it comes to external influence, tight m onetary policy in
the U nited States prom pts Japan to tighten its m onetary policy, an action sim ilar to that o f
Canada and the U.K.
Therefore, the findings o f the fourth chapter show that policym akers indeed
respond to inflation and output gaps as argued by Taylor. Specifically, in response to
positive shocks in inflation gap and output gap, the policy interest rates (such as the
federal funds rate for the U nited States) increases for all countries. W hen the econom y is
heating up or w hen the inflation is building up, policym akers respond by contractionary
m onetary policy. The results are in line w ith the argum ent o f the Taylor rule. However,
policym akers also respond to other variables including capacity utilization rates, housing
starts, unem ploym ent rates, long-term interest rates, m onetary aggregates and exchange
rates. In addition, it is shown that m onetary policym akers in Canada, the U.K. and Japan
are influenced by the m onetary policy in the U nited States. This result reinforces the
results presented in the second chapter.
Overall, this dissertation m akes an in-depth analysis o f m onetary policy actions,
transm ission m echanism s and reaction functions. The results are based on the newly
developed FA V A R m odels that exploit inform ation from large data sets to approxim ate
the true inform ation sets o f policymakers. Policym akers follow and analyze literally
hundreds o f variables; w e can also include and analyze literally hundreds o f variables in
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the FA V A R m odels. This generates a better and m ore accurate results com pared to low

dimensional YARs that incorporate only four to eight variables. For example, the price
puzzle responses (inflationary response to contractionary m onetary policy) that are
evident in the standard V A Rs are elim inated in the FA V A R m odels.
The results presented in this dissertation are sum m arized as follows. First,
m onetary policy affects a wide range o f m acroeconom ic indicators. Second, monetary
policy also w orks through bank loans as argued by the credit view. Third, policy makers
react to m any variables in addition to the inflation and output gaps.
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APPEND IX A
Technical N ote on Principal Com ponent A nalysis
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Principal com ponent analysis (PCA) is a statistical m ethod for sim plifying an Ndim ensional vector into a sm aller ^-dim ensional vector while preserving the variation o f
the data to the greatest extent possible, where, N » K. The new X -dim ensional datasets
are constructed such that: (Jolliffe, 2002; Shlens, 2005)
(a) The low -dim ensional datasets are linear transform ations o f the original variables.
(b) The low -dim ensional datasets are orthogonal to each other.
(c) Each dim ension captures a successively sm aller am ount o f the total variation in
the data.
The goal o f PC A, therefore, is to com pute the m ost m eaningful basis to re-express
a noisy dataset (Shlens, 2005). The procedure helps us in filtering out noise and revealing
hidden structures in the dataset. In other words, we w ant to m inim ize redundancy
m easured in term s o f covariance and maximize signal (or m inim ize noise) as m easured
by variance.
Let X t be an (N x 1) vector original dataset. Consider the variance-covariance
matrix o f X h Cov(X) = E(XX). E (X X ) is an (N x N) sym m etric m atrix w here the
diagonal term s m easure the variance, and the off-diagonal term s m easure the covariance,
between the variables in X t. The higher value o f the off-diagonal elem ents (in absolute
term s) im plies that one can predict one o f the variables in term s o f the other. In other
words, it im plies redundancy o f one o f the variables. On the other hand, the larger values
o f the diagonal term s correspond to interesting dynam ics. Principal com ponent analysis
generates a transform ed series w here redundancy and noise are m inim ized.
Let Wt be another (N x 1) vector related to X, by an (N x N) linear transform ation
matrix, F. Technically, the PC A involves solving for an orthonorm al projection m atrix F,
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where Wt = F X t such that C ov(W ) = E(W W ') = — — WW' is diagonal m atrix and
n -1
F~l = F ' .
Start by rew riting Cov(W) in term s our variable o f choice, F:
Cov(W ) = - t — WW'
n- 1
= — (F X ){F X )'
n -1
= —— FXX'F'
n- 1
= — F (X X ')F '
n- 1
= J — FAF'
n- 1
W here A = I f ' is symmetric.
A sym m etric m atrix can be diagonalized by an orthogonal m atrix o f its
eigenvectors. Therefore, A = FT>F where, D is a diagonal m atrix and F ’ is a m atrix o f
eigenvectors o f A arranged as columns. U sing the property o f orthonorm al m atrix that
F~x = F ' ,
Cov(W ) =

— FAF
n- 1

= — F (F 'D F )F
n- 1
= — (F F ')D (F F )
n- 1
= — (F F -l )D (F F -1)
n- 1
—~— D
n- 1
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This shows that F diagonalizes Cov(W). N ow express F 'a s a colum n vectors such
that
F ’ = [F h F2, ..., FnJ
and Cov(W ) as:
...

0

C ov{W )

Cov(W) = F Cov(X) F '
F ’CovfW) = F ’F C ov(X)F '
[AjFj, X2F2, ..., XnFn] = [Cov(X)Flt Cov(X)F2, ..., Cov(X)FN]
AFi = Cov(X)Ft
w here Ft is the eigenvector and Xt is the eigenvalue o f Cov(X).
The best low -dim ensional space can be determ ined by the first K eigenvectors—
called the principal com ponents— corresponding to the first K eigenvalues arranged in
descending order.
The principal com ponents are dependent on the units o f m easurem ent in the
original dataset and the range o f values they assume. Therefore, the dataset is
transform ed such that each variable is expressed in standard units (i.e., has zero m ean and
unit standard deviation).
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APPEND IX B
D escriptions o f D ata used in Essay 1 (Chapter 2)
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For the U nited States, Canada, the U.K. and Japan, all series are taken from
OECD M ain Econom ic Indicators. For France, data are taken from OECD M ain
Econom ic Indicators and International Financial Statistics, IFS. The transform ation codes
are: 1 - no transform ation (i.e., the variable is stationary at level); 2 - first difference; 3 first difference o f logarithm . “ S” indicates that the variable is assum ed to be “slo w m oving” and “F” indicates that the variable is “fast-m oving” .

The United States
Fast or
Slow? Transformation
OUTPUT
Industrial Production of crude petroleum - units: 2000=100
S
3
Industrial Production of total manufactured intermediate goods sa-units:
2000=100
s
3
Industrial Production of total manufactured consumer goods sa - units:
2000=100
s
3
Industrial Production in total manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of total manufactured durable goods sa-units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of total manufactured non-durable goods sa-units:
2000=100
Industrial Production of manufactured crude steel - units: 2000=100
Industrial Rate of capacity utilisation in industry sa - units: %
Industrial Production of total industry sa - units: 2000=100
Total industry excluding construction sa - units: 2000=100
EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
Employees: total (business survey) sa - units: mln
Employees: manufacturing sa - units: mln
Civilian employment: all persons sa - units: mln
Part-time employment sa - units: mln
Labour disputes: days lost - units: 2000=100
Help wanted advertising sa - units: 2000=100
Weekly hours worked: manufacturing sa - units: hours
Weekly overtime hours: manufacturing sa - units: hours
Short term unemployment sa - units: 2000=100
Unemployment rate: survey-based (all persons) sa - units: %
Civilian labour force: all persons sa - units: mln
HOURLY EARNINGS
Hourly earnings: private sector sa - units: 2000=100
Hourly earnings: manufacturing sa - units: 2000 = 100

s
s

3
3

s

3
3

S
S

s
S

s
s
S

s
s
S

s
s
s
s
s

1

3
3
3
3
3
3
1

3
3
3
3
2
3

s
s

3

s

3

3

PRICE INDEXES
PPI Finished goods - units: 2000=100
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PPI Intermediate goods - units: 2000=100
PPI Raw materials (crude goods) - units: 2000=100
PPI Industrial goods - units: 2000=100
PPI Total - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing Industries - units: 2000 = 100
PPI Food plus farm products - units: 2000=100
PPI Petroleum products - units: 2000=100
CPI All items wage earners - units: 2000=100
CPI All items New York - units: 2000=100
CPI All items sa - units: 2000=100
CPI All items non-food non-energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Food excl. restaurants - units: 2000=100
Share prices: NYSE Composite - units: 2000=100
INTEREST RATES
Federal funds rate - units: %
Prime rate - units: %
Rate 3-month CDs - units: %
Rate 3-month euro-dollar deposits - units: %
Yield 10-year federal government securities - units: %
Yield > 10-year federal government securities (composite) - units: %
MONEY AND CREDIT
Monetary aggregate M l sa - units: U.S.D bln
Monetary aggregate M2 sa - units: U.S.D bln
Monetary aggregate M3 sa - units: U.S.D
Commercial banks' credit (total loans and investments) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Commercial banks' credit (loans excluding interbank) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Corp secur all iss bond+stocks - units: U.S.D bln
INVENTORIES AND SALES
Sales of total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Passenger car registrations sa-units: 2000 = 100
Total retail trade (Value) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Total wholesale trade (Value) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Orders for total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Work in progress for total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Ratio of inventories to shipments sa - units: ratio
Stocks of total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Stocks of manufactured finished goods (Value) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Stocks of raw materials (Value) sa - units: U.S.D bln
Manufacturing - Production: tendency sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Raw materials stocks: tendency sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Orders inflow/Demand: tendency sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Employment: tendency sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Confidence indicator sa - units: normal=50
Net new orders - durable goods sa - units: U.S.D

S
S
S
S
S

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

F
F
F
F
F
F

2
2
2
2
2
2

F
F
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3
3

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
S

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1

s
s
s
s
F
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1
1
1
3

HOUSING STARTS
Work started for dwellings sa - units: 2000 = 100
Production of dwellings sa - units: U.S.D bln
Cost of construction: total - units: 2000=100
EXTERNAL SECTOR
Real effective exchange rates - units: 2000 = 100
SDR Reserve assets - units: SDR mln
Reserve assets - units: U.S.D mln
Exports f.a.s. total sa - units: billions U.S. dollars; monthly averages
Imports c.i.f. total sa - units: billions U.S. dollars; monthly averages

F
F
F

3
3
3

F
F
F
S
S

3
3
3
3
3

Canada
OUTPUT
Industrial Production in total economy sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production in total agriculture sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of crude petroleum - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production in total manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of total manufactured durable goods sa - units:
2000=100
Industrial Production of total manufactured non-durable goods sa - units:
2000=100
Industrial Production of manufactured crude steel - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of commercial vehicles - units: 2000 =100
Industrial Production of passengers cars - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of gas - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of total industry sa - units: 2000 = 100
Industrial Production of total construction sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production in total services sectors sa - units: 2000=100
EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
Employees: manufacturing - units: 2000=100
Employees: total (household survey) sa - units: persons 2000=100
Civilian employment: all persons - units: 2000 = 100
Civilian employment: agriculture sa - units: 2000=100
Civilian employment: industry including construction sa - units:
2000=100
Civilian employment: services sa - units: 2000=100
Part-time employment sa - units: 2000=100
Labour disputes: days lost - units: 2'000=100
Weekly hours worked: manufacturing - units: hours
Short term unemployment - units: 2000= 100
Unemployment rate: survey-based (all persons) sa - units: %
Civilian labour force: all persons sa - units: 2000=100
EARNINGS
Hourly earnings: manufacturing sa - units: 2000 = 100
Wages and salaries: manufacturing sa - units: CAD mln
Unit labour cost: manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100

Fast
or
Slow?
S
S

Transformation

s
s
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3
3
3

s
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s
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3
3
3
3
2
3

1

PRICE INDEXES
PPI Total - units: 2000=100
PPI Food & beverages - units: 2000=100
PPI Chemicals & chemical prods - units: 2000=100
PPI Paper & allied products - units: 2000=100
PPI Ref petroleum & coal prods - units: 2000=100
PPI Electrical machinery - units: 2000=100
PPI Primary metals - units: 2000=100
PPI Metal products - units: 2000=100
CPI All items - units: 2000=100
CPI All items Montreal - units: 2000=100
CPI Energy - units: 2000=100
CPI All items non-food non-energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Food excl. restaurants - units: 2000=100
CPI Housing - units: 2000=100
CPI Services less housing - units: 2000=100
Share prices: S&P/TSX composite index - units: 2000=100
INTEREST RATES
Overnight money market financing rate - units: %
Chartered banks' prime business rate - units: %
Central bank rate - units: %
Rate 3-month prime corporate paper - units: %
Yield 10-year federal government benchmark bonds - units: %
MONEY AND CREDIT
Monetary aggregate M l sa - units: CAD bln
Monetary aggregate M3 sa - units: CAD bln
Monetary aggregate M2+ sa - units: CAD bln
Chartered banks' personal savings deposits - units: CAD bln
Credit to private sector - units: CAD bln
STOCKS AND INVENTORIES
Ratio of inventories to shipments - units: ratio
Stocks of manufactured finished goods (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
Stocks of total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
Stocks of raw materials (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
SALES
Sales of total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
Passenger car registrations sa-units: 2000= 100
Total retail trade (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
Orders for total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
HOUSING STARTS
Housing starts large cities sa - units: number
Permits issued for buildings sa - units: CAD mln
Permits issued for dwellings sa - units: 2000 = 100
Work started for dwellings sa - units: 2000 = 100
EXTERNAL SECTOR
CAD/U.S.D exchange rate monthly average
Real effective exchange rates - units: 2000 = 100

S
S
S

F

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

F
F
F
F
F

2
2
2
2
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F
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3

F
F
F
F

2
3
3
3

F
F
F
F

3
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Reserve assets - units: U.S.D mln
SDR Reserve assets - units: SDR mln
Exports f.o.b. total sa - units: CAD bln
Imports f.o.b. total sa - units: CAD bln

F
F
S
S

3
3
3
3

The U.K.
Fast or
OUTPUT
Slow? Transformation
Industrial Production of total manufactured investment goods sa - units:
2000=100
S
3
Industrial Production o f total manufactured intermediate goods sa - units:
2000=100
S
3
Industrial Production in total manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
s
3
Industrial Production of manufactured crude steel - units: 2000=100
s
3
Industrial Production of manufactured durable consumer goods sa - units:
2000=100
s
3
Industrial Production of commercial vehicles - units: 2000=100
s
3
Industrial Production of manufactured non-durable consumer goods saunits:2000=100
s
3
Industrial Production of passengers cars - units: 2000=100
s
3
Industrial Production of total industry sa - units: 2000=100
s
3
RETAIL TRADE, CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURING
Retail trade - Business situation: present sa - units: % balance
s
1
1
Retail trade - Business situation: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
1
Retail trade - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
s
Retail trade - Volume of stocks: level sa - units: % balance
s
1
s
2
Retail trade - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
2
Retail trade - Orders intentions/demand: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
s
2
Construction - Business situation: present sa - units: % balance
2
Construction - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
s
2
Construction - Orders books: level sa - units: % balance
s
s
2
Construction - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
2
Construction - Selling prices: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
2
Manufacturing - Production: tendency sa - units: % balance
s
1
s
Manufacturing - Production: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
1
Manufacturing - Finished goods stocks: level sa - units: % balance
s
2
Manufacturing - Order books: level sa - units: % balance
s
2
Manufacturing - Export order books: level sa - units: % balance
2
s
Manufacturing - Selling prices: future tendency sa - units: % balance
2
s
Manufacturing - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
2
Manufacturing - Industrial confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
s
3
Employees: manufacturing - units: 2000=100
s
3
Labour disputes: days lost - units: 2000=100
2
Unemployment rate: survey-based (all persons) sa - units: %
s
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EARNINGS
Weekly earnings: all activities - units: 2000=100
Weekly earnings: manfacturing sa - units: 2000=100
Unit labour cost: manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
PRICE INDEXES
PPI Manufacturing input total excluding food - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing input fuel - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing input raw materials - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing output all products - units: 2000 = 100
PPI Manufacturing output total excl. food - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing output food - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing output chemical - units: 2000=100
CPI All items excluding mortgage interest - units: 2000=100
CPI All items - units: 2000=100
CPI Energy - units: 2000=100
CPI All items non-food non-energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Food excl. restaurants - units: 2000=100
CPI Services less housing - units: 2000=100
CPI Housing - units: 2000=100
Share prices: FT Ordinary industrial - units: 2000=100
A Non fin share price index - units: 2000=100

S
S
S

3
3
3

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3

F
F
F
F
F

2
2
2
2
2

F
F
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3
2

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

F

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

INTEREST RATES
4 U.K. banks' base rate - units: %
Sterling overnight interbank rate - units: %
Discount rate 3-month treasury bills - units: %
Yield 20-year central government bonds - units: %
Yield 10-year central government securities - units: %
MONEY AND CREDIT
Narrow money (M2 - proxy) sa - units: 2000 = 100
Monetary aggregate M2 (cash and retail deposits in M4) sa - units: GBP bln
Monetary aggregate M4 sa - units: GBP bln
Domestic bank deposits - units: GBP bln
Sight and time deposits from public sector - units: GBP bln
Public sector net cash requirement - units: GBP bln
SALES AND ORDERS
Sales of manufactured goods from domestic market (Volume) sa - units:
2000=100
Sales of exported manufactured goods (Volume) sa - units: 2000=100
Sales of total manufactured goods (Volume) sa - units: 2000=100
Total retail trade (Value) sa - units: 2000=100
New car registrations sa - units: number
Passenger car registrations sa - units: 2000 =100
Orders for total manufactured goods (Volume) sa - units: 2000=100
Orders for manufactured goods from domestic market (Volume) sa - units:
2000=100
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Orders for exported manufactured goods (Volume) sa - units: 2000=100
New orders for total construction sa-units: 2000=100
EXTERNAL SECTOR
GBP/U.S.D exchange rate monthly average
Real effective exchange rates - units: 2000 = 100
SDR Reserve assets - units: SDR mln
Exports f.o.b. total sa - units: GBP bln
Imports c.i.f. total sa - units: GBP bln
EXPECTATIONS
Expected economic situation sa - units: % balance
Consumer - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
Consumer prices: future tendency sa - units: % balance
Stocks raw materials: future tendency - units: diff from trend
Production: future tendency sa - units: ratio to trend

F
F

3
3

F
F
F
S
S

2
3
3
3
3

s
s
s
s
s

1
1
2
1
1

Japan
Fast or
OUTPUT
Slow?
Rates of capacity utilization in industry, sa - units: 2000=100
S
Production of total industry, sa- units: 2000=100
s
Production of manufactured durable consumer goods, sa - units: 2000=100
s
Production of manufactured non-durable consumer goods, sa - units:
2000=100
s
s
Production of manufactured crude steel- units: 2000=100
Production of total manufactured intermediate goods, sa - units: 2000=100
s
Production in total manufacturing, sa - units: 2000=100
S
Production in total manufacturing and mining, sa - units: 2000=100
s
Production of commercial vehicles - units: 2000=100
s
s
Production of passengers cars - units: 2000=100
production of total manufactured investment goods, sa - units: 2000=100
s
Production in total services sectors, sa - units: 2000=100
S
EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
s
Civilian employment: sa - units: mln
s
Employment: Short term - units: mln
Unemployment: Rate, sa - units: %
Overtime hours, Manufacturing, sa - units: hours
Monthly hours of work, sa - units: hours
New vacancies, sa - units: 2000=100
Job offers to job applicants, sa - units: 2000=100
Monthly overtime hours - units: hours
EARNINGS
Hourly earnings (Manufacturing) - units: 2000=100
Wages: Monthly earnings, sa - units: 2000=100
Monthly earnings: All industries, sa - units: 2000=100
Wages: Unit labor cost, sa - units: 2000=100

Transformation

s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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3
3
3
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3
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s

3

s
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3

PRICE INDEXES
CPI: all items - units: 2000=100
CPI: all items including imputed rent, sa - units: 2000=100
CPI: Food - units: 2000=100
CPI Energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Non food, non energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Rent, imputed rent and repairs - units: 2000=100
CPI Services less rent - units: 2000=100
PPI: Agricultural products - units: 2000=100
PPI: Corporate service prices, all - units: 2000=100
PPI: Food - units: 2000=100
PPI: Textiles - units: 2000=100
PPI: Manufacturing - units: 2000=100
PPI: Machinery and equipments - units: 2000=100
PPI: Iron and steel - units: 2000=100
PPI: Chemicals - units: 2000=100
PPI: Petroleum and coal products - units: 2000=100
Wholesale prices: Total - units: 2000=100
Share prices: Tokyo, sa - units: 2000=100

S
S
S
S

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

F
F
F

2
2
2

F
F
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3
2

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

INTEREST RATES
Rate new 90 -<120 day CDs - units: %
Central Bank discount rate - units: %
Uncollateralized overnight call rate - units: %
MONEY AND CREDIT
Broad Money supply, sa - units: JPY bln
Domestic finance: money supply (M2) + CD, sa - units: JPY bln
Domestic finance: total liquidity (M4), sa - units: JPY bln
Domestic finance: money supply (M l), sa - units: JPY bln
Domestic finance: Private bond issues - units: JPY bln
Ratio: Loans to deposits, sa - units: JPY bln
INVENTORIES AND SALES
Inventory shipment ratio, sa
Sales of manufactured construction materials (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Sales of total manufactured consumer goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Sales of manufactured intermediate goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Sales of total manufactured goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Sales of manufactured investment goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Total car registrations, sa - units: 2000=100
Passenger car registrations, sa - units: 2000=100
Total retail trade (value), sa - units: 2000=100
Total wholesale trade (value), sa - units: 2000=100
Stocks of manufactured consumer goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Stocks of manufactured intermediate goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Stocks of total manufactured goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Stocks of manufactured investment goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
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Orders for exported manufactured goods (Value), sa - units: 2000=100
Orders for manufactured intermediate goods (Value), sa - units: 2000=100
Orders for total manufactured goods (Value), sa - units: 2000=100
HOUSING STARTS
Work started for buildings, sa - units: 2000=100
Work started for dwellings, sa - units: 2000=100
New orders for buildings - units: 2000=100
New orders for dwellings - units: 2000=100
Construction dwellings started, sa - units: 2000=100

F
F
F

3
3
3

F
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3

EXTERNAL SECTOR
JPY/U.S.D exchange rate monthly average - units: 2000=100
Effective exchange rate - units: 2000=100
SDR reserve assets - units: SDR mln
Foreign finance: Official reserves including gold - units: 2000=100
Foreign trade: exports, f.o.b., sa - units: 2000=100
Foreign trade: imports, c.I.f., sa - units: 2000=100

F
F
F
F
S
S

2
3
3
3
3
3

France
OUTPUT
Production in total agriculture sa - units: 2000=100
Production of total manufactured intermediate goods sa - units: 2000=100
Production of total vehicles sa - units: 2000=100
Production in total manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
Production of total manufactured investment goods sa - units: 2000=100
Production of total manufactured consumer goods sa - units: 2000=100

Fast or
Slow?
S
S

Transformation

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Production of manufactured crude steel - units: 2000=100
Production of total energy sa - units: 2000=100
Production of total industry sa - units: 2000=100
Production of total construction sa - units: 2000=100
Total industry excluding construction sa - units: 2000=100
RETAIL TRADE, CONSTRUCTION, SERVICES AND MANUFACTURING
s
Total retail trade (Value) sa - units: 2000=100
s
Retail trade - Business situation: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Retail trade - Business situation: present sa - units: % balance
s
Retail hade - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
s
Retail hade - Volume of stocks: level sa - units: % balance
s
Retail hade - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Retail hade - Orders intentions/demand: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Construction - Business situation: present sa - units: % balance
s
Construction - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
s
Construction - Orders books: level sa - units: % balance
s
Construction - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Construction - Selling prices: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Services - Business situation: present sa - units: % balance
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

Services - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
Services - Demand evolution: tendency sa - units: % balance
Services - Demand evolution: future tendency sa - units: % balance
Services - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
Services - Employment: tendency sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Production: tendency sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Production: future tendency sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Finished goods stocks: level sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Order books: level sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Export order books: level sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing Selling prices: future tendency sa - units: % balance
Manufacturing - Employment: future tendency sa - units: %balance
Manufacturing - Business situation: future sa - units: %balance
Manufacturing - Industrial confidence indicator sa - units: %balance
Finished goods stocks: level ind. sa - units: ratio to trend
EMPLOYMENT
Unemployment rate: survey-based (all persons) sa - units: %
Standardised unemployment rate: all persons sa - units:%
New job seekers sa - units: 2000=100
PRICE INDEXES
PPI Intermediate goods excluding energy - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufactured products - units: 2000=100
PPI Agricultural goods
sa-units: 2000=100
PPI Chemicals - units: 2000=100

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

s
s
s
s
S

s
s
s
s
S

s
s
s
s
s

2
1
1
1
2
1
2

2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1

3
3
3
3

F

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

F
F

2
2

F

2

F
Money, M l,sa - units: EUR bln
F
Money, M2, sa - units: EUR bln
F
Money, M3, sa - units: EUR bln
F
Total domestic debt ('EIT'): total - units: EUR bln
F
Total domestic debt ('EIT'): public sector - units: EUR bln
DWELLINGS STARTED AND CAR REGISTRATIONS
F
Permits issued for dwellings sa - units: 2000 = 100
F
Work started for dwellings sa - units: 2000 = 100
F
Total car registrations sa - units: 2000=100

3
3
3
3
3

PPI Petroleum products - units: 2000=100
PPI Metal product - units: 2000=100
CPI All items - units: 2000=100
CPI Energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Food excl. restaurants - units: 2000=100
CPI Services less housing - units: 2000=100
Share prices: Paris Stock Exchange SBF 250 ind - units: 2000=100
INTEREST RATES
Call money rate- units: %
Treasury bills:3 months- units: %
Yield 10-year government benchmark bonds - units: %
MONEY AND CREDIT

s
s
S

s
s
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3
3
3

Passenger car registrations sa - units: 2000 = 100
EXPECTATIONS
Expected economic situation sa - units: %
Consumer - Confidence indicator sa - units: %
Consumer prices: future tendency sa - units: %
Prospects for industrial sector sa - units: ratio to trend
Production: future tendency sa - units: diff from trend
EXTERNAL SECTOR
U.S.D/FRF exchange rate end period
Real effective exchange rates - units: 2000 = 100
SDR Reserve assets - units: SDR mln
Exports f.o.b. total sa - units: EUR bln
Imports f.o.b. total sa - units: EUR bln

F

3

F
F
F
F
F

1
2
1
1
2

F
F
F
S
S

2
3
3
3
3
2

s

Terms of trade - units: 2000=100
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APPEND IX C
D escriptions o f D ata used in Essay 2 (Chapter 3)
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The data are obtained from Stock and W atson (2005), the Federal Reserve Bank
o f St. Louis (FRED ), OECD M ain Econom ic Indicators, and the Global Financial
Statistics. This appendix shows the b rief description o f the data, w hether it is assum ed to
be slow (S) or fast (F) m oving variable and the transform ations taken to attain
stationarity. The transform ation codes are: 1 - no transform ation (i.e. the variable is
stationary at level), 2 - first difference o f the level and 3 —first difference o f logarithm.

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Fast or
Slow?

Transformation

1

Industrial Production Index - Total Index

S

3

2

Industrial Production Index - Products, Total

3

3

Industrial Production Index - Final Products

4

Industrial Production Index - Consumer Goods

5

Industrial Production Index - Durable Consumer Goods

6

Industrial Production Index - Nondurable Consumer Goods

7

Industrial Production Index - Business Equipment

8

Industrial Production Index - Materials

9

Industrial Production Index - Durable Goods Materials

10

Industrial Production Index - Nondurable Goods Materials

11

Industrial Production Index - Manufacturing

12

Industrial Production Index - Residential Utilities

13

Industrial Production Index - Fuels

14
15

Personal Income (AR, Bil. Chain 2000 $)
Personal Income Less Transfer Payments (AR, Bil. Chain 2000
S)

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

16

Real Consumption

17

Manufacturing and Trade Sales (Mil. Chain 1996 $)

18

Sales of Retail Stores (Mil. Chain 2000 $)

19

Capacity Utilization - Manufacturing

20
21

Capacity Utilization - Total Industry
Index of Help-Wanted Advertising in Newspapers (1967=100;
SA)

22

Employment: Ratio; Help-Wanted Ads: No. Unemployed

23
24

Civilian Labor Force: Employed, Total (Thous.,SA)
Civilian Labor Force: Employed, Nonagricultural Industries
(Thous.,Sa)

25

Unemployment Rate: All Workers, 16 Years & Over (%,SA)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

s
s
s
s
s

3

s

3

s

3

s
s

2

s
s

3
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3
3
3
3

3

3

32

Unemployment by Duration: Average (Mean) Duration in
Weeks (SA)
Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed less than 5
Weeks (Thous.,SA)
Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed 5 to 14
Weeks (Thous.,SA)
Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed 15 Weeks +
(Thous.,SA)
Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed 15 to 26
Weeks (Thous.,SA)
Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed 27 Weeks +
(Thous,SA)
Average Weekly Initial Claims, Unemployment Insurance
(Thous.)

33

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Total Private

34

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Goods-Producing

35

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Mining

36

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Construction

37

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Manufacturing

38

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Durable Goods

39

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Nondurable Goods

40
41

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Service-Providing
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Trade, Transportation, and
Utilities

42

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Wholesale Trade

43

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Retail Trade

44

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Financial Activities

45
46

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Government
Employee Hours in Nonagricultural Establishments (AR, Bil.
Hours)

s

3

47

Average Weekly Hours of Production or Nonsupervisory
Workers on Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Goods Producing

s

3

48

Average Weekly Hours of Production or Nonsupervisory
Workers on Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Mfg Overtime Hours

3

49

Average Weekly Hours, Mfg. (Hours)

50

Housing Starts: Total Farm & Nonfarm (Thous.,SAAR)

51

Housing Starts: Northeast (Thous., SA)

52

Housing Starts: Midwest (Thous., SA)

53

Housing Starts: South (Thous., SA)

54

Housing Starts: West (Thous., SA)
Housing Authorized: Total New Private Housing Units
(Thous.,SAAR)
Houses Authorized By Building Permits: Northeast (Thous.,
SA)
Houses Authorized By Building Permits: Midwest (Thous.,
SA)

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

26
27
28
29
30
31

55
56
57

S

3

S

3

S

3

S

3

S

3

s

3

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

s
s
s
s
s

3

3
3

3
3
3

3

3
3

3
3
3

3

s

3

s

3

s

3
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58

Houses Authorized By Building Permits: South (Thous., SA)

S

3

59

Houses Authorized By Building Permits: West (Thous., SA)

S

3

60

Purchasing Managers' Index (SA)
Mfrs' New Orders, Consumer Goods and Materials (Bil. Chain
1982 $)
Mfrs' New Orders, Durable Goods Industries (Bil. Chain 2000
$)
Mfrs' New Orders, Nondefense Capital Goods (Mil. Chain
1982 $)
Mfrs' Unfilled Orders, Durable Goods Indus. (Bil. Chain 2000
$)

S

3

s

3

s

3

s

3

s

3

61
62
63
64

s

3

66

Manufacturing and Trade Inventories (Bil. Chain 2000 $)
Ratio, Mfg. and Trade Inventories to Sales (Based On Chain
2000 $)

s

1

67

Average Hourly Earnings o f Production or Nonsupervisory
Workers on Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Goods-producing

s

3

68

Average Hourly Earnings o f Production or Nonsupervisory
Workers on Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Construction

s

3

s

3

F

3

F

3

F

3

F

3

F

3

F

3

F

3

F

3

65

69

70
71
72
73

Average Hourly Earnings o f Production or Nonsupervisory
Workers on Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Manufacturing
MONEY
Money Stock: Ml(Curr,Trav.Chks,Dem Dep,other Ck'able
Dep)(Bil$,SA)
Money
Stock:M2(Ml+0’nite
Rps,Euro$,G/P&B/D
Mmmfs&Sav&Sm Time Dep(Bil$, SA)
Money Stock: M3(M2+Lg Time Dep,Term Rp's&Inst Only
Mmmfs)(Bil$,SA)

77

Money Supply - M2 In 1996 Dollars (Bci)
Monetary
Base,
Adj
For
Reserve
Requirement
Changes(Mil$,SA)
Depository Inst Reserves:Total,Adj For Reserve Req
Chgs(Mil$,SA)
Depository Inst Reserves:Nonborrowed,Adj Res Req
Chgs(Mil$,SA)
Total Borrowings Of Depository Institutions From The Federal
Reserve

78

Savings Deposits - Total

F

3

79

Small Time Deposits - Total

F

3

80

Savings And Small Time Deposits At Commercial Banks

F

3

81

Savings And Small Time Deposits - Total

F

3

82

Total Checkable Deposits

F

3

74
75
76

CREDIT
83

Commercial And Industrial Loans At All Commercial Banks

F

3

84

Consumer (Individual) Loans At All Commercial Banks

F

3

85

Total Loans And Investments At All Commercial Banks

F

3

86

Total Loans And Leases At Commercial Banks

F

3
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87

F

3

F

3

89

Real Estate Loans At All Commercial Banks
Commercial & Industrial Loans Oustanding In 1996 Dollars
(Bci)
Wkly Rp Lg Com'l Banks:Net Change Com'l & Indus
Loans(Bil$,SAAR)

F

1

90

Other Securities At All Commercial Banks

F

3

91

U.S. Government Securities At All Commercial Banks

F

3

92

Total Nonrevolving Credit Outstanding

F

3

93

Total Revolving Credit Outstanding

F

3

94

Total Consumer Credit Outstanding

F

3

95

Ratio, Consumer Installment Credit To Personal Income (Pet.)

F

2

88

FINANCIAL MARKET
96

S&P's Common Stock Price Index: Composite (1941-43=10)

F

3

97

F

3

F

2

99

S&P's Common Stock Price Index: Industrials (1941-43=10)
S&P's Composite Common Stock: Dividend Yield (% Per
Annum)
S&P's Composite Common Stock: Price-Eamings Ratio
(%,NSA)

F

2

100

Nonfinancial Commercial Paper Outstanding; (SA, Bil. $)

F

3

F

2

F

2

F

2

F

2

F

2

F

2

98

INTEREST RATE
101

106

3-Month Commercial Paper Yiled
Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Bills,Sec Mkt,3-Mo.(% Per Ann,
NSA)
Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Bills,Sec Mkt,6-Mo.(% Per Ann,
NSA)
Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Const Maturities, 1-Yr.(% Per Ann,
NSA)
Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Const Maturities,5-Yr.(% Per Ann,
NSA)
Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Const Maturities, 10-Yr.(% Per
Ann, NSA)

107

1-Month Certificate Of Deposit: Secondary Market Rate

F

2

108

3-Month Certificate Of Deposit: Secondary Market Rate

F

2

109

6-Month Certificate Of Deposit: Secondary Market Rate

F

2

110

Bond Yield: Moody's Aaa Corporate (% Per Annum)

F

2

111

Bond Yield: Moody's Baa Corporate (% Per Annum)

F

2

112

Bank Prime Loan Rate

F

2

102
103
104
105

EXCHANGE RATE
113

United States Effective Exchange Rate (Index No.)

F

3

114

Foreign Exchange Rate: Switzerland (Swiss Franc Per U.S.S)

F

3

115

Foreign Exchange Rate: Japan (Yen Per U.S.S)

F

3

116

Foreign Exchange Rate: United Kingdom (Cents Per Pound)

F

3

117

Foreign Exchange Rate: Canada (Canadian $ Per U.S.S)

F

3
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PRICE
118

Producer Price Index: Finished Goods (82=100,SA)

F

3

119

Producer Price Index: Finished Consumer Goods (82=100,SA)
Producer Price Index: Intermed Mat. Supplies &
Components(82= 100,SA)

F

3

F

3

F

3

F

3

120
121
122

Producer Price Index: Crude Materials (82=100,SA)
Spot
Market
Price
Index:
Bis
&
Crb:
Commodities( 1967= 100)

123

Index Of Sensitive Materials Prices (1990=100)(Bci-99a)

F

3

124

CPI-U: All Items (82-84= 100,SA)

S

3

125

CPI -U: Apparel & Upkeep (82-84=100,SA)

S

3

126

CPI -U: Transportation (82-84=100,Sa)

S

3

127

CPI -U: Medical Care (82-84=100,SA)

s

3

128

CPI -U: Commodities (82-84= 100,SA)

s

3

129

CPI -U: Durables (82-84=100,SA)

s

3

130

CPI -U: Services (82-84= 100,SA)

s

3

131

CPI -U: All Items Less Food (82-84= 100,SA)

s

3

132

CPI -U: All Items Less Shelter (82-84=100,SA)

3

133

CPI -U: All Items Less Medical Care (82-84=100,SA)

134

Pce,Impl Pr DefhPce (1987=100)

135

Pce,Impl Pr DefhPce; Durables (1987=100)

136

Pce,Impl Pr DefLPce; Nondurables (1996=100)

137

Pce,Impl Pr DefkPce; Services (1987=100)

s
s
s
s
s
s

All

3

3
3
3
3

EXPECTATIONS
138

U. Of Mich. Index Of Consumer Expectations(Bcd-83)

F

2

139

Napm Production Index (Percent)

F

1

140

Napm Employment Index (Percent)

F

1

141

Napm New Orders Index (Percent)

F

1

142

Napm Vendor Deliveries Index (Percent)

F

1

143

Napm Inventories Index (Percent)

F

1

144

F

1

145

Napm Commodity Prices Index (Percent)
Mprime - Ipusac3d (Bank Prime rate - 3 Month CP Rate
Spread)

F

1

146

Cp90-Fyff (CP - FFR Spread)

F

1

147

Fygm3-Fyff (3 Month T-bill - FFR Spread)

F

1

148

Fygm6-Fyff (6 Month T-bill - FFR Spread)

F

1

149

Fygtl-Fyff (1 Yr T-bond - FFR Spread)

F

1

150

Fygt5-Fyff (5 Yr T-bond - FFR Spread)

F

1

151

FygtlO-Fyff (10 Yr T-bond - FFR Spread)

F

1

152

Fyaaac-Fyff (Aaa bond - FFR Spread)

F

1
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153

Fybaac-Fyff (Baa bond - FFR Spread)

154

Effective Federal Funds Rate (% Per Annum)

F

1

F

2

FEDERAL FUNDS RATE
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A PPEND IX D
D escriptions o f D ata used in Essay 3 (Chapter 4)
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For the U nited States, the data are obtained from Stock and W atson (2005), the
Federal Reserve B ank o f St. Louis (FRED), OECD M ain Econom ic Indicators, and the
Global Financial Statistics. For Canada, the U.K., and Japan, the data are obtained from
OECD M ain Econom ic Indicators. This appendix shows the b rie f description o f the data,
w hether the variable is assum ed to be slow (S) or fast (F) m oving and the transform ations
taken to attain stationarity. The transform ation codes are: 1 - no transform ation (i.e. the
variable is stationary at level), 2 - first difference o f the level and 3 - first difference o f
logarithm.

The United States
Fast or
Slow?

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Transformation

Industrial Production Index Gap

S

1

Industrial Production Index - Total Index

S

3

Industrial Production Index - Products, Total

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3

Industrial Production Index - Final Products
Industrial Production Index - Consumer Goods
Industrial Production Index - Durable Consumer Goods
Industrial Production Index - Nondurable Consumer Goods
Industrial Production Index - Business Equipment
Industrial Production Index - Materials
Industrial Production Index - Durable Goods Materials
Industrial Production Index - Nondurable Goods Materials
Industrial Production Index - Manufacturing
Industrial Production Index - Residential Utilities
Industrial Production Index - Fuels
Personal Income (AR, Bil. Chain 2000 $)
Personal Income Less Transfer Payments (AR, Bil. Chain 2000 $)
Real Consumption
Manufacturing and Trade Sales (Mil. Chain 1996 $)
Sales of Retail Stores (Mil. Chain 2000 $)
Capacity Utilization - Manufacturing
Capacity Utilization - Total Industry
Index of Help-Wanted Advertising in Newspapers (1967=100; SA)
Employment: Ratio; Help-Wanted Ads: No. Unemployed
Civilian Labor Force: Employed, Total (Thous.,SA)
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3

Civilian Labor Force: Employed, Nonagricultural Industries (Thous.,Sa)

S

3

Unemployment Rate Gap

S

1

Unemployment Rate: All Workers, 16 Years & Over (%,SA)

S

Unemployment by Duration: Average (Mean) Duration in Weeks (SA)

S

3
3

Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed less than 5 Weeks
(Thous.,SA)

S

3

Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed 5 to 14 Weeks
(Thous.,SA)

S

3

Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed 15 Weeks +
(Thous.,SA)

S

3

Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed 15 to 26 Weeks
(Thous.,SA)

S

3

Unemployment by Duration: Persons Unemployed 27 Weeks +
(Thous,SA)

S

Average Weekly Initial Claims, Unemployment Insurance (Thous.)

S

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Total Private

Employee Hours in Nonagricultural Establishments (AR, Bil. Hours)

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Average Weekly Hours of Production or Nonsupervisory Workers on
Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Goods Producing

s

3

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3

Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Goods-Producing
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Mining
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Construction
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Manufacturing
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Durable Goods
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Nondurable Goods
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Service-Providing
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Trade, Transportation, and Utilities
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Wholesale Trade
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Retail Trade
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Financial Activities
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls - Government

Average Weekly Hours of Production or Nonsupervisory Workers on
Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Mfg Overtime Hours
Average Weekly Hours, Mfg. (Hours)
Housing Starts: Total Farm & Nonfarm (Thous.,SAAR)
Housing Starts: Northeast (Thous., SA)
Housing Starts: Midwest (Thous., SA)
Housing Starts: South (Thous., SA)
Housing Starts: West (Thous., SA)
Housing Authorized: Total New Private Housing Units (Thous.,SAAR)
Houses Authorized By Building Permits: Northeast (Thous., SA)
Houses Authorized By Building Permits: Midwest (Thous., SA)
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3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3

3
3

Houses Authorized By Building Permits: South (Thous., SA)

S

3

Houses Authorized By Building Permits: West (Thous., SA)

S

3

Purchasing Managers' Index (SA)

S

3

Mfrs' New Orders, Consumer Goods and Materials (Bil. Chain 1982 $)

3

Ratio, Mfg. and Trade Inventories to Sales (Based On Chain 2000 $)

s
s
s
s
s
s

Average Hourly Earnings of Production or Nonsupervisory Workers on
Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Goods-producing

s

3

Average Hourly Earnings of Production or Nonsupervisory Workers on
Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Construction

s

3

Average Hourly Earnings of Production or Nonsupervisory Workers on
Private Nonfarm Payrolls - Manufacturing

s

3

Money Stock: Ml(Curr,Trav.Chks,Dem Dep,other Ck'able
Dep)(Bil$,SA)

F

3

Money Stock:M2(Ml+0'nite Rps,Euro$,G/P&B/D Mmmfs&Sav&Sm
Time Dep(Bil$, SA)

F

3

Money Stock: M3(M2+Lg Time Dep,Term Rp's&Inst Only
Mmmfs)(Bil$,SA)

F

3

Money Supply - M2 In 1996 Dollars (Bci)

F

3

Monetary Base, Adj For Reserve Requirement Changes(Mil$,SA)

F

3

Depository Inst Reserves:Total,Adj For Reserve Req Chgs(Mil$,SA)

F

3

Depository Inst Reserves:Nonborrowed,Adj Res Req Chgs(Mil$,SA)

F

3

Total Borrowings Of Depository Institutions From The Federal Reserve

F

3

Savings Deposits - Total

F

3

Small Time Deposits - Total

F

3

Savings And Small Time Deposits At Commercial Banks

F

3

Savings And Small Time Deposits - Total

F

3

Total Checkable Deposits

F

3

CREDIT
Commercial And Industrial Loans At All Commercial Banks

F

3

Consumer (Individual) Loans At All Commercial Banks

F

3

Total Loans And Investments At All Commercial Banks

F

3

Total Loans And Leases At Commercial Banks

F

3

Real Estate Loans At All Commercial Banks

F

3

Commercial & Industrial Loans Oustanding In 1996 Dollars (Bci)

F

3

Wkly Rp Lg Com'l Banks:Net Change Com'l & Indus Loans(Bil$,SAAR)

F

1

Other Securities At All Commercial Banks

F

3

U.S. Government Securities At All Commercial Banks

F

3

Mfrs' New Orders, Durable Goods Industries (Bil. Chain 2000 $)
Mfrs' New Orders, Nondefense Capital Goods (Mil. Chain 1982 $)
Mfrs' Unfilled Orders, Durable Goods Indus. (Bil. Chain 2000 $)
Manufacturing and Trade Inventories (Bil. Chain 2000 S)

3
3
3
3
1

MONEY
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Total Nonrevolving Credit Outstanding

F

3

Total Revolving Credit Outstanding

F

3

Total Consumer Credit Outstanding

F

3

Ratio, Consumer Installment Credit To Personal Income (Pet.)

F

2

FINANCIAL MARKET
S&P's Common Stock Price Index: Composite (1941-43=10)

F

3

S&P's Common Stock Price Index: Industrials (1941-43=10)

F

3

S&P's Composite Common Stock: Dividend Yield (% Per Annum)

F

2

S&P's Composite Common Stock: Price-Eamings Ratio (%,NSA)

F

2

Nonfmancial Commercial Paper Outstanding; (SA, Bil. $)

F

3

3-Month Commercial Paper Yiled

F

2

Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Bills,Sec Mkt,3-Mo.(% Per Ann, NSA)

F

2

Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Bills,Sec Mkt,6-Mo.(% Per Ann, NSA)

F

2

Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Const Maturities, 1-Yr.(% Per Ann, NSA)

F

2

Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Const Maturities,5-Yr.(% Per Ann, NSA)

F

2

Interest Rate: U.S.Treasury Const Maturities, 10-Yr.(% Per Ann, NSA)

F

2

1-Month Certificate Of Deposit: Secondary Market Rate

F

2

INTEREST RATE

3-Month Certificate Of Deposit: Secondary Market Rate

F

2

6-Month Certificate Of Deposit: Secondary Market Rate

F

2

Bond Yield: Moody's Aaa Corporate (% Per Annum)

F

2

Bond Yield: Moody's Baa Corporate (% Per Annum)

F

2

Bank Prime Loan Rate

F

2

United States Effective Exchange Rate (Index No.)

F

3

Foreign Exchange Rate: Switzerland (Swiss Franc Per U.S.$)

F

3

EXCHANGE RATE

Foreign Exchange Rate: Japan (Yen Per U.S.$)

F

3

Foreign Exchange Rate: United Kingdom (Cents Per Pound)

F

3

Foreign Exchange Rate: Canada (Canadian $ Per U.S.$)

F

3

Producer Price Index: Finished Goods (82=100,SA)

F

3

Producer Price Index: Finished Consumer Goods (82=100,SA)

F

3

Producer Price Index: Intermed Mat. Supplies &
Components(82= 100,SA)

F

3

Producer Price Index: Crude Materials (82=100,SA)

F

3

Spot Market Price Index: Bis & Crb: All Commodities( 1967=100)

F

3

Index Of Sensitive Materials Prices (1990=100)(Bci-99a)

F

3

CPI Gap (All Items)

S

1

CPI-U: All Items (82-84=100,SA)

S

3

CPI -U: Apparel & Upkeep (82-84= 100,SA)

s

3

PRICE
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CPI -U: Transportation (82-84=100,Sa)

S

3

CPI -U: Medical Care (82-84= 100,SA)

S

3

CPI -U: Commodities (82-84= 100,SA)

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3

U. Of Mich. Index Of Consumer Expectations(Bcd-83)

F

2

Napm Production Index (Percent)

F

1

Napm Employment Index (Percent)

F

1

Napm New Orders Index (Percent)

F

1

Napm Vendor Deliveries Index (Percent)

F

1

Napm Inventories Index (Percent)

F

1

Napm Commodity Prices Index (Percent)

F

1

Mprime - Ipusac3d (Bank Prime rate - 3 Month CP Rate Spread)

F

1

Cp90-Fyff (CP - FFR Spread)

F

1

Fygm3-Fyff (3 Month T-bill - FFR Spread)

F

1

Fygm6-Fyff (6 Month T-bill - FFR Spread)

F

1

Fygtl-Fyff (1 Yr T-bond - FFR Spread)

F

1

Fygt5-Fyff (5 Yr T-bond - FFR Spread)

F

1

FygtlO-Fyff (10 Yr T-bond - FFR Spread)

F

1

Fyaaac-Fyff (Aaa bond - FFR Spread)

F

1

Fybaac-Fyff (Baa bond - FFR Spread)

F

1

F

2

CPI -U: Durables (82-84= 100,SA)
CPI -U: Services (82-84=100,SA)
CPI -U: All Items Less Food (82-84= 100,SA)
CPI -U: All Items Less Shelter (82-84= 100,SA)
CPI -U: All Items Less Medical Care (82-84= 100,SA)
Pce,Impl Pr DefkPce (1987=100)
Pce,Impl Pr Defl:Pce; Durables (1987=100)
Pce,Impl Pr DeflrPce; Nondurables (1996=100)
Pcejmpl Pr DeflrPce; Services (1987=100)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

EXPECTATIONS

FEDERAL FUNDS RATE
Effective Federal Funds Rate (% Per Annum)

Canada
OUTPUT
Industrial Production index gap (total economy)
Industrial Production in total economy sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production in total agriculture sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of crude petroleum - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production in total manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of total manufactured durable goods sa - units:
2000=100

Fast or
Slow?
S

s
s
s
s

Transformation
1
3
3
3
3

s

3
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Industrial Production of total manufactured non-durable goods sa - units:
2000=100
Industrial Production of manufactured crude steel - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of commercial vehicles - units: 2000 =100
Industrial Production of passengers cars - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of gas - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of total industry sa - units: 2000 = 100
Industrial Production of total construction sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production in total services sectors sa - units: 2000=100
EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
Employees: manufacturing - units: 2000=100
Employees: total (household survey) sa - units: persons 2000=100
Civilian employment: all persons - units: 2000 = 100
Civilian employment: agriculture sa - units: 2000=100
Civilian employment: industry including construction sa - units:
2000=100
Civilian employment: services sa - units: 2000=100
Part-time employment sa - units: 2000=100
Labour disputes: days lost - units: 2'000=100
Weekly hours worked: manufacturing - units: hours
Short term unemployment - units: 2000=100
Unemployment rate gap
Unemployment rate: survey-based (all persons) sa - units: %
Civilian labour force: all persons sa - units: 2000=100
EARNINGS
Hourly earnings: manufacturing sa - units: 2000 = 100
Wages and salaries: manufacturing sa - units: CAD mln
Unit labour cost: manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
PRICE INDEXES
PPI Total - Units: 2000=100
PPI Food & Beverages - Units: 2000=100
PPI Chemicals & Chemical Prods - Units: 2000=100
PPI Paper & Allied Products - Units: 2000=100
PPI Ref Petroleum & Coal Prods - Units: 2000=100
PPI Electrical Machinery - Units: 2000=100
PPI Primary Metals - Units: 2000=100
PPI Metal Products - Units: 2000=100
CPI All items Gap
CPI All items - units: 2000=100
CPI All items Montreal - units: 2000=100
CPI Energy - units: 2000=100
CPI All items non-food non-energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Food excl. restaurants - units: 2000=100
CPI Housing - units: 2000=100
CPI Services less housing - units: 2000=100
Share prices: S&P/TSX composite index - units: 2000=100
INTEREST RATES
Overnight money market financing rate - units: %

S
S
S

s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
1
2
3

s
s
s

3
3
1

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3

s
F

3
3

F

2

s
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3
3
3
3
3
3

1
3
3
3
3
3
3

Chartered banks' prime business rate - units: %
Central bank rate - units: %
Rate 3-month prime corporate paper - units: %
Yield 10-year federal government benchmark bonds - units: %
MONEY AND CREDIT
Monetary aggregate M l sa - units: CAD bln
Monetary aggregate M3 sa - units: CAD bln
Monetary aggregate M2+ sa - units: CAD bln
Chartered banks' personal savings deposits - units: CAD bln
Credit to private sector - units: CAD bln
STOCKS AND INVENTORIES
Ratio of inventories to shipments - units: ratio
Stocks o f manufactured finished goods (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
Stocks of total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
Stocks of raw materials (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
SALES
Sales of total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
Passenger car registrations sa-units: 2000= 100
Total retail trade (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
Orders for total manufactured goods (Value) sa - units: CAD mln
HOUSING STARTS
Housing starts large cities sa - units: number
Permits issued for buildings sa - units: CAD mln
Permits issued for dwellings sa - units: 2000 = 100
Work started for dwellings sa - units: 2000 = 100
EXTERNAL SECTOR
CAD/U.S.D exchange rate monthly average
Real effective exchange rates - units: 2000 = 100
Reserve assets - units: U.S.D mln
SDR Reserve assets - units: SDR mln
Exports f.o.b. total sa - units: CAD bln
Imports f.o.b. total sa - units: CAD bln

F
F
F
F

2
2
2
2

F
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3

F
F
F
F

2
3
3
3

F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3

F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3

F
F
F
F
S

2
3
3
3
3

S

3

The U.K.
OUTPUT
Industrial Production of Total Industry Gap
Industrial Production o f total manufactured investment goods sa - units:
2000=100
Industrial Production of total manufactured intermediate goods sa - units:
2000=100
Industrial Production in total manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of manufactured crude steel - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of manufactured durable consumer goods sa - units:
2000=100
Industrial Production of commercial vehicles - units: 2000=100

Fast or
Slow?

S

Transformation
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S

3

s
s
s

3
3
3
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Industrial Production of manufactured non-durable consumer goods saunits:2000=100
Industrial Production of passengers cars - units: 2000=100
Industrial Production of total industry sa - units: 2000=100

S
S

s

RETAIL TRADE, CONSTRUCTION AND MNUFACTURING SECTORS
Retail trade - Business situation: present sa - units: % balance
s
Retail trade - Business situation: future tendency sa - units: % balance
S
Retail trade - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
S
Retail trade - Volume o f stocks: level sa - units: % balance
s
Retail trade - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Retail trade - Orders intentions/demand: future tendency sa - units: %
balance
S
Construction - Business situation: present sa - units: % balance
s
Construction - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
S
Construction - Orders books: level sa - units: % balance
s
Construction - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
S
Construction - Selling prices: future tendency sa - units: % balance
S
Manufacturing - Production: tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Manufacturing - Production: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Manufacturing - Finished goods stocks: level sa - units: % balance
s
Manufacturing - Order books: level sa - units: % balance
s
Manufacturing - Export order books: level sa - units: % balance
s
Manufacturing - Selling prices: future tendency sa - units: % balance
S
Manufacturing - Employment: future tendency sa - units: % balance
s
Manufacturing - Industrial confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
S
EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
Employees: manufacturing - units: 2000=100
s
Labour disputes: days lost - units: 2000=100
s
Unemployment Rate Gap
S
Unemployment rate: survey-based (all persons) sa - units: %
s
EARNINGS
Weekly earnings: all activities - units: 2000=100
Weekly earnings: manfacturing sa - units: 2000=100
Unit labour cost: manufacturing sa - units: 2000=100
PRICE INDEXES
PPI Manufacturing input total excluding food - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing input fuel - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing input raw materials - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing output all products - units: 2000 = 100
PPI Manufacturing output total excl. food - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing output food - units: 2000=100
PPI Manufacturing output chemical - units: 2000=100
CPI All items gap
CPI All items excluding mortgage interest - units: 2000=100
CPI All items - units: 2000=100

3
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
1
2
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CPI Energy - units: 2000=100
CPI All items non-food non-energy - units: 2000=100
CPI Food excl. restaurants - units: 2000=100
CPI Services less housing - units: 2000=100
CPI Housing - units: 2000=100
Share prices: FT Ordinary industrial - units: 2000=100
A Non fin share price index - units: 2000=100
INTEREST RATES
4 U.K. banks' base rate - units: %
Sterling overnight interbank rate - units: %
Discount rate 3-month treasury bills - units: %
Yield 20-year central government bonds -units: %
Yield 10-year central government securities - units: %
MONEY AND CREDIT
Narrow money (M2 - proxy) sa - units: 2000 = 100
Monetary aggregate M2 (cash and retail deposits in M4) sa - units: GBP
bln
Monetary aggregate M4 sa - units: GBP bln
Domestic bank deposits - units: GBP bln
Sight and time deposits from public sector - units: GBP bln
Public sector net cash requirement - units: GBP bln
SALES AND ORDERS
Sales of manufactured goods from domestic market (Volume) sa - units:
2000=100
Sales of exported manufactured goods (Volume) sa - units: 2000=100
Sales of total manufactured goods (Volume) sa - units: 2000=100
Total retail trade (Value) sa - units: 2000=100
New car registrations sa - units: number
Passenger car registrations sa-units: 2000=100
Orders for total manufactured goods (Volume) sa - units: 2000=100
Orders for manufactured goods from domestic market (Volume) sa - units:
2000=100
Orders for exported manufactured goods (Volume) sa - units: 2000=100
New orders for total construction sa-units: 2000=100
EXTERNAL SECTOR
GBP/U.S.D exchange rate monthly average
Real effective exchange rates - units: 2000 = 100
SDR Reserve assets - units: SDR mln
Exports f.o.b. total sa - units: GBP bln
Imports c.i.f. total sa - units: GBP bln
EXPECTATIONS
Expected economic situation sa - units: % balance
Consumer - Confidence indicator sa - units: % balance
Consumer prices: future tendency sa - units: % balance
Stocks raw materials: future tendency - units: diff from trend

S
S
S
S

s
s
s
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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2
2
2
2
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F
F
F
F
F
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3
3
3
3

Production: future tendency sa - units: ratio to trend

S

1

Japan
OUTPUT
Total Industrial Production Index Gap
Rates of capacity utilization in industry, sa - units: 2000=100
Production of total industry, sa- units: 2000=100
Production of manufactured durable consumer goods, sa - units:
2000=100
Production of manufactured non-durable consumer goods, sa - units:
2000=100
Production of manufactured crude steel- units: 2000=100
Production of total manufactured intermediate goods, sa - units:
2000=100
Production in total manufacturing, sa - units: 2000=100
Production in total manufacturing and mining, sa - units: 2000=100
Production of commercial vehicles - units: 2000=100
Production of passengers cars - units: 2000=100
production of total manufactured investment goods, sa - units: 2000=100
Production in total services sectors, sa - units: 2000=100

Fast or
Slow?

S
S
s

Transformation
1

3
3

s

3

s
s

3
3

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

s

3

s

3

s

1
2

EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
Civilian employment: sa - units: mln
Employment: Short term - units: mln
Unemployment Rate Gap
Unemployment: Rate, sa - units: %
Overtime hours, Manufacturing, sa - units: hours
Monthly hours of work, sa - units: hours
New vacancies, sa - units: 2000=100
Job offers to job applicants, sa - units: 2000=100
Monthly overtime hours - units: hours
EARNINGS
Hourly earnings (Manufacturing) - units: 2000=100
Wages: Monthly earnings, sa - units: 2000=100
Monthly earnings: All industries, sa - units: 2000=100
Wages: Unit labor cost, sa - units: 2000=100
PRICE INDEXES
CPI: all items gap
CPI: all items - units: 2000=100
CPI: all items including imputed rent, sa - units: 2000=100
CPI: Food - units: 2000=100
CPI energy - units: 2000=100
CPI non food, non energy - units: 2000=100
CPI rent, imputed rent and repairs - units: 2000=100
CPI services less rent - units: 2000=100
PPI: Agricultural products - units: 2000=100
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3
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3
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3
3

3
3
3
3

PPI: Corporate service prices, all - units: 2000=100
PPI: Food - units: 2000=100
PPI: Textiles - units: 2000=100
PPI: Manufacturing - units: 2000=100
PPI: Machinery and equipments - units: 2000=100
PPI: Iron and steel - units: 2000=100

S
S
S

PPI: Chemicals - units: 2000=100
PPI: Petroleum and coal products - units: 2000=100
Wholesale prices: Total - units: 2000=100
Share prices: Tokyo, sa - units: 2000=100
INTEREST RATES
Rate new 90 -<120 day CDs - units: %
Central Bank discount rate - units: %
Uncollateralized overnight call rate - units: %

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

F
F
F

2
2
2

MONEY AND CREDIT
Broad Money supply, sa - units: JPY bln
Domestic finance: money supply (M2) + CD, sa - units: JPY bln
Domestic finance: total liquidity (M4), sa - units: JPY bln
Domestic finance: money supply (M l), sa - units: JPY bln
Domestic finance: Private bond issues - units: JPY bln
Ratio: Loans to deposits, sa - units: JPY bln

F
F
F
F
F
F

3
3
3
3
3
2

F

2
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3
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3
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F
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3

F
F

3
3

INVENTORIES AND SALES
Inventory shipment ratio, sa
Sales of manufactured construction materials (volume), sa - units:
2000=100
Sales of total manufactured consumer goods (volume), sa - units:
2000=100
Sales of manufactured intermediate goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Sales of total manufactured goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Sales of manufactured investment goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Total car registrations, sa - units: 2000=100
Passenger car registrations, sa - units: 2000=100
Total retail trade (value), sa - units: 2000=100
Total wholesale trade (value), sa - units: 2000=100
Stocks of manufactured consumer goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Stocks of manufactured intermediate goods (volume), sa - units:
2000=100
Stocks of total manufactured goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Stocks of manufactured investment goods (volume), sa - units: 2000=100
Orders for exported manufactured goods (Value), sa - units: 2000=100
Orders for manufactured intermediate goods (Value), sa - units: 2000=100
Orders for total manufactured goods (Value), sa - units: 2000=100
HOUSING STARTS
Work started for buildings, sa - units: 2000=100
Work started for dwellings, sa - units: 2000=100
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New orders for buildings - units: 2000=100
New orders for dwellings - units: 2000=100
Construction dwellings started, sa - units: 2000=100
EXTERNAL SECTOR
JPY/U.S.D exchange rate monthly average - units: 2000=100
Effective exchange rate - units: 2000=100
SDR reserve assets - units: SDR mln
Foreign finance: Official reserves including gold - units: 2000=100
Foreign trade: exports, f.o.b., sa - units: 2000=100
Foreign trade: imports, c.I.f., sa - units: 2000=100

F
F
F

3
3
3

F
F
F
F
S
S
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3
3
3
3
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